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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
SEAMCAT (Spectrum Engineering Advanced Monte Carlo Analysis Tool) is a statistical simulation model that uses a
method of analysis called Monte Carlo to assess the potential interference between different radiocommunication
systems.
This handbook is intended as an introduction to SEAMCAT for new users, to guide them through from installation to
carrying out advanced simulations. It is also intended as a reference for more experienced users by providing working
guidance on different scenarios and advanced functions.
This Handbook is not intended to be a stand alone information source but is complemented by the on‐line SEAMCAT
manual (www.seamcat.org/xwiki) and the description of the Monte Carlo method given in ERC Report 68
(www.erodocdb.dk).
The approach taken by SEAMCAT to assess the potential interference can be summarised in 4 basic steps:
1. the user defines the distribution of possible values for the system and propagation parameters of the desired
and interfering links;
2. SEAMCAT uses these distributions to generate random samples based on the Monte Carlo method called
snapshots of the subject parameters;
3. For each snapshot SEAMCAT calculates the interfering and desired signal levels;
4. SEAMCAT then calculates the probability of interference by comparing the relationship of desired and
interfering signals at the victim receiver for each snapshot.
The benefit of SEAMCAT being a freely available and a CEPT agreed software tool, is that the following issues can be
studied and recreated by any of the interested parties rather than by proprietary software being used. The only area
for discussion would be the value of the input parameters and scenario being applied. Studies that could be
investigated are:
 Sharing and compatibility studies on different equipment operating in the same or adjacent frequency bands;
 Evaluation of different systems transmit and receive masks;
 Evaluation of limits such as unwanted emissions, blocking and intermodulation levels.
Methodology
The radio spectrum is a limited resource and can only be used optimally if compatibility is assured between radio
systems located in the same or adjacent frequency bands. For example, an important criterion for radio compatibility
is the difference between the desired (wanted) and interfering signal levels in the victim receiver input. This
parameter is used to derive a separation between the victim and interfering systems or services in geographical space
or frequency domains. Considering only the adjacent bands, the most significant interference mechanisms are the
unwanted emissions from the transmitters as well as blocking and intermodulation in the victim receiver. There are
many ways of analysing this criterion ‐ one is to use Monte Carlo Analysis – SEAMCAT, another theoretical method
that has been used extensively in this field is the Minimum Coupling Loss method.
The classical approach for the estimation of these interference mechanisms is the Minimum Coupling Loss (MCL)
method. However the essentially analytical MCL method is rigid and difficult to implement in many cases, where
operation of radiocommunications systems may not be described in static terms, e.g. the random nature of operation
of user terminals in mobile systems. While compromise in such cases may be found by making certain (worst case)
assumptions and simplifications on the operation of the considered systems, this may produce an unnecessarily stiff
and static interference assessment, which often becomes biased towards one of the considered systems depending on
the partiality of assumptions/simplifications made.
The Monte Carlo method is a statistical methodology for the simulation of random processes by randomly taking
values from a probability density function. The term "Monte Carlo method" was coined in the 1940s by physicists
working on nuclear weapon projects in the Los Alamos National Laboratory [9]. This approach was used for solving
statistical problems; the code name given to the work was Monte Carlo.
A radio communication system is made up of a series of variables. Therefore, if a user defines correctly the input
values of a system then by taking enough samples a real life system can be simulated. SEAMCAT has been designed to
apply the Monte Carlo method in order to them to generate the desired (wanted) and interfering signal levels at a
victim receiver; the probability of interference can then be calculated.
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The user defines the radio systems parameters as either constant ‐ such as a base station’s position, or as a variable ‐
such as mobile station position. Then by running a Monte Carlo process the mobile position will vary randomly within
its distribution curve and all the variables that will change with the mobiles location such as path loss will be
calculated for each new position. Up to 20 functions of the radio system ‐ all with a range of variables – can be
modelled in SEAMCAT. Reliable results are obtained by applying a large number of samples/events (> 20,000).
The flexibility in the model and its’ supporting software implementation allow quick yet reliable consideration of
spatial and temporal distributions of the received signals and the resulting statistical probability of interference in a
wide variety of scenarios. It therefore enables more precise mutual positioning of those considered systems, and
hence more efficient use of the radio spectrum.
Structure of the Manual
Section 1 to 3 of this document provides a general overview and description of the software.
Section 4 to 11 guide the beginner, step by step, on how to use SEAMCAT, with details of how the software works and
on the graphical interaction.
Section 12 contains an example of a complete simulation including scenario, set of parameters and results.
Annex 1 to Annex 22 provide more details of the algorithms, interfaces and sharing study principals.
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Quick Start in SEAMCAT

1

2

Installation of SEAMCAT: 2 choices from www.seamcat.org

On‐line Webstart

Off‐line

(Windows, Linux etc...)

(Windows only)

Creating ‐ Opening ‐ Saving a workspace (.sws)

Version

Date of release

New

Open

Save

Select the .sws file

3

Defining sharing study scenario

iRSS
dRSS
Victim
Receiver
Victim link (Vr)
Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)

Interfering
Transmitter
(It)
Interfering
Wanted
link
Receiver
(Wr)
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4

Victim Link Parameters
Systems that can be simulated in SEAMCAT
Land Mobile Systems, Short
Range Devices and Earth
based components of satellite
systems

Point‐to‐Point and
Point‐to‐Multipoint fixed
systems

Terrestrial broadcasting systems
and Earth stations of satellite
systems

Victim receiver characteristics (non‐CDMA systems)
(sensitivity, BW, antenna, blocking response, interference criteria, etc...)
General
information
on the link

Wanted transmitter characteristics (non‐CDMA systems)
(power, antenna)
Position and propagation model information
between the Wt and the Vr

Choice from a
library
Distribution of the
dRSS
Distribution of the
centre frequency

5

Victim Link Parameters ‐ CDMA system
CDMA module

Distribution of the
centre frequency

Definition of the CDMA victim
receiver blocking response

Selection of the CDMA
module

11

6

Interfering Link Parameters

Add/edit/
duplicate
interferers

Position and propagation model information between the
It and the Wr of the interfering link

General
information
on the link

Interfering transmitter characteristics (non‐CDMA systems) (power,
BW, antenna, unwanted emission mask, power control, etc...)
Position and propagation model information
between the It and the Vr
Wanted receiver
characteristics
(non‐CDMA systems)
(power, antenna)
Choose from
a library
Distribution
of the centre
frequency
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Interfering Link Parameters ‐ CDMA system
CDMA module

Distribution
of the centre
frequency

Definition of the CDMA
unwanted emission mask

Selection of the
CDMA module
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8

Start a simulation

A. Check consistency

B. Select the number of snapshots

C. Launch a simulation

9

Results: Simulation status interface
Provides basic
information on
the simulation
status

Mean and std.
deviation value of
dRSS and iRSS for
unwanted and
blocking effects

Display the victim
and interfering link
element for each
snapshot

Interfering link
Interfering transmitter (It)
Wanted receiver (Wr)

Victim link
Progress bar to
track the current
task status and the
system memory

Wanted transmitter (Wt)
Victim receiver (Vr)
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10

Results: dRSS and iRSS vectors

11

Results: Interference calculation

Translation: Probability of interference
as a function of parameters

Compatibility: Probability of
interference

17.5 % of probability of
interference
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12

CDMA interface

Provides general
information on the
CDMA system

System characteristics
specific for each link (i.e.
Uplink or Downlink )

Position of the elements
in the cellular network (i.e.
antenna, cell radius,

Setting up the propagation model

Setting up the number of CDMA users in the
network (i.e. capacity)
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Position of the reference cell to the network

On‐line manual

www.ero.dk/seamcat

www.seamcat.org/xwiki
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ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10a
10b
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Description
Create a new workspace
Open any SEAMCAT workspace (.sws file)
Save a workspace as .sws file with the default filename
Save a workspace as .sws file with a selectable filename
Save all the workspaces at once
Close the selected workspace
Close all the workspaces at once
Import library from SEAMCAT‐3 format
Export library from SEAMCAT‐3 format
Allows user to open SEAMCAT workspaces which are not SEAMCAT‐3 format (i.e. .sws) (legacy
version)
Open a legacy library
Open a legacy scenario (.txt file)
Access the configuration of SEAMCAT (Home selection, Server settings)
Exit SEAMCAT (this will close the SEAMCAT application)
Allows the tool bar to be displayed
Allows the status bar to be displayed
Expand the tree
Collapse the tree
Useful in particular for storing antenna profiles with complex radiation patterns
Useful to store detailed descriptions of typical receivers
Useful to store detailed descriptions of typical transmitters with complex emission plots
Set of pre‐defined tables and allows user to create their own tables of CDMA link level data
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ID
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
32a
32b
32c
32d
33
33a
33b
33c
33d
34

Description
Allows access to user‐defined propagation models
Used for performing additional, user‐defined computations with data produced in each SEAMCAT snapshot
For updating all scenario parameters of victim link pairs of transmitters and receivers
To update the parameters of interfering link in a scenario, create new interfering links or delete existing ones
Post processing plug‐in configuration
To detect erroneous or inconsistent values in the scenario definition before running a simulation
Used to determine the running time of the Event Generation Engine of SEAMCAT
Access the interference calculation tabsheet
Generate a SEAMCAT simulation report
Automation of repetitive tasks by scheduling several SEAMCAT simulations to be done in one run
Auto‐generation of multiple interfering links using regular pattern of interfering links
Test built‐in SEAMCAT functions
Check the built‐in distribution function
Check the built‐in and plug‐in propagation model
Check the unwanted emission function
Calculator
Ease the performing of lengthy simulations by using a remote server, or set‐up your computer as a server
Send a job to a remote server (ECO provides free remote server facilities )
Check the status of the jobs you have sent
Start your computer as a SEAMCAT server
Stop your computer from being a SEAMCAT server
Help
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Basics of the Monte‐Carlo methodology

The statistical methodology used as a basis for SEAMCAT is known as the Monte Carlo technique. Statistical simulation
methods may be contrasted to conventional analytical methods, which are typically applied to ordinary or partial
differential equations that describe some underlying physical or mathematical system. In many applications of the
Monte Carlo technique, the physical process is simulated directly, and there is no need to even write down the
differential equations that describe the behaviour of the system.
The only requirement is that the physical or mathematical system be described by probability density functions
(pdf’s). Once the pdf’s of the relevant parameters are known, the Monte Carlo simulation can proceed by random
sampling of them. Many simulation trials are performed and the desired result is taken as an average over the number
of observations. In many practical applications, one can predict the statistical error in this average result, and hence
an estimate of the number of Monte Carlo trials that are needed to achieve a given error.
1.1.1

Basic scenario capability

The SEAMCAT tool models a victim receiver (Vr) connected to a wanted transmitter (Wt) operating amongst a
population of interferer transmitters (It). These interferers may belong to the same system as the victim, a different
system or a mixture of both. The interferers are randomly distributed around the victim in a manner decided by the
user and are linked to a wanted receiver (Wr). It is common practice to use a uniform random distribution. The density
of interferers is set in line with the environment being modelled, i.e. an urban environment has a higher density than a
rural environment. Only a proportion of the interferers are active at any one time. This proportion is known as the
utilisation and may depend upon the day of the week as well as the time of day. Figure 1 illustrates how the
interferers and victim may appear for one simulation trial. Also illustrated is the transmitter providing the victim’s
wanted signal. Figure 2 illustrates the terminology of the various elements that SEAMCAT simulates.

Wanted
Signal

Wt

Victim link
(dRSS)

Vr
Victim
Active
Interferer
Inactive
Interferer

Figure 1: A typical victim and interferer scenario for a Monte
Carlo simulation trial

1.1.2

It

Interference
(iRSS)
Interfering link

Wr

Figure 2: Terminology used in SEAMCAT

Methodology associated to the (C/I) criterion

Four interference criteria are considered within SEAMCAT:
C/I
C/(I+N)
(N+I)/N
I/N
Figure 3: Interference criteria from the Interference
Calculation Engine (ICE) control parameter dialogue
box (see #6 of Figure 142 on page 125)
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Figure 4: Interference criteria as provided by the
user (see section A.1.2 of Annex 1)

The criterion for interference to occur is for the Vr to have a carrier to interference ratio (C/I) less than the minimum
allowable value. In order to calculate the victim’s C/I, it is necessary to establish the victim’s wanted signal
strength/desired Received Signal Strength (dRSS) corresponding to the C, as well as the interfering signal strength
(iRSS) corresponding to the I.
Examples:
C/I may vary typically between 9 dB (e.g. for QPSK) to 26 dB or higher (e.g. for 64QAM…). Introducing noise (I/N), then
C/I is desensitised by (N+I)/N resulting in C/(N+I). Note that the desensitisation is exactly the factor (N+I)/N (also =
1+I/N).
Considering that

N  I 
N  I 
I
 C 
C 
N  I 
 I    N    N  and  N  I    I    I 
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
And assuming a C/I of 19 dB, the following examples may be considered:


I/N = 0 dB, results in (N+I)/N = 3 dB and considering C/I = 19 dB, then C/(N+I) = C/I ‐ 3 dB = 16 dB



I/N = ‐6 dB, results in (N+I)/N  1 dB and considering C/I = 19 dB, then C/(N+I) = C/I ‐ 7 dB = 12 dB



I/N = ‐10 dB, results in (N+I)/N  0.4 dB and considering C/I = 19 dB, then C/(N+I) = C/I ‐ 10 dB = 9 dB



I/N = ‐20 dB, results in (N+I)/N = 0.04  0.1 dB and considering C/I = 19 dB, then C/(N+I) = C/I ‐ 20 dB = ‐1 dB

Note that the mathematical relations between these 4 criteria and also the algorithms of the consistency check are
provided in Annex 2.
Note:

In case C/(I+N) is chosen as the protection criterion the impact of the interferer is
negligible compared to the thermal noise (i.e. C/(I+N) ≈ C/N), if I/N ≤ ‐20 dB;
if I/N > 10...20 dB, then C/(I+N) ≈ C/I (i.e. the interferer is more dominant than the
thermal noise)

The position of the victim’s wanted signal transmitter is identified and a link budget calculation completed. Having
knowledge of both the interfering signal strength and the wanted signal strength allows the victim’s C/I ratio to be
computed. Figure 5 illustrates the various signal levels.

Wanted Signal (dBm)
(dRSS = C)

Receiver C/I (dB)

Wanted Signal
margin (dB)

Noise Floor
increased by
interference (dB)

Sensitivity (dBm)

Interference (dB)
(iRSS = I)

Minimum Permissible
C/N ratio (dB)
Noise Floor (dBm)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The signal levels used to determine whether or not interference is occurring
Figure 5 (a) represents the situation when there
is no interference and the victim is receiving the
desired signal with some margin. In this case the
victim’s Signal level is given by the sum of the
Sensitivity and wanted signal margin l.

Figure 5 (b) illustrates what happens when interference
occurs. The interference adds to the noise floor. The
difference between the wanted signal strength and the
interference signal, measured in dB, defines the Signal to
Interference ratio. This ratio must be greater than the
required C/I threshold if interference is to be avoided. The
Monte Carlo simulation tool checks for this condition and
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records whether or not interference is occurring. This is
illustrated further in Figure 6.

random
Desired signal strength: dRSS ‐> (C)
event

‐ For each random event where
dRSS > sensitivity:
Desired signal value (dBm)
(dRSS)
C/Itrial > C/Itarget?
Interfering signal (dBm)
(iRSS)

sensitivity
Interference (dB)

Interfering signal strength: iRSS ‐> (I)

Noise Floor (dBm)

‐ If C/Itriali >C/Itarget: “good” event
‐ If C/Itriali <C/Itarget: “interfered”
‐ Finally, after cycle of Nall events:
Overall Pinterference= 1‐ (Ngood/Nall)

Figure 6: Illustrative summary of the interference criteria computation.
The Monte Carlo technique works by considering many independent instants in time (or in space). For each instant, or
simulation trial, a scenario is built up using a number of different random variables, i.e. where the interferer is located
with respect to the victim, how strong the wanted signal strength is, which channels the victim and interferer are
using etc. If a sufficient number of simulation trials are considered then the probability of a certain event occurring
can be calculated with a high level of accuracy.
In this way, the tool is able to quantify the probability of interference between radio systems and is able to help
determine appropriate frequency planning rules or specify limits for transmitter / receiver performance. The
interfering modes (unwanted and blocking) as well as the interference criteria are selectable in SEAMCAT as shown in
Figure 40 (p. 48) and Figure 142 (p. 125).
1.1.3

Interference mechanisms

Several interference mechanisms are included such as unwanted emissions, receiver blocking, intermodulation
products, co‐channel and adjacent channel interference phenomena.


The level of unwanted emissions ( i.e. consisting of the spurious emissions and out‐of‐band emissions [8] of
the interfering transmitter) falling within the victim’s receiver bandwidth is determined using the interferer’s
transmit mask as illustrated in Figure 7, the selectivity of the victim receiver, interferer / victim frequency
separation, antenna gains and propagation loss.
Further details on the unwanted emission mask are provided in Annex 5 and details on the iRSSunwanted
calculation are given in section A.4.1 of Annex 4. The unwanted emission is also sometimes quantified using
the term Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) (see Annex 12). Note that the Rx bandwidth is considered in
the unwanted calculation.
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Interfering
emission mask

Rx bandwidth

Unwanted:

fIt

fVr

Figure 7: Illustration of the interference due to the unwanted emissions (i.e. the unwanted emissions of It falling in
the receiver bandwidth of Vr)


The receiver blocking power, i.e. the power captured from the transmissions of the interferer due to
selectivity imperfections of the victim’s receiver as shown in Figure 8, is determined using the interferer’s
transmit power, victim receiver blocking performance, interferer / victim frequency separation, antenna
gains and propagation loss. Further details on receiver blocking can be found in Annex 6 as well as details on
the iRSSblocking calculation in A.4.2 of Annex 4. The blocking calculation is computed at the interferer frequency
and the It bandwidth is not considered.
Receiver Mask
Rx bandwidth

Blocking:

Rejection
of the receiver

fIt

fVr

Figure 8: Illustration of the blocking of the victim receiver (i.e. total emission power of It reduced by the blocking
attenuation (selectivity) function of the Vr.


The combination of the unwanted emissions and the receiver blocking can also be studied simultaneously in
SEAMCAT as depicted in Figure 9. See Annex 7 for further details.
Interferer Transmitter
emission mask
Victim Receiver
Mask
receiver bandwidth

fIt

fVr
Unwanted
Emissions

Blocking

Figure 9: Illustration of the combined unwanted emissions and the receiver blocking mechanism in SEAMCAT


The intermodulation interference, i.e. the power of intermodulation products, reduced by the
intermodulation attenuation function of the Vr. See Annex 4 for further details.
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1.2

SEAMCAT Architecture

The architecture of SEAMCAT software is composed of the Event Generation Engine (EGE), Interference Calculation
Engine (ICE), CDMA Engine (CDMAE), any potential future calculation engine as well as an extended user interface
outputs. The data storage is XML‐based files.
The architecture of SEAMCAT‐3 is shown below in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Architecture of SEAMCAT
The three main computational engines of SEAMCAT‐3 are described below:
 EGE : Event Generation Engine
 ICE : Interference Calculation Engine
 CDMAE : CDMA simulation Engine
For non‐CDMA simulation, the interference probability calculation is achieved by a common work of two calculation
engines (i.e. the EGE and the ICE).
The Event Generation Engine may be seen as the main clock of the Monte‐Carlo snapshots taking place inside
SEAMCAT. As such it provides the main stage for simulation of non‐CDMA systems, but it also provides the general
simulation management even if CDMA systems are defined in the simulation scenario, by invoking the CDMA
functions and power control module at relevant instances. It uses the relevant radio parameters from a defined
interference scenario and generates a number of random valued signal samples by using mathematical methods. The
generated samples are processed to calculate the desired Received Signal Strength (dRSS) which is the strength of the
signal received at the Victim Receiver (Vr) from the Wanted Transmitter (Wt), and all interfering signal strengths iRSSi
(ith interfering Received Signal Strength) which is the strength of a signal from the Interfering Transmitter (It) received
at the Vr (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).. This process is repeated N times, where N is the number of events (also denoted
as snapshots). The generated signal strengths are stored in separate data arrays of length N.
For each of the major interfering mechanisms implemented in SEAMCAT (interference due to unwanted emissions
(Figure 7), blocking of the victim receiver (Figure 8) and interference due to intermodulation products generated
between two interferers) separate data arrays are generated.
The Interference Calculation Engine processes the information gathered by the EGE to calculate the probability of
interference. It is the ultimate part of the SEAMCAT architecture when applied to non‐CDMA victim systems. In ICE,
the samples of wanted (dRSS) and unwanted (iRSS) signals generated by the EGE are compared against the relevant
signal‐to‐noise criteria (specified in the scenario, such as C/N, C/N+I etc) to calculate the actual probability of
interference with the condition that the desired received signal strengths is greater than the sensitivity of the victim
receiver (dRSS > sens). This probability can be calculated for different interference mechanisms:
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Two modes of operations, as illustrated in Figure 142 of Annex 2 (p. 125), are implemented for the ICE module:
1.

Compatibility: This mode provides a single‐figure estimate of the probability of interference in a
given interference scenario;

2.

Translation: This mode calculates probability of interference as a function of changing one of the
following parameters: (i) Transmitter power of the interfering transmitter, (ii) blocking response
level of the victim receiver, (iii) intermodulation rejection level for the victim receiver. See Figure
142 for an example

For more details on the ICE control parameter please consult Annex 2.
The CDMA simulation Engine allows the simulation of CDMA networks. Whereas traditional simulation of non‐CDMA
systems is carried out in SEAMCAT by taking two pairs of transmitters‐receivers and estimating signals received
between them separately (i.e. without any form of feed‐back influence), the simulation of CDMA systems requires a
much more complex process of power controlling in a fully loaded system, including impact from two tiers of
neighbouring cells and, for victim CDMA systems, the attempt by the system to level‐out the interference impact.
The User Interface (UI) enables the access to and efficient use of all the functionalities of SEAMCAT. This module
communicates with:


the technical data management module to get data from the technical database or to update the database
using the information entered by the user,



the calculation module to launch an interference calculation,



the results management module to visualise results, to save them or to delete them,



the initiation of an automatic (batch) simulation.

The SEAMCAT user will get familiar all along this manual with the SEAMCAT user interface dialog box through step‐by‐
step examples.
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Applicability of the SEAMCAT tool to Spectrum Engineering Problems

1.3

SEAMCAT can assist spectrum managers in providing solutions to a number of problems commonly encountered in
the field of spectrum engineering. These include the ability to:


identify candidate frequency bands for radio systems;



determine the appropriate size of frequency separations (or guard bands);



derive transmitter emission masks needed to protect adjacent services;



specify receiver susceptibility to preserve system performance in a given radio environment;



identify band sharing issues between different services and technologies;



help provide band refarming strategies.

A number of various radiocommunications systems can be modelled using SEAMCAT, such as:


Land Mobile Systems, Short Range Devices and Earth based components of satellite systems;



Point‐to‐Point and Point‐to‐Multipoint fixed systems;



terrestrial Broadcasting systems and Earth stations of satellite systems.

The Monte Carlo technique can address any of the radio interference scenarios regardless of the interfering and victim
systems, for example a population of cellular mobile telephones interfering with a Wireless Local Loop base receiver.
There is no restriction upon the victim or interfering systems. The only requirement is that there is knowledge of the
parameters which can be used to model them. This includes the receiver and transmitter specifications, the
propagation model associated with the medium of communication and a measure of the quality of service required.

Note: SEAMCAT assumes a flat Earth model for calculating path geometries and propagation losses. This limits the
range of considered standard interference scenarios to terrestrial configurations and non‐path‐specific propagation
models.

Note: The technical specifications of the receiver and transmitter are commonly extracted from the
ETSI standard (see http://www.etsi.org/WebSite/Standards/Standard.aspx).
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2
2.1

INSTALLING SEAMCAT
Free software download

SEAMCAT is developed using Java which means it can run on any operating system supported by Java. SEAMCAT
installation is started by clicking on the install link from www.seamcat.org. The ECO provides 2 options for installation
of SEAMCAT:
Platform independent installation using Java Webstart technology

This Java Webstart option initiates the Live Web install procedure without the need for separately distributed
installation files, whereas a copy of the application is automatically installed on to your PC directly from the Internet.
Once SEAMCAT is installed over the Internet using the Java Webstart, it may be launched later and run autonomously
on your PC. However, at each launch, SEAMCAT will check whether Internet connection is available and, if yes, it will
automatically connect to www.seamcat.org to check whether a newer version is available. This Live Web Update
feature ensures that whenever working on Internet‐connected computer, you will always run the latest possible
version of SEAMCAT.

Offline installation for Microsoft Windows

With the offline installation option, SEAMCAT will NOT be automatically updated every time it is connected to the
internet, but this option is recommended if you experience problems with Webstart on Microsoft Windows.
See A.16.2 for Installation troubleshoot Frequently Asked Questions.
2.2

Java Source code

The source code for SEAMCAT‐3 is made available for scrutiny. The only condition for obtaining a copy of the source
code is to sign a special Source Code User Licence Agreement and deliver it to ECO either by fax, email
(seamcat@ero.dk) or mail post.
The License Agreement can be found at www.ero.dk/download as illustrated in Figure 11.
Select group: SEAMCAT
Select Year: source code

Figure 11: www.ero.dk/download to extract the Source Code User Licence Agreement.
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3

CREATING, OPENING, SAVING A WORKSPACE

SEAMCAT organises all its input and output information in a so called workspace, which may be seen both as
operating environment for given study and as a container/file, storing:


simulation technical data, also known as simulation scenario containing all input data: equipment
parameters, placement and propagations settings, etc.



simulation control parameters: number of events, debugging logging, etc.



simulation results : event generation results and interference probability calculation results.

Before starting, there is a need to either create a new workspace (1) or open an existing one (2) as shown in Figure 12.
When creating or opening a workspace, SEAMCAT automatically presents the filename in the tree folder as shown in
(4). By default, a new workspace will be called NewWorkspace_xyz. The user can change the name. When creating a
new simulation workspace, the victim link and one interfering link are automatically created and initialised with some
default parameters. Finally, when saving (3) your workspace you will store the file with a .sws extension
(SEAMCATWorkSpace).

Figure 12: Illustration of how to create or open a workspace and its associated file name.
When saving a SEAMCAT workspace, the users is prompted with 3 choices as shown in Figure 13.
1. All files: Allow the user to see all files in the current folder and type any name desired.
2. Default SEAMCAT Workspace: Save the current workspace as the SEAMCAT default workspace. The default
workspace file type has a different file ending and if placed in the right folder will be used as the template for
all new workspaces. This works like the "normal.dot" file in MS Word.
3. SEAMCAT Workspace Files (Recommended): Traditional XML based workspace files.

Figure 13: Saving options in SEAMCAT
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Note: Existing .sws files which have been generated as part of some ECC report or CEPT reports
activities can be found www.erodocdb.dk. An example is shown in Figure 14 for the ECC Report
122. See Annex 17 (p. 206) for further examples from various ECC deliverables.

Figure 14: ECC database where .sws file used in producing ECC or CEPT report are stored (see Annex 17 on p. 206).
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4

STEP 1 : HOW IS THE DRSS CALCULATED?
You will learn from Step 1 how to ...

✓
✓
✓

Define Victim receiver (Vr)
 Operating frequency
 Receiver bandwidth
 Antenna characteristics
 Interference criteria
 Noise floor

✓
✓
✓
✓

Define Wanted transmitter (Wt)
 Tx power
 Antenna characteristics
Position the Wt vs Vr

Calculate the dRSS

Test propagation model

Launch simulation

Extract dRSS vectors

For this exercise, let’s consider a fixed link, which is interfered by another fixed link as illustrated in Figure 15 where
the Wanted Transmitter and the Victim Receiver compose the Victim link. The Interfering Transmitter and the Wanted
Receiver compose the Interfering Link.

iRSS

dRSS

Victim
Receiver
(Vr)

Interfering
Transmitter
(It)
Interfering link

Victim link
Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)

Wanted
Receiver
(Wr)

Figure 15: Example of Application of SEAMCAT
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4.1

Parameters of the Victim Link

The victim link dialog window 1 enables the updates of all scenario parameters of the victim link pair of receiver and
transmitter: victim receiver (Vr) and wanted transmitter (Wt). Each simulation workspace must contain one and only
one victim link.
To edit the victim link of the current workspace select the Victim Link command in the Workspace menu. This
activates the Victim link window as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Access to the Victim Link parameters set‐up.
The victim link dialog window contains several parameter tab sheet as shown in Figure 17.

dRSS

Victim
Receiver
(Vr)

Victim link
Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)

Figure 17: Illustration of the mapping between SEAMCAT dialog box and possible scenarios elements.

1

Note: The current tree‐folder (ver. 3.1.46) will be removed in future versions of SEAMCAT, and users are not advised
to use it since “scenario” and “control” are obsolete to set‐up the simulation. Instead users are encouraged to set‐up
their simulation using the workspace menu bar. Users can still use the tree‐folder “Results” to extract vector results.
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For this tutorial, the parameter values summarised in Table 1 should be entered into the SEAMCAT simulation
scenario.
Parameters
Operating Frequency
Transmitter power
Receiver bandwidth
Tx and Rx antenna type
Tx and Rx antenna gain
Tx and Rx antenna height
C/I protection criteria
C/(N+I) protection criteria
(N+I)/N
I/N
Noise floor

Value
1000
30
200
Omni directional
9
30
19
16
3
0
‐110

Units
MHz
dBm
kHz
dBi
m
dB
dB
dB
dB
dBm

Table 1: Characteristics of the victim link pair of receiver and transmitter.
4.2

Parameters of the General Tab


The victim operates at 1000 MHz;

Figure 18: Example of setting up the operating frequency.
Note: The General parameters tabsheet gathers basic information required for definition of a victim link, mainly the
Link identification (freely chosen reference name and description) and the Victim receiver combo box which allows the
user to select one of the pre‐defined Library receivers. This parameter is set by default (when the workspace is created)
to the reference of the first available receiver of the database. Any change of the reference of the Vr through this
combo box automatically triggers the update of the associated parameters of the victim link.
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Parameters of the Victim Receiver

4.3






the Victim receiver uses a reception bandwidth of 200 kHz; (#1 of Figure 19)
the Victim receiver uses a omni‐directional antenna of 9 dBi; (#2)
the Victim receiver uses a 30 m antenna height; (#3)
the Victim receiver uses a C/I protection criteria of 19 dB, a C/(N+I) protection criteria of 16 dB, a (N+I)/N
criteria of 3 dB and a I/N protection criteria of 0 dB (Scenario/Victim Link/Victim Receiver/Interference
criteria (dB)); (#4)
Noise Floor of –110 dBm. (#5)

Figure 19: Example of the victim receiver parameters.
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Parameters of the Wanted Transmitter

4.4




the Wanted transmitter uses a Power of 30 dBm; (#1 of Figure 20)
the Wanted transmitter uses a omni‐directional antenna of 9 dBi; (#2)
the Wanted transmitter uses a 30 m antenna height. (#3)

Figure 20: Example of setting up the wanted transmitter.
4.5

Position of the Wt vs Vr

SEAMCAT allows the relative location between the Victim Receiver and the Wanted Transmitter to be defined as
illustrated in Figure 21 and briefly described below. Further details can be found in section A.1.4 and in Annex 10.

Uncorrelated cases mode
Noise limited Network
User‐defined Radius

Traffic limited Network

Wt ↔ Vr
location

Correlated distance (origin = Wt)
Correlated cases mode
Figure 21: Summary of the Wt ↔ Vr location capability in SEAMCAT
In this exercise, the distance between the Wanted Transmitter and the Victim Receiver is assumed to be fixed
(correlated distance) (x = y = 2 km) as illustrated in Figure 22, by using the correlated distance option of SEAMCAT as
shown in Figure 23. Note that in SEAMCAT the origin of the coverage radius (see Annex 10) is the Wanted
Transmitter.
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Delta X = 2 km

(2 km,2 km)
Victim
Receiver
(Vr)
Victim link
x

Delta Y = 2 km

dRSS

y

(0,0)
Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)

Figure 22: Distance between the Wanted Transmitter and the Victim Receiver (Victim Link)

Figure 23: Illustration of the correlated distance in SEAMCAT.
4.6

Calculation of the dRSS

The attenuation between the Victim Receiver and the Wanted Transmitter is simulated by using the free space model
(see section A.15.3 in Annex 15) (Variation should be disabled and Median Loss should be active) as shown in Figure
24.
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Figure 24: Example of setting up the free space propagation model for Step 1.
For free space model the path loss is defined by :

 h hrx  2 2 
L32.510log  tx
  d 20log f
  1000 

where d is given in km and f is given in MHz
Using these assumptions, it is possible to derive the power received by the Victim receiver dRSS:
dRSS = Pe + Ge + Gr ‐ L
dRSS = 30 (dBm) + 9 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(8) + 20 log(1000))
dRSS = ‐53.5 dBm
4.7

Testing propagation models

In order for the user to perform sanity check on their parameter values like the propagation model, SEAMCAT allows
two methods.
Note: It is very useful and advisable for users to perform such a routine check before launching heavy jobs.
1.

One method is to use the “Test Propagation Models” from SEAMCAT which enable the user to flexibly check
the propagation results as shown in Figure 25.
Figure 25 shows that the SEAMCAT resulting attenuation from the free space is 101.47 dB which is in line
with:
L = (32.5 + 10 log(8) + 20 log(1000)) = 101.5 dB
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Figure 25: Illustration on to check the propagation model results.
2.

4.8

Another method is to directly run a simulation using SEAMCAT

Launch simulation

Then, the user may launch the simulation. It should be noted that prior to beginning the simulation, SEAMCAT checks
the consistency and suitability of certain input parameters (see Annex 16).
The following values for the C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N and I/N of 19 dB, 16 dB, 3 dB and 0 dB
respectively avoid the display of a warning (see Section 1.1.2).

Since the default operating frequency of the Interfering Transmitter is 900 MHz and the unwanted emission mask is
not within the range of the Victim Receiver, SEAMCAT automatically complains and displays a warning window.

Figure 26: Consistency check warning being prompted because the operating frequency of the interferer is not set‐
up properly
Therefore, at this stage of the tutorial the user should select “No ‐ Cancel simulation and let me correct errors”
(Figure 26) and can define the operating frequency (1000 MHz) of the interfering link. These parameters do not affect
the calculation of the dRSS. It is only to ensure that SEAMCAT does not experience any exceptions when running.
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4.9

Extract dRSS vectors

The user has 2 possibilities to extract the dRSS results.
Vector results can be extracted either from the tree‐folder (#1) or the user can directly get the mean and the standard
deviation (StdDev) from the simulation status tab sheet (Figure 28), also displayed as (#2) in Figure 27.
Note: The current tree‐folder (ver3.1.45) will be removed in future versions of SEAMCAT, and users are not advised to
use it since “scenario” and “control” are obsolete to set‐up the simulation. Instead users are encouraged to set‐up their
simulation using the workspace menu bar. Users can still use the tree‐folder “Results” to extract vector results.

Figure 27: Illustration on how to get the vector results (i.e. dRSS, etc…) and Mean/StdDev
Figure 28 displays the SEAMCAT output dialog box called simulation status which appears when a simulation is over.
On the top right corner, some results like the dRSS are displayed (#7). The dRSS value is in line with the hand
calculation of section 4.6. The top left corner contains the scenario credentials which are general scenario and
simulation information as described in Table 2. The scenario outline (#8) presents the position of the pair of
transmitter and receiver for some snapshots.
ID
1
2
3
4

Parameter name
Workspace
Victim System Reference
Total elapsed
Total shown

5
6

Elapsed time
Estimated Remaining Time

Description
The name of the workspace
The name of the Victim Link
Number of snapshots simulated so far
Number of SEAMCAT elements shown in outline – for performance reasons
this is limited to a maximum of 1000.
The time the current simulation has been running.
Calculated based on the elapsed time per snapshot so far and the number of
remaining snapshots.
Table 2: Scenario credentials information

The bottom of Figure 28 shows two progress bars. The top progress bar (#9) tracks the current task, i.e. the generation
of snapshots. The bottom progress bar (#10) tracks the amount of system memory available to and used by SEAMCAT.
If simulating scenarios with many interfering links SEAMCAT might need more memory but this is very rarely
necessary.
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Figure 28: Output display of SEAMCAT
When a simulation is launched SEAMCAT automatically generates a log file (seamcat.log).
More details can be found in A.16.3.
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5

STEP 2: MY FIRST INTERFERENCE PROBABILITY CALCULATION
You will learn from Step 2 how to ...

✓

Define Interfering transmitter (It)
 Tx power
 Antenna characteristics
Set the emission bandwidth

✓

Position the Vr vs It (i.e. Victim link vs Interfering link)

✓

Calculate the iRSS

✓

Calculate the probability of
interference

Note: To obtain results for Step 1 in section 4, it was necessary to define the frequency of the interfering link. To
conduct a complete simulation, it is required to define an additional set of parameters. This exercise is a follow up of
Step 1.
5.1

Parameters of the Interfering Links

The interfering link dialogue window is used to update the parameters of interfering link in a scenario, create new
interfering links or delete existing ones. To edit the interfering link of the current workspace select the Interfering
Links command in the Workspace menu. This activates the Interfering links list window as shown in Figure 29.
A given simulation workspace must contain at least one interfering link. Each Interfering link will be defined by two
elements: an Interfering transmitter (It) and Wanted Receiver (Wr). A newly created interfering link is automatically
initialised with the default parameters of the first transmitter and receiver available in the SEAMCAT library. SEAMCAT
enables you to create as many interfering link as you want either by duplicating them or create new ones.
For this tutorial, the parameter values summarised in Table 3 should be entered into the SEAMCAT simulation
scenario.
Parameters
Operating frequency
Transmitter power
Emission bandwidth
Reference bandwidth
Tx antenna type
Tx antenna gain
Tx antenna height

Value
1000
33
200
200
Omni directional
11
30

Units
MHz
dBm
kHz
kHz
dBi
m

Table 3: Characteristics of the interfering link pair of transmitter and receiver.
Note: The General parameter tabsheet (Figure 29) gathers basic information required for definition of an interfering
link such as Identification (i.e. Name + Description freely chosen by the user) and Definition. The reference of the It
and the reference of the Wr is selected by means of the interfering transmitter and wanted receiver combo box
respectively. Any change of the reference in any of the combo box automatically triggers the update of the associated
parameters of the It or Wr in this interfering link.
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Figure 29: Interfering link dialog window
5.2

Parameters of the General Tab

 operates at 1000 MHz;

Figure 30: Setting up the operating frequency of the interfering link.
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5.3





Parameters of the Interfering Transmitter
the Interfering transmitter uses a Power of 33 dBm; (#1 of Figure 31)
the Interfering transmitter uses an omni‐directional antenna of 11 dBi gain; (#2)
the Interfering transmitter uses an antenna height of 30m; (#3)
the Interfering transmitter uses an emission bandwidth of 200 kHz and a reference bandwidth Bref = 200 kHz. (#4)

The emission bandwidth of 200 kHz is defined through the emission mask (see Figure 31). This interfering transmitter
emission mask is defined in dBc. Then, the user should enter an attenuation given in a reference bandwidth (as shown
in #4 of Figure 31), the corresponding power is derived using the following equation:
P(dBm/Bref) = Pe (dBm)+Att(dBc/Bref)
Where Pe is the power of the Interfering transmitter within the emission bandwidth (also know as the in‐band power).
The sign of Att(dBc/Bref) is explained in section A.5.4. Then, in this example, within the emission bandwidth (200kHz‐
offset between –0.1 MHz and 0.1 MHz), the power is 33 dBm, if the reference bandwidth is supposed to be equal to
the emission bandwidth then Att = 0 dBc/Bref, this gives:
33 (dBm/200kHz) = 33 +0 (dBc/Bref)
The attenuation in dBc should be taken equal to 0 dBc/200 kHz as shown in #4 of Figure 31 (the link between the mask
given in a reference bandwidth and the mask defined in 1 MHz is explained in Annex 5).

Figure 31: Setting up the interfering transmitter.
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Positioning of the Vr vs It

5.4

SEAMCAT allows defining the relative location between the Victim Receiver and the Interfering Transmitter as
illustrated in Figure 32 and briefly described below. Further details can be found in section A.1.9.

Uncorrelated cases mode
Uniform density (nactive interferers)
None
(nactive interferers)

Closest
(single interferer)

Vr ↔ It
location

Wr/Wt

It /Vr
It /Wt

Wt /Vr

Correlated cases mode
Figure 32: Summary of the Vr ↔ It location capability in SEAMCAT
The relative location of It‐Vr defines the mutual positioning of the It and Vr. Each interfering signal calculation results
from the contribution of
 None: nactive interfering transmitters located in a circular area with a radius (i.e. simulation radius) defined
directly by the user. The random placement of the interfering transmitters in this area is defined by the path
azimuth and the path distance factor parameters.


Uniform density: nactive interfering transmitters uniformly located in a circular area with a simulation radius
calculated from the interferers density and the number of active transmitters.



Closest: just one interfering transmitter. This It is randomly placed in a circular area with a simulation radius
derived from the density of interferers.

In the following four cases of fixed placement, the relative location of the two pair of transmitter and receiver is
described by dX/dY displacement, with the origin being either on the Transmitter or Receiver of the victim link
depending on the option selected.
 It/Vr : fixed placement of It with respect to Vr,


It/Wt : fixed placement of It with respect to Wt,



Wr/Vr : fixed placement of Wr with respect to Vr,



Wr/Wt : fixed placement of Wr with respect to Wt.

In this exercise, the distance between the Interfering Transmitter and the Victim Receiver as shown in Figure 33 is
fixed by using the correlated distance as illustrated by Figure 34.
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dRSS

Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)

Victim link

iRSS

Delta Y
= 4 km

Victim
Receiver
(Vr)

Delta X = 4 km

Interfering
Transmitter
(It)
Interfering
link
Wanted
Receiver
(Wr)

Figure 33: Distance between the Interfering Transmitter and the Victim Receiver

Figure 34: Example of setting up the distance between the Interfering Transmitter and the Victim Receiver in
SEAMCAT.
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5.5

Calculation of the iRSS

Figure 35: Illustration of SEAMCAT display (only 1 snapshot) of the various pair of transmitter and receiver and the
dRSS and iRSS relationship.
The attenuation between the Interfering Transmitter and the Victim Receiver is simulated by using the free space
model (Variation should be disabled and Median Loss should be active). When the simulation is finished, SEAMCAT
presents the positioning of the various pairs of transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 35 (only one snapshot is
illustrated).
Using these assumptions, it is possible to derive the interfering power received by the Victim receiver iRSS:
iRSS = Pe + Ge + Gr ‐ L
iRSS = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(32) + 20 log(1000))
iRSS = ‐54.5 dBm
Running a simulation and displaying the iRSS signal calculated by SEAMCAT can check this as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: iRSS calculated in SEAMCAT (The simulation Summary is extracted from the output display of SEAMCAT
as shown in Figure 28 #7)
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5.6

Relationship between the emission bandwidth, the reference bandwidth and the Victim Receiver bandwidth

In Section 5.3, the proposed exercise considers the case where the Vr bandwidth is the same as the emission
bandwidth and the reference bandwidth.
This section aims at illustrating the interaction between the emission bandwidth (ItBW), reference bandwidth (Bref), Vr
bandwidth (VrBW) and any bandwidth correction factor. This section provides examples where these values are
different and its’ effect on the iRSS calculation.

5.6.1

Relationship between Emission bandwidth and Reference bandwidth

For a fixed VrBW = 200 kHz, and fixed ItBW= 200 kHz, the attenuation Att(dBc/Bref) will be different depending on the
values of the Bref in order to achieve the same interference power level.
Case 1, ItBW > Bref :
Bref = 100 kHz, with Att = ‐3 dBc/Bref, iRSS = ‐54.48 dBm;
As mentioned in Section A.5.4 on p.138, if the reference bandwidth is lower than the emission bandwidth then the
attenuation must be defined with negative sign;
Case 2, ItBW = Bref :
Bref = 200 kHz, with Att = 0 dBc/Bref, iRSS = ‐54.49 dBm;
If the reference bandwidth is equal to the emission bandwidth then the attenuation should be set as zero.
Case 3, ItBW < Bref :
Bref = 400 kHz, with Att = 3 dBc/Bref, iRSS = ‐54.5 dBm;
If the reference bandwidth is larger than the emission bandwidth then the attenuation must be defined with positive
sign;
5.6.2

Relationship between Emission bandwidth and Victim Receiver bandwidth

For a fixed Bref = 200 kHz and a fixed ItBW= 200 kHz, depending on the size of the VrBW a bandwidth correction factor is
applied or not.
Case 4, ItBW = VrBW:
Vr = 200 kHz, iRSS = ‐54.49 dBm;
Case 5, ItBW > VrBW:
Vr = 100 kHz, iRSS = ‐57.5 dBm;
As shown in Annex 18 on p. 211, when the ItBW > VrBW, the interfering power in the Vr is reduced due a bandwidth
correction factor automatically applied in SEAMCAT. As a results, the iRSS value decreases compare to a case where
ItBW = VrBW.
Case 6, ItBW < VrBW:
Vr = 400 kHz, iRSS = ‐54.49 dBm;
As illustrated in Annex 18, when the ItBW < VrBW, there is no bandwidth correction factor applied to the interfering
emitted power since the all the energy is “seen” by the Vr. Therefore the iRSS is equal to the case where ItBW = VrBW.
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Figure 37: Illustration of the emission spectrum mask with respect to the Vr bandwidth in case 6.
Case 7: This is the same as case 6 (Vr = 400 kHz and Bref = 200 kHz) except that the spectrum emission mask
(emission bandwidth 200 kHz) has slopes on both sides (Figure 38) which generates higher interference compared to
the case 6 and the iRSS = ‐53.44 dBm

Figure 38: Illustration of case 7 and the “extra” interfering energy to the Vr due to the slope in the emission mask.
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6

STEP 3: PROBABILITY OF INTERFERENCE
You will learn from Step 3 how to ...

✓

Extract the Probability of Interference in ....

✓
✓

Compatibility calculation mode
Translation calculation mode

After the simulation of events has been completed by the EGE, the SEAMCAT workspace will have obtained and stored
the vectors of wanted (dRSS) and unwanted (iRSS) signals. The user then may proceed to use the facilities of the ICE in
order to evaluate the probability of interference for the simulated scenario.
The ICE interface may be found by selecting the Interference Calculations tab, which will open the dialog window as
shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Interference calculation tabsheet.
The probability of interference could be calculated by the ICE with reference to the following choice of input
parameters:


Calculation mode: compatibility or translation



Which type of interference signal is considered for calculation: unwanted, blocking, intermodulation or their
combination



Interference criterion: C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N or I/N
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6.1.1

Compatibility calculation mode

It is then possible to derive the C/I (i.e. dRSS/iRSS):
dRSS/iRSS = ‐53.5‐(‐54.5) = 1 dB
Since the resulting C/I is below the protection criteria (19 dB), the probability of interference calculated by SEAMCAT
(compatibility calculation mode) is equal to 1 as shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40: Probability of interference
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6.1.2

Translation calculation mode

When the Translation mode is chosen, the user may calculate and display a chart of the probability of interference as
a function of one of the following input parameters:


Output power of Interfering transmitter;



Blocking response level of Victim receiver;



Intermodulation response level of Victim receiver.

The translation function, as shown as (#1) in Figure 41, allows investigation of the probability of interference for
varying power supplied (#2) to the interfering transmitter. The power supplied (#3) to the interfering transmitter
should be equal to 15 dBm, which is 18 dB below the value used in the simulation (33 dBm). Effectively the C/I will be
increased by 18 dB and reaches the level of 19 dB, i.e. the value which was provided by the user (see section 4.3 and
Figure 19 on page 32).

Figure 41: Translation function
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7

STEP 4 : WHERE DOES THE INTERFERENCE COME FROM ?
You will learn from Step 4 how to ...

✓

Define the Unwanted Emission Mask

✓

Calculate the iRSSunwanted

✓

Calculate the iRSSblocking
User‐defined mode
Sensitivity mode
Protection ratio mode

✓

7.1

Extract probability of interference
(i.e. unwanted vs blocking)

Parameters of the Interfering Links

The following parameters should be changed in the simulation: (i) the interferer operates at 1000.3 MHz and (ii)
outside the emission bandwidth, the attenuation is ‐23 dBc/200 kHz. The corresponding power may derived using the
known equation:
P(dBm/Bref)=Pe (dBm)+Att(dBc/Bref)
Then, in this example, outside the emission bandwidth (offset between –0.1 MHz and ‐1 MHz and between 0.1 MHz
and 1 MHz), the power is equal to:
P = 33 +(–23(dBc/Bref)) = 10 (dBm/200 kHz)
The complete unwanted emission mask is provided in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Unwanted emission mask
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7.2
7.2.1

Calculation of the iRSS
Calculation of the iRSSunwanted

Using the previous assumptions, it is possible to derive the interfering power received by the Victim receiver within its
bandwidth as described in Annex 4 on page 132. This is called the iRSSunwanted:
iRSSunwanted = P + Ge + Gr ‐ L
iRSSunwanted = 10 (dBm/200 kHz) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(32) + 20 log(1000))
iRSSunwanted = ‐77.5 dBm
This can be checked by running a simulation and displaying the iRSSunwanted signal as depicted in Figure 43.
In this example there is no bandwidth
correction factor to be applied to the
calculation of the iRSSunwanted since the Vr
bandwidth and the It reference
bandwidth have the same value (i.e. 200
KHz).
Examples of correction bandwidth can be
found in section 5.6 and Annex 18.
Figure 43: Mean iRSSunwanted
7.2.2

Calculation of the iRSSblocking

For this exercise, the blocking response from the receiver has a positive sign as shown in Figure 44. Detailed
information on the calculation of the iRSSblocking can be found in section A.4.2 of Annex 4.

Figure 44: Definition of the receiver blocking response
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7.2.2.1

User‐defined mode

In this case, the Blocking is provided in dB and represents the attenuation of the receiver at a given frequency offset
(see Figure 8(b)). The resulting receiver attenuation equals the user‐defined input values. Then, the iRSSblocking at the
interferer operating frequency may be calculated as follows (Note: The It bandwidth is not considered in the iRSSblocking
calculation):
iRSSblocking (fit) = Pe + Ge + Gr ‐ L ‐ Att (fit)
iRSSblocking = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(32) + 20 log(1000)) ‐ 40(dB)
iRSSblocking = ‐94.5 dBm
This can be checked by running a simulation and displaying the iRSSblocking in case of User‐defined mode calculated by
SEAMCAT (Figure 45).

Figure 45: Mean iRSSblocking in case of User‐defined mode
7.2.2.2

Sensitivity mode

In this calculation mode the function blockMax Interf Signal (f) entered by the user represents the absolute power level (in
dBm) of maximum interfering signal (maximum acceptable interfering power), which might be tolerated by the
receiver at a given frequency separation (see Figure 8 (a)).
In this case SEAMCAT calculates the receiver attenuation, Attenuation (f), to be applied to the interfering signal by
using the following expression:
Attenuation(f) = blockMax Interf Signal (f) (dBm) ‐ sensvr (dBm) + C/(N+I) (dB)
where: f fIt - fVris the frequency separation
sensvr is the sensitivity of the Vr (dBm) as defined in the simulation scenario.
To achieve a realistic value, the user may define the sensitivity (sensvr) as (see Figure 46 ):
Sensitivity = Noise Floor + C/(N+I)
Sensitivity = ‐110 dBm + 16 = ‐94 dBm

Figure 46: Setting up the sensitivity in SEAMCAT
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Then the attenuation may be evaluated:
Attenuation (f ) = 40 + 94 + 16 = 150 dB
iRSSblocking = Interfering Signal Level (f it )= ‐54.5 ‐ 150 = ‐204.5 dBm
This can be checked by running a simulation and displaying the iRSSblocking in case of Sensitivity mode calculated by
SEAMCAT (Figure 47).

Figure 47: Mean iRSSblocking in case of Sensitivity mode
7.2.2.3

Protection ratio

This mode is identical to the “sensitivity” mode since the only difference is that the Blocking value (relative to the
noise floor) is provided in dB. The software processes the information using exactly the same method to obtain the
value of the receiver attenuation (see Figure 8 (a)).
The function blockProtection Ratio(f) entered by the user represents the protection ratio, i.e. the ratio of maximum
acceptable level of interfering signal to the wanted signal level, at a given frequency separation.
In this case SEAMCAT calculates the receiver attenuation avr(f) to be applied to the interfering signal by using the
following expression (see Figure 48):
Attenuation (f) = blockProtection Ratio(f) (dB) + C/(N+I) (dB) + 3 dB
Attenuation (f ) = 40 + 16 + 3 = 59 dB
iRSSblocking = Interfering Signal Level (f it ) = ‐54.5 ‐ 59 = ‐113.5 dBm

Figure 48: Mean iRSSblocking in case of Protection‐ratio mode
7.3

Probability of interference

The user may choose the protection criteria to be used in the calculation of the probability of interference and the
type of interference to be considered (unwanted and/or blocking). For example, when using the results calculated in
section 4.5 and the protection criteria defined in section 5.3 it is possible to derive the C/I, (N+I)/N etc…
Using the unwanted mode, it is possible to derive the C/I:
dRSS/iRSSunwanted = ‐53.5‐ (‐77.5) = 24 dB
Since the resulting C/I is above the protection criteria (19 dB), the probability of interference calculated by SEAMCAT
(Interference calculation) is equal to 0 (see Figure 49 (a)).
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The same conclusion is reached by using the C/(N+I) criteria (it should be noted that SEAMCAT performs a consistency
check between the interference criteria, see section A.16.1).
It is also possible to derive the (N+I)/N= ‐77.5‐(‐100)= 22.5 (since I>>N). Since the (I+N)/N which is obtained is above
the protection criteria (3 dB), the probability of interference calculated by SEAMCAT (Interference calculation) is equal
to 1 (see Figure 49).
The same conclusion is reached by using the I/N criteria.

(a)

(b)
Figure 49: Probability of interference considering the impact of unwanted emissions for (a) C/I and (b) (N+I)/N.

Using the blocking interference mode (protection ratio) it is then possible to derive the C/I:
dRSS/iRSSblocking = ‐53.5 ‐ (‐113.5) = 60 dB
Since the C/I obtained is above the protection criteria (19 dB), the probability of interference calculated by SEAMCAT
(Interference calculation) is equal to 0 (see Figure 50 (a)).
It is also possible to derive the (N+I)/N= ‐113.5‐(‐100)= ‐13.5. Since the (N+I)/N which is obtained is below the
protection criteria (3 dB), the probability of interference calculated by SEAMCAT (Interference calculation) is equal to
0 (Figure 50 (b)).

(a)

(b)
Figure 50: Probability of interference considering the impact of the receiver blocking response for (a) C/I and (b)
(N+I)/N.
Then, by taking into account the sum of the two signal types, the probability of interference becomes equal to 1 (due
to the unwanted emissions) (see Figure 51).

Figure 51: Probability of interference considering the impact of unwanted emissions and the receiver blocking
response.
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7.4

Impact of frequency distribution on interference probability

The following parameter of the interfering link should be changed in the simulation:


Operates between 1000 MHz and 1000.3 MHz. (see Annex 8 for further detailed on the distributions).

Figure 52: Setting up the distribution of the interfering transmitter
Using this new assumption, the iRSS ranges between the two operating frequency values calculated above can be
extracted as a vector, or a cumulative distribution function (CDF) or as a density. This is described in Figure 53.

Figure 53: Signal Strength
The variation in the Tx interfering frequency changed the probability of interference to a value of around 66% .
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8

STEP 5 : A REAL CASE …
You will learn from Step 5 how to ...

✓
✓
✓
✓

Define the distance between the interferer transmitter
and the victim receiver

✓
✓
✓

Set the coverage radius
Set the simulation radius
Apply a uniform density
of interfering transmitters

Set a protection distance
Use power control
Assess the antenna gain

Note: In this section the Free Space Model is used to derive the attenuation on the different paths.
Step 5 is a follow up of the previous Step (i.e. the Victim Link and Interfering Link operate at the same frequency –
1000 MHz – co‐channel interference). Figure 54 presents an illustration of the various radii (i.e. coverage radius and
simulation radius) that are used in SEAMCAT and with reference to the various pairs of transmitters and receivers
used for a simulation.
dRSS
Wanted Receiver

dRSS
Victim
Receiver

Coverage
radius

Victim link

Wanted
Transmitter
(Wt)
(Origin of
victim
coverage)

Wanted
Receiver
(Wr)

iRSS

Victim
Receiver
(Vr)
(Origin of simulation)

Interfering
Transmitter
(It)
(Origin of
interfering
coverage)

Coverage
radius

Interfering
link

Simulation
radius

Figure 54: Illustration of the Coverage Radius and the Simulation Radius with respect to the pairs of transmitters
and receivers of the victim and interfering links.
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8.1

Calculation of the coverage radius around the Wt
wt

The distance between the Wt and the Vr is referred to as the coverage radius ( R max ). In the case of mobile
applications, the number of terminals that may transmit in a given cell of the network is given by:
wt  
ndensmax. Rmax
2

nchannels .nuserperchannel
clusterfrequency

The calculation of the coverage radius can be found in Annex 10.
The cluster characterises the frequency re‐use of a mobile network (see Figure 55).
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Figure 55: Frequency cluster
The victim link coverage radius (i.e. centred on the wanted transmitter) may then be calculated by using the formula
below. Figure 56 presents how to set‐up SEAMCAT.
wt
Rmax


nchannels nuserperchannel

 dens max cluster frequency

Figure 56: Calculation of the victim link coverage radius
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wt 
Rmax

728 = 1.42 km

 109

Figure 57 presents the results of the dRSS vector and the results in the coverage radius of the victim link.
The dRSS for a receiver located at the edge of the coverage area may be calculated:
dRSS = 30 (dBm) + 9 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(1.43^2) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐47.5 dBm

Figure 57: Calculation results of the Wanted transmitted coverage radius

Figure 58: Illustration of the Vr and Wt positioning based on the traffic limited network coverage radius.
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8.2

Distance between the Interfering Transmitter and the Victim Receiver

The distance between the Victim receiver and the Interfering transmitter is referred to as the simulation radius. It can
be defined as shown in Figure 59.

Figure 59: Definition of the minimum distance
Using this feature, the interfering transmitter is located between 1 km (0.1 x 10 km) and 10 km (1 x 10 km) from the
Victim Receiver as shown in the SEAMCAT display in Figure 60.

Figure 60: SEAMCAT display of the minimum distance
If the interfering transmitter is located at 10 km, it is possible to derive the iRSSunwanted:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(10 x 10) + 20 log(1000))
iRSSunwanted = 53 ‐ 32.5 = 20.5 ‐ 60 ‐ 20 = ‐59.5 dBm
If the interfering transmitter is located at 1 km:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(1) + 20 log(1000))
iRSSunwanted = 53 ‐ 32.5 = 20.5 ‐ 60 = ‐39.5 dBm
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The iRSSunwanted extends from ‐59.5 dBm to ‐39.5 dBm as confirmed by Figure 61.

Figure 61: iRSSunwanted
8.3

Uniform distribution of It vs Vr

The user may define a uniform deployment density of terminals/transmitters per km2. This can either be done by
using the “Uniform Density” mode combined with the calculation of a simulation radius as described in section 8.3.1
and A.10.2 or by using the “none” mode combined with the choice of uniform path polar distance as described in
section 8.3.2.
8.3.1

Uniform density mode ‐ simulation radius calculation

The number of active transmitters that will be uniformly located within the simulation radius is given by:

nactive denstransmitter.probtransmission. Rsimulation 

2

Figure 62 presents the user interface with the input value.

Figure 62: Setting up the simulation radius in SEAMCAT (Note that the results of the simulation radius is displayed
only after running simulation)
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The simulation radius is calculated by using the following formula:

Rsimu 

n

active
active
it

 dens

. probtransmission

In the example of Figure 62, this gives:

Rsimu 

1
= 0.178 km
 10  1

Figure 63: iRSS using the simulation radius for 1 active transmitter (R=0.178).
Then for a single interfering transmitter located at the edge of the simulation radius (R = 0.178 km), the iRSSunwanted
may be calculated:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.178^2) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐24.5dBm
When increasing the number of active transmitters to 10 (see Figure 64), the simulation radius becomes:

Rsimu 

10
= 0.564 km
  10  1

Then, for a single interfering transmitter located at the edge of that simulation radius (R = 0.564 km), the iRSSunwanted
resulting from this terminal may be calculated as:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.564^2) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐34.5dBm
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If 10 active terminals are located at the edge of the simulation radius, the iRSSunwanted may be calculated in the
following way:
iRSSunwanted = ‐34.6 (dBm) + 10 log(10) = ‐24.5 dBm
Then the iRSSunwanted should be above ‐24.5 dBm as shown on Figure 65.

Figure 64: Setting up the simulation radius in SEAMCAT with a different number of active transmitters

Figure 65: iRSS using the simulation radius calculated for 10 active interferers (R=0.564 km)
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8.3.2

“None” mode

When the user selects the “None” mode, he can also define a Uniform density of terminal/transmitter by using the
Uniform polar distance defined within the path distance factor and a uniform distributed path azimuth (0 to 360
deg).Uniform polar distance leads to uniformly distributed terminals in the circular area (area) and the Uniform
distance leads to uniformly distributed terminals along the radius (line).
Then using a user‐defined radius of 0.178 km and 1 interfering transmitter (see Figure 66), it is possible to reproduce
the results of section 8.3.1. Therefore, the same results as those given in Figure 63 are found as shown in Figure 67.

Figure 66: Uniform density using “None” mode

Figure 67: iRSSunwanted / Uniform polar feature / 1 interfering transmitter (same results as in Figure 63)
Using a user‐defined radius of 0.564 km and 10 interfering transmitters, the same results as those given in Figure 65
are reached as shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68: iRSSunwanted / Uniform polar feature / 10 interfering transmitter (same results as in Figure 685)
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8.4

Protection distance

If a minimum protection distance (d0) between the victim receiver and interfering transmitter is introduced then:





2

nactive  denstransmitter . probtransmission . Rsimulation  d o2



The simulation radius may then be calculated by using the following formula:

Rsimu 

n active
 d 02
  densitactive probtransmission

Note: The calculation of the iRSS at each trial will be performed only if the location of the It satisfies the following
condition d it vr  d 0 .
Figure 69 presents how to set‐up SEAMCAT (See also A.10.2 for further details).

Figure 69: Setting up the protection distance related to the simulation radius with 1 active interferer.
The simulation radius (see Figure 70) may then be calculated by using the following formula:

Rsimu 

1
 .5  0.5 = 0.531 km
 10

Figure 70: Calculation of the simulation radius and the iRSSunwanted using the protection distance (for 1 active
interferer)
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If the distance between the Vr and the It is equal to the protection distance (0.5 km), then:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.5 x 0.5) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐33.5dBm
If the distance between the Vr and the It is equal to the simulation radius (0.531 km), then:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.531 x 0.531) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐34 dBm
These results are in line with those depicted on Figure 70. We can then increase the number of active transmitters to
10 as shown in Figure 71.

Figure 71: Setting up the protection distance related to the simulation radius with 10 active interferer
The simulation radius may then be calculated by using the following formula (see Figure 72 for the result):
Rsimu 

10
 .5  0.5 = 0.75 km
  10

Figure 72: Calculation of the Rsimu and the iRSSunwanted using the protection distance (for 10 active interferer)
If the distance between the Vr and a single It is equal to the protection distance, then:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.5 x 0.5) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐33.5 dBm
If the distance between the Vr and a single It is equal to the simulation radius, then:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(0.75 x 0.75) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐37 dBm
If 10 transmitters are deployed around the Vr then:
iRSSunwanted = ‐37 (dBm) + 10 log(10) = ‐27 dBm and iRSSunwanted = ‐33.5 (dBm) + 10 log(10) = ‐23.5 dBm
‐27 dBm < iRSSunwanted < ‐23.5 dBm (see Figure 72)
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8.5

Power Control

Note: The power control is used only in this section. When considering other sections, the power control feature should
be deactivated.
A power control feature is implemented within SEAMCAT. When this feature is activated it introduces a variation of
the interfering transmitter power. More details on the implementation of the power control in SEAMCAT is presented
in Annex 11 and its setting in Annex A.1.6.
When using the scenario provided in section 4 (Victim Link and Interfering Link operate at the same frequency 1000
MHz but with a wanted receiver antenna gain should be equal to 11 dBi), it becomes possible to define the distance
between the Victim receiver and the Interfering transmitter.
For simplification, we consider that the Victim receiver and the Interfering transmitter are defined using the following
assumptions (1 km distance between the Victim and the Interfering transmitter). This is illustrated in Figure 73.

Figure 73: Setting up the distance between the Interfering and the Victim pair of transmitter and receiver
If the power control is not activated then the iRSSunwanted is (see Figure 74):
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 9 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(1) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐39.5 dBm

Figure 74: iRSSunwanted without power control
The same assumption is used for the distance between It and the Wr (i.e. x = 0 km and y = 1 km) where the It is the
(0,0) origin as shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 75: Setting up the distance between the Interfering transmitter and the Wanted receiver to evaluate the
dRSSWanted Receiver.
The power received by the Wanted Receiver (dRSSWanted Receiver) is then:
dRSSWanted Receiver = 33 (dBm) + 11 + 11 ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(1) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐37.5 dBm
Note: It is very important not to confuse the dRSSWanted Receiver and the dRSSVictim Receiver.
Figure 54 illustrates their differences.

The power control can be input as shown in Figure 76.

Figure 76: Setting up the power control for the interfering link.
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Using these assumptions, the results of the simulation are the same as previously since the threshold (‐35 dBm) is
above the dRSSWanted Receiver(‐37.5 dB). This corresponds to the Case 1 described in Annex 11.
Now, if the threshold is decreased from –35 dBm to –50 dBm (see Figure 77)

Figure 77: Reduction of the minimum threshold in the PC
Since, the power control feature is activated the gain of the power control is determined according to the guidance
given in Annex 11 on page 161. Since the dRSSWanted Receiver is –37.5 dBm and:
‐50 dBm (PC threshold) + 2 * PC step (5 dB) < –37.5 dBm < ‐50 dBm (PC threshold) + 3 * PC step (5 dB)
The gain of the power control (git PC) is 10 dB (Case (i+1) in Annex 11). This means that the iRSSunwanted will be decreased
by 10 dB, i.e. :
iRSSunwanted = ‐39.5 dBm ‐ git PC = ‐49.5 dBm
Finally, if the threshold is decreased from –50 dBm to –70 dBm, the power control feature is activated. Since the
dRSSWanted Receiver is –37.5 dBm, this results in:
‐70 dB (PC threshold) + 20 (PC dyn) < –37.5 dBm
The gain of the power control is 20 dB (Case (n_step + 2) in Annex 11). This means that the iRSSunwanted will be
decreased by 20 dB, i.e. :
iRSSunwanted = ‐39.5 dBm ‐ git PC = ‐59.5 dBm
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8.6

Antenna gain

For simplification, we consider that the Victim Receiver and the Interfering Transmitter are defined using the following
assumptions (again 1 km distance between the Interfering transmitter and the Victim receiver) (see Figure 78).

Figure 78: Definition of the scenario to assess the antenna gain
The iRSSunwanted is then:
iRSSunwanted = 33 (dBm) + 11 + Gr ‐ (32.5 + 10 log(1) + 20 log(1000)) = ‐48.5 dBm + Gr

Figure 79: Definition of the antenna gain
In order to investigate the evolution of the iRSS versus the antenna radiation pattern with fixed location of the pairs of
transmitters and receivers (i.e. to get random angle arrival and consequently random gain of the antenna radiation
pattern), it is possible to rotate artificially the antenna pattern defined in Figure 79 in the azimuth domain. This can be
done by rotating the antenna from 0 to 360 by applying a uniform distribution from 0 to 360 deg to the main beam
direction (0 deg).
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Figure 80: Setting up the rotation in the azimuth domain
The receiver antenna gain extends from 9 dB + (0 to ‐50 dB) meaning that it varies from +9 dB to ‐41 dB depending on
the azimuth angle (Figure 80), the iRSSunwanted is then :
‐89.5 dBm < iRSSunwanted < ‐39.5 dBm
Results generated by SEAMCAT are presented in Figure 81.

Figure 81: iRSSunwanted
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9

STEP 6: GOING FURTHER …
You will learn from Step 6 how to ...

✓
✓
✓
9.1

Use the batch operation
Generate multiple interferers
How to make the most of SEAMCAT figures

Batch operation

The SEAMCAT's batch function allows automation of repetitive compatibility studies by scheduling several SEAMCAT
simulations to be done in one run of the programme. One typical example of using SEAMCAT batch functionality
would be to perform multiple simulations in order to study the interference probability on identical scenarios with
only small frequency changes between them.
The batch function is similar to using the Translation mode in ICE, where it is possible to see the impact of changing
one of the input parameters on the final probability of interference. However, while the Translation mode has only
three pre‐defined input parameters that may be subject to change, the batch function allows modification of any
input parameter and does not limit the number of those parameters subject to change.
The first step is to define the parameters that will be used in the batch. Figure 82 shows how batch functionality can
be started through the Batch Operation command in the workspace tools menu, and does not require any workspace
to be open/selected.

Figure 82: First step to batch functionality
Then, the user needs to open the batch and to define it as shown in Figure 83. This window is divided in two parts:
Edit batch members and Parameters.
The upper part (Edit batch members) contains the list of batch jobs or workspaces to be simulated in the batch. This is
also where the results will be shown (see Figure 85).
The lower part of dialog window (Parameters) displays the variable batch parameters for the batch job selected in the
upper part. In SEAMCAT 3 there is no limit to the number of batch parameters, and the parameters do not need to be
pre‐selected. By clicking the Add button on the top right it is possible to add a new batch job. Then, the parameters to
be used in the simulations should be defined as illustrated in Figure 84.
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Figure 83: Definition of the batch parameters

Figure 84: Definition of the parameters to be used in the simulations
SEAMCAT then conducts the simulations and produces a report for each of the simulations that were defined by the
user as shown in Figure 85.
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Figure 85: Probability of interference results of the Batch simulation
9.2

Multiple Interferers generation

SEAMCAT allows various options to generate multiple interferers. This is described in the following sections.
9.2.1

Option 1

This option allows SEAMCAT to generates multiple interferers which may have the same or different technical
characteristics from each other. This is illustrated in Figure 86.

Figure 86: Generation of multiple interferers which may have different technical characteristics from each other.
The feature “co‐locate” allows the deployment of a second type of interferer (for instance New
Workspace_217_ILK1.1) for which the transmitters will be located at the same location as the transmitters of another
type of interferers (i.e. New Workspace_217_ILK1 or New interfering link 1, etc..). This feature is of interest since it
allows deploying these two interferers at the same location (i.e. with the same coordinates) and these two
transmitters could be transmitting at the same time while having different transmitter characteristics (e.g. emission
mask, antenna radiation pattern…).
Note: If for one interfering link (e.g. New Workspace_217_ILK1.1) the number of active transmitter is one, then for
any extra interfering links (e.g. New interfering link 1), only one Tx (i.e. New interfering link 1) is simulated. When the
“co‐locate” feature is selected, any values are grey shaded and only one transmitter is simulated.
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9.2.2

Option 2: Auto‐generation of multiple interfering links

This option corresponds to duplicate n times a specific interfering links on a circle as illustrated in Figure 89. These
interferers have the same characteristics as the original interfering link (i.e. New Workspace_234_ILK1 in Figure 88). It
has the purpose of automatically generating a regular pattern of interfering links. These multiple links are located at a
certain (circular) pattern around the victim system. A typical interference scenario that would benefit from using this
function is depicted in the following figure:
Note: In the “Vr  It path” tab, one of the correlated cases mode should be selected, otherwise SEAMCAT will
prompt a warning stating “Unable to generate multiple interfering links unless Non‐CDMA fixed position link exists”
(i.e. the auto‐generator does not work with selected Vr‐It correlation modes “ None”, “Uniform density” or “Closest
interferer”).
The user may create other combinations of mutual coupling and positioning of transmitters and receivers pairs in
interfering and victim links by accordingly setting the Vr‐Wt; It‐Wr, and Vr‐It correlation choices in the workspace
scenario. To use the auto‐generation of such regularly spaced interfering links, the user may use command Generate
Multiple Interfering Systems in the Tools menu as shown in Figure 88. In the appearing dialog window, the user may
first select which of the existing interfering links should be multiplied, then set the number of tiers of generated
multiple cells, total number of cells per tier and the 'frequency re‐use distance' parameter (corresponding to D in
Figure 87).
It 3

It 2
Wr 2

Wr 3

D
θ
It 4

It 1

Vr

Wr 4

Wr 1

It 6

It 5
Wr 5

Wr 6

Figure 87: Illustration of the auto‐generation of multiple interfering links
Figure 87 shows an example of scenario that may be used for estimating intra‐service interference to a victim base
station of cellular system from mobile transmitters operating in the next tier of co‐channel cells of the same system.
The cell displacement angle (corresponding to θ in Figure 87) is calculated automatically by the dialogue window by
evenly spacing the specified number of cells around the 360 deg arc, but the user may amend this angle. e.g. in order
to achieve placement of multiple cells in a sector of less than 360 deg. The parameter Cell displacement angle offset
may be used to specify the offset of an azimuth towards the first interfering cell with regard to the x‐axis, as seen from
the centre of a victim link.
Note: During the multiple link generation, the Frequency re‐use distance parameter specified within the multiple link
generator dialogue window (5 km in the example), in combination with the specified initial offset angle, will over‐ride
the original dX/dY values in the Vr‐It path setting of the original Interfering link, which will now become the first link
positioned in accordance with the specified angular pattern.
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Figure 88: Generation of multiple interferers
An example with 3 tiers (i.e. 3 circles) is shown in Figure 89. Also a list of the interferers being generated is presented
with their names. It is also illustrated that each interferers coordinates can be extracted or modified according to the
user’s need for the simulation layout to consider.

Figure 89: Illustration of the results of the generation of multiple interferer
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Figure 90: Example where 1 tier is used to position 4 interferers in a square shape (i.e. corners of a building) with
the Vr positioned outside the square.

9.2.3

Option 3

SEAMCAT allows defining of the number of active interfering transmitters as shown in Figure 91. These active
transmitters have the same technical characteristics (i.e. duplicate) and they are deployed according to the mode
selected (See Annex A.1.9 for more details on the deployment mode). The iRSS result is stored as one vector (of size
number of snapshots) where for each snapshot the iRSS value is the sum of the X active transmitters.
Note: The number of active transmitters is directly used to compute the simulation radius (see A.10.2).

Figure 91: Generation of multiple interferers with the same characteristics and using a specific deployment mode.
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9.3

How to make the most of the SEAMCAT figures

Tip 1:
If you want to know the properties, to change the titles name or to resize the axis of the graphic right click on the
figure and you will get:

Figure 92: Illustration on how to get the properties dialog box of a figure.

Figure 93: Illustration on changing the chart properties

Tip 2:
To Zoom in: right (or left) click on the mouse and select the area that you want to zoom on.
Tip 3:
To Zoom out: right (or left) click on the mouse move toward the upper left corner.
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Tip 4: Extraction of output vectors in readable format for post‐processing.

Figure 94: Example on how to extract vectors in SEAMCAT for post‐processing
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10

CDMA SIMULATION

10.1

Introduction

SEAMCAT allows the simulation of cellular networks employing Code Division Multiple Access modulation scheme.
The specific CDMA standard (e.g. CDMA2000‐1X, or W‐CDMA/UMTS) can be selected by incorporating the appropriate
link level curves into the simulation scenario. Only the interference impact of/on "voice" can be studied using
SEAMCAT.
Whereas simulation of non‐CDMA systems is carried out in SEAMCAT by taking two pairs of transmitters‐receivers and
estimating signals received between them separately (i.e. without any form of feed‐back influence), the simulation of
CDMA systems requires a much more complex process of power controlling in a fully loaded system, including impact
from two tiers of neighbouring cells and, for victim CDMA systems, the attempt by the system to level‐out the
interference impact. Therefore SEAMCAT supplements a single considered CDMA cell with its Base Station (BS) two
tiers of virtual cells to form a 19 cell (57 cell for tri‐sector deployment) cluster, which is then populated with a certain
number of mobile stations (MS) and the CDMA power control algorithm is then applied to balance the overall system.
The CDMA GUI (Graphical User Interface) interface can be divided into four logical parts:

1

Pre-simulation

This part of the GUI is used to assist the user when configuring the workspace.
All CDMA specific GUI elements are available as part of either VictimLink or InterferingLink configuration dialogues.

2

Simulation

The simulation GUI elements are shown during the simulation and are used to provide information about what
SEAMCAT is doing.
Since CDMA simulation can take much longer than non-CDMA simulations, there are special GUI parts used to
provide information to the user.

3

Results

4

Detailed information on the last snapshot

After a simulation these GUI parts are used to provide access to calculated results and also detailed insight into the
last snapshot of the simulation.
Inspecting the last snapshot is considered a good way to validate the configuration of the simulated workspace.

Note: The CDMA examples given in this manual are based on 3GPP UMTS specifications.
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10.2
10.2.1

Pre‐simulation part
Defining a CDMA blocking mask in SEAMCAT (Victim Link)

Figure 95 presents the location on the SEAMCAT GUI where the user can define a 3GPP blocking mask for CDMA
simulation.

Figure 95: SEAMCAT interface to insert the blocking mask
An example of a BS blocking mask (i.e. CDMA UL as victim) based on TS 25.104 [1] is presented in Annex 6.
10.2.2

Defining a CDMA unwanted emission mask in SEAMCAT (Interfering Link)

Figure 96 presents the location on the SEAMCAT GUI where the user can define a 3GPP unwanted spectrum emission
mask for CDMA simulation.

Figure 96: SEAMCAT interface to insert the CDMA unwanted spectrum emission mask
Examples of a BS and UE spectrum emission masks (i.e. CDMA DL as interferer) based on TS 25.104 [1] and TS 25.101
[3] respectively are presented in Annex 5.
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10.2.3

General CDMA input parameters

The dialog window of Figure 97 is used to define the necessary parameters for the modelling of CDMA systems. These
parameters have been divided into several related groups ‐ each called by a separate sub‐sheet tab. The General
tabsheet contains a range of CDMA system parameters as well as some parameters that depend on the modelled
direction of CDMA link (uplink vs. downlink). Table 4 provides a summary of the general CDMA input parameters to
SEAMCAT and their description.

Figure 97: General CDMA input parameters to SEAMCAT
Parameter
CDMA Link
component
Receiver Noise
Figure
Handover margin
Call drop threshold
Voice bit rate
Reference
bandwidth
Voice activity
factor

Minimum Coupling
Loss
Link Level Data

Description
The type of CDMA System. Note that there are considerable differences between
modelling of uplink and a downlink in CDMA system.
Equipment‐specific noise figure of receiver, specified in dB.
Specifies the maximum difference, in dB, between the links in a user’s active list. The
actual active‐list selection is based on pathloss calculations.
Used by the power control to determine if a user should be dropped when not meeting
exact target requirement, specified in dB.
Specified in kbps.
Specified in MHz.
Decimal in the range 0 ‐ 1 used to specify the percentage of voice active users in
system, i.e. a value of 0.5 means that half of all users in system will be voice active at
each given time instance (SEAMCAT snapshot). This figure will have large impact on
system capacity as only voice active users are considered by CDMA power control.
The minimum path loss, specified in dB.
Drop‐down selection of Link level data look‐up functions from Library. The CDMA Link
level data have different formats for uplink and downlink. In particular, the Link level
data for uplink provides Eb/No requirements, whereas downlink data define the Ec/Ior
requirements. It is user's responsibility to choose an appropriate set of data. General
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workspace consistency check will check for Link direction and check if the frequency
difference between the operating frequency and the nominal frequency of the Link
level data set is within 100 MHz.
Note: The parameters contained in the Link Level Data are based on data supplied by
manufacturers and it is not advised to change them unless the user is confident with
the new data. Furthermore, new Link Level Data will automatically be uploaded
when opening a workspace containing different Link Level Data than the default one.
Uplink
Target Noise Rise

Mobile station
maximum transmit
power
Mobile station
power control
range
PC Convergence
precision

Downlink
Base Station Pilot
Channel Fraction
Base Station
Overhead Channel
Fraction
Base Station
maximum
Broadcast Power
Base Station
maximum traffic
channel power
Success threshold

This threshold is being compared to the total network noise rise over thermal noise of
reference cell as an indicator of system load The noise rise is measured as the linear
average of dB values – across all 19/57 base‐stations.
Specified in dBm
(max_MS_Pw_Tx).
Component of the UL power control scheme. Specified in dB so that the minimum
Mobile Station TX power is therefore max_MS_Pw_Tx – MS_PC_Range dBm.
In the uplink, each mobile station perfectly achieves the target C/I, Eb/N0_target,
during the power control loop convergence, assuming that the maximum transmit (TX)
power, max_MS_Tx_Pw, is not exceeded. Those mobile stations not able to achieve
Eb/N0_target after convergence of the power control loop are considered in outage.
The power control loop is considered to converge when all mobile stations are within
the max_MS_Tx_Pw and their Tx power is adjusted by less than the “PC convergence
precision” value for the last power balancing iteration. (note: the term “linear” will be
removed in future releases of SEAMCAT).
Percentage of max BS power allocated to pilot.
Percentage of max BS power allocated to overhead channels (paging, etc.).

Specified in dBm.

Percentage of the maximum allowable broadcast power (per traff. chan. per BS). The
maximum allowable traffic channel power is compared to the calculated transmit
traffic channel power levels with respect to the Ec/Ior link level data for iterative
adjustment in the DL power control.
Threshold to determine perfect link quality.
Table 4: General CDMA input parameters to SEAMCAT

Note: The values used in Figure 97 are given as examples but would need to be tuned for the particular scenario that is
being simulated and more detailed can be found in publications such as [6], [4] or [5].
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10.2.4

Positioning

It should be noted that SEAMCAT positioning components have been based on a 3GPP2 hexagonal grid. The following
figures illustrates the differences between 3GPP and 3GPP2. In some ECC Reports involving 3GPP simulation[4][5], the
following notations, as show in Figure 98, are used:

Cell Radius = R
Cell Range = 2R
BS to BS distance = 3 R

Figure 98: Illustration of the Cell Radius, Cell Range and BS to BS distance
according to 3GPP terminology.
The following notations, as shown in Figure 99, are used within SEAMCAT (3GPP2 based):

Cell Radius = R
Cell Range = h = sqrt(R2‐
R2/4)
BS to BS distance = 2h

Figure 99: Illustration of the Cell Radius, Cell Range and BS to BS distance
according to 3GPP2 terminology and implemented in SEAMCAT
SEAMCAT

R=
h=
Distance BS to BS (2h) =
Cell Range (2R) =

Urban Case
433 m
375 m
750 m = 3 R
500 m (3GPP)

Rural Case
4330 m
3750 m
7500 m
5000 m (3GPP)

Table 5: Example of the distances relationship between 3GPP and SEAMCAT
The SEAMCAT GUI for the CDMA positioning is presented in Figure 100.

Figure 100: Example of SEAMCAT GUI for the cell radius.
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10.2.5

Initial Capacity

The capacity of the simulated system is dependent on all other settings and cannot always be easily deduced from
these. Therefore SEAMCAT has a feature that allows for automatic determination of capacity. This is also known as
simulation of non interfered capacity and is enabled by default. Figure 101 shows the settings used to configure the
capacity and Table 6 provides detailed descriptions for all the parameters.

Figure 101: CDMA capacity settings
Parameter
1–
Simulate
non
interfered
capacity
2 – Users
per cell

3 – Delta
users per
cell
4–
Number of
trials
5–
Tolerance
of initial
outage

Description
Toggles automatic capacity finding.
If the optimal capacity for the current scenario is known (this is often the case when
running consecutive simulations with the same system) there is no need to simulate
– as the simulation process can be quite lengthy.
When this checkbox is disabled SEAMCAT uses the value entered in 2 – “Users per
cell” as the capacity per cell.
If capacity simulation is enabled this indicates the starting point of the simulation. Selecting the right
starting point can speed up the capacity finding process.
If capacity simulation is disabled the value in this field is the actual value used by SEAMCAT.
 SEAMCAT does NOT change this input value into the result of the simulation!
 Users per cell is equal to UE per Base Station. SEAMCAT considers each Base Station as its
own cell.
When SEAMCAT tries to find the optimal capacity it adjusts the number of UEs per cell starting with
this value. A proper value here can speed up the capacity finding process.
When finding the optimal capacity SEAMCAT runs this many (i.e. Number of trials) snapshots for
every value of UEs per cell before deciding whether or not the current value is the optimal capacity.
Generally larger numbers mean greater precision but also longer time needed by the algorithm.
Downlink only – The tolerance of initial outage is the percentage of UEs that can be dropped before
SEAMCAT determines that the tested number of UEs cannot fit into the system (i.e. 20 user_per_cell
* 19 BS = 380 UEs, if 5% or less of 380 UEs are dropped, the system is considered able to
handle/service 20 UEs per cell).
SEAMCAT will adjust the value of UEs per cell until a value is found for which 80% of the specified
number of trials are able to handle the tested number of UEs per cell.
This parameter allows for UEs in “extreme” pathloss situations to be “ignored” from the optimal
capacity finding.

6 – Target
noise rise
precision

Uplink only – the precision used when comparing the noise rise of the filled system with target noise
rise set under the “Link Specific” tab (uplink part of general tab in 3.1.x).
Table 6: CDMA Capacity settings parameters
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10.2.6

Reference cell

Part of configuring a CDMA network is selecting the reference cell. The reference cell (Figure 102) is used by SEAMCAT
to measure results and all non reference cells are used to provide a proper interference background to the reference
cell.

Figure 102: Reference cell selection.
Note: when “Measure interference from entire cluster” is checked, all the transmitters are used when simulating the
interference (i.e. all the 19/57 BS or all the UEs in all the cells). When it is not checked, it is only the reference cell which
is the interferer. This feature only applies when a CDMA network is the source of interference.
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10.3

CDMA Simulation parts

10.3.1

Capacity finding

When starting a simulation involving one or more CDMA systems SEAMCAT will begin by checking if any of the CDMA
systems have the “Simulate non interfered capacity” feature enabled (this is the default setting).
The purpose of this is to find the non interfered capacity system with the current configuration. The capacity is found
by gradually filling system with users while measuring system outage. For every number of users a certain number of
trials are run and then the number of “successful” trials is compared to a predefined success criterion. In current
version only the number of trials is configurable by user – success criterion is fixed at 80%. This means that optimal
capacity of a downlink system is defined as the capacity which the system is able serve without any outage in 80% of
trials.
Note: This step can be quite time consuming. See Annex 13 to get a detailed description on how SEAMCAT
determines “optimal capacity” – using the values from Figure 101.
For each CDMA system needing to have its optimal capacity simulated the screen shown in Figure 103 and Figure 104
will appear for uplink and for downlink systems respectively.

Figure 103: Non interfered capacity finding – Uplink (See: Table 7)
ID
1

Description
This dial indicates the number of trials completed with the current capacity. This dial will range from
0 to the number of trials entered as value “4” on Figure 101.

2

This dial indicates the current number of users being tested. Range is dynamic and the dial is mainly
intended as an easy visual indicator of values being tested.

3 UL

In uplink SEAMCAT tries to find the number of users that provide an average noise rise with the
specified threshold. The needle shows the current value of average noise rise across the trials run.
The red area indicates the noise rise is too low (too few users in the system) – the green area is the
target noise rise (plus/minus) the tolerance specified. The yellow area indicates the average noise
rise is too high (too many users in the system).
Note: Noise rise is measured as the linear average of dB values – across all 19/57 base‐stations
After every trial SEAMCAT calculates the average noise rise over the total number of trials and if this
value is above the threshold restarts the simulation with a lower value of users per cell.

4 UL

The bar chart gives information on previous values tested. The Y axis is the average noise rise and the
X axis is the number of users per cell being tested.
Table 7: Elements of the uplink non interfered capacity finding screen
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Figure 104: Non interfered capacity finding – Downlink (See: Table 8)
ID
1

2
3 DL

Description
This dial indicates the number of trials completed with the current capacity. This dial will range from
0 to the number of trials entered as value “4” on Figure 101.
Note: SEAMCAT does not always simulate all the trials – target is 80% success and if for example 5
out of 20 have already failed – SEAMCAT does not simulate the rest of the trials.
This dial indicates the current number of users being tested. Range is dynamic and the dial is mainly
intended as an easy visual indicator of values being tested.
In downlink SEAMCAT tries to find the number of users that can fit into the system in 80% of the
trials. The red area indicates that less than 80% has been reached (i.e. too many users in the system –
or not all trials yet complete) – the green area is 80% (16 trials with the default settings). The yellow
area indicates that more than 80% of the trials are successful (too few users in the system). SEAMCAT
stops when this dial stops in the green area after all trials completed.
SEAMCAT tries to detect when no more trials with a tested value is needed to adjust to the next
value.

4 DL

Example: If 40 users per cell are being tested for 20 trials and the first 5 trials are unsuccessful it is not
possible to reach 80% success rate and there is no need to simulate the last 15 trials. Regardless of
the result of the last 15 trials SEAMCAT will conclude that fewer users per cell are needed. If more
than 80% success rate is reached before all trials are simulated, there is no need to simulate the rest
of the trials.
The bar chart gives information on previous values tested. The Y axis is the number of successful
trials and the X axis is the number of users per cell being tested. This gives insight into how the
algorithm oscillates to find the optimal capacity.
In the example SEAMCAT first tested 20 users per cell and after 17 successful trials (less than 5% of
users were dropped) decided to test users per cell + the specified value for delta users per cell (20) =
40 users per cell. When testing with 40 users per cell SEAMCAT did not find any successful trials and
adjusted the delta users per cell value by dividing with 2 and subtracting this value from users per
cell. When testing with 30 users per cell still no successful trials were found and users per cell was
again adjusted with a modified delta per users value – leading to a users per cell value of 25 being
tested.
Table 8: Elements of the downlink non interfered capacity finding screen.
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10.3.2

Snapshot simulation

Once SEAMCAT has determined the number of UEs per cell (either through simulation of optimal capacity (see Figure
103 for UL and Figure 104 for DL) or by a value specified by the user) the actual simulation of snapshots begins. As
with all scenarios this causes SEAMCAT to show the scenario outline (Figure 105 for UL and Figure 106 for DL).

Figure 105: Example: CDMA Uplink as victim – Base‐stations are shown as Vr (several snapshots are displayed)

Figure 106: Example: CDMA Downlink as victim – Base‐stations are shown as Wt (1 snapshot displayed here only)

Note: Only CDMA base‐stations will appear in the Scenario outline graph. Dependent on the scenario the base‐stations
positioning will appear as shown in Table 9.
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Scenario
configuration

BS role

CDMA Downlink
is victim

Wanted
Transmitter

Victim
Receiver

Reference cell is
positioned in
(0,0)

CDMA Uplink is
victim

Victim Receiver

Wanted
Transmitter

Reference cell is
positioned in
(0,0)

CDMA Downlink
is interferer

Interfering
Transmitter

Wanted
Receiver

Relative to
victim and
reference cell

CDMA Uplink is
interferer

Wanted
Receiver

Interfering
Transmitter

Relative to
victim and
reference cell

UE role

Positioning

Illustration

Table 9: SEAMCAT role of CDMA elements
Note: When CDMA simulations are done, the dRSS calculation is performed by SEAMCAT as shown in Figure 107.

Figure 107: Simulation summary
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Results

10.4

Once SEAMCAT has completed the simulation, the results are shown as displayed in Figure 108 and Figure 109 when
the CDMA network is the victim. The figures present the difference between the 2 step power balancing process (1‐
initial power balancing, 2‐ power balancing after introduction of an external interference)






Units: number of connected UEs.
Initial capacity: Number of connected UEs before any external interference is considered.
Interfered capacity: Results after External interference is applied.
Excess outage, users: How many UEs were dropped due to external interference.
Outage percentage (Figure 109): Percentage of UEs dropped due to external interference.

Note: When CDMA is interferer and the victim is “classic/traditional” (i.e. non‐CDMA) link, there are no special CDMA
results (except insight into the CDMA network simulated for the last snapshot).

Figure 108: CDMA Reference cell capacity results

Figure 109: CDMA Reference cell outage
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A more detailed description on how the capacity loss is computed is presented as shown in Figure 110.

Figure 110: CDMA Victim results
The values shown are saved in a vector called “CDMA System capacity” (i.e. to be understood as “CDMA network
capacity”) and can be accessed as shown in Figure 111.
Note: users are warned not to click on the “value cell”. This is a known bug which will prevent users from viewing the
vector result. This will be corrected in future SEAMCAT versions.

Figure 111: Access to CDMA capacity results
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11

OFDMA SIMULATION

Note: At the time of printing the manual, the implementation of the OFDMA module in SEAMCAT was still under the
test and calibration phase. Nevertheless, this section provides users with the necessary information on the
methodology used, its assumptions and the GUI as well as how to set‐up the OFDMA simulation. This module will be
released as part of the version SEAMCAT 3.2.
11.1

Introduction

The simulation of OFDMA systems is similar to that of the CDMA systems, except that after the overall two‐tiers
cellular system structure (incl. wrap‐around) is built and populated with mobiles, the CDMA power tuning process is
replaced in OFDMA case with an iterative process of assigning a variable number of traffic sub‐carriers and calculating
the overall carried traffic per base station.
The current OFDMA module has been designed for a Long Term Evolution (LTE) network from 3GPP [10]. Therefore E‐
UTRA RF coexistence studies can be performed with Monte‐Carlo simulation methodology. The detailed simulation
flow for DL and UL can be found in Annex 14. Further modules are planned for the future to allow for different
OFDMA technologies, such as WiMAX.
11.2

Methodology and assumptions

The general simulation assumptions are presented in this section to provide a guideline on how to perform the
coexistence simulation. This OFDMA LTE algorithm is only valid for a 100% loaded system and each user is allocated
with a fixed number of resource blocks. This is equivalent to modelling a Round Robin scheduler with full buffer traffic
model and a frequency reuse of 1/1 (i.e. Single Frequency Network is assumed). Moreover, E‐UTRA system is assumed
to be a fully orthogonal system, which indicates that in the UL case only UEs allocated with the same sub‐carriers
(frequency resource block) could introduce other‐cell, intra‐system interference.
The network layout is similar to the one used for CDMA. The methodology assumes that the UEs are deployed
randomly in the whole network region according to a uniform geographical distribution. The wrap around technique is
employed to remove the network deployment edge effects.
Note that if the OFDMA is a DL interferer, the OFDMA is simulated as in “traditional” simulation with the BSs
transmitting at full power. This decreases the simulation time of a full OFDMA simulation. In OFDMA DL interferer,
only the position of the BSs will be calculated because full transmit power is assumed. For all other simulations
(including UL) scenarios full OFDMA network simulation is required. Consequently, some of the input parameter of the
GUI interface have been grey‐out when the OFDMA DL interferer case is selected (see Figure 121).
Since it is arguable that some simulation assuming a rural environment would not need to assume full power
transmission (i.e. full loaded network) when the system is DL and interferer, the user may need to manipulate either
the input power or the spectrum mask (or both) in order to simulate the DL interferer case for rural deployment.
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11.2.1

DL C/I calculation

The relationship between the contributors of the interference in a OFDMA network is illustrated in Figure 112

BS2
BS1

Wt

Iinter
dRSS
adj. cell
Ref. cell

Vr

IT
Iext = iRSS

Figure 112: Illustration of the interference mechanism in the OFDMA module where the inter‐system or also called
self interference is noted “Iinter” and the interference from an “external” interference system is referred to as “Iext”.
In this SEAMCAT OFDMA implementation, the term “BS” and “cell” have the same meaning. The C/I calculation in DL is
calculated as

C/I 

C ( j, k )
I ( j, k )

where C(j,k) is the received power at the k‐th user from the serving BS, i.e., the j‐th BS
UE
C ( j , k )  PBS
 pathloss ( BS j ,UE j , k )

C ( j , k )  dRSS ( BS j ,UE j ,k )
UE

and where PBS is the power of resource block and

pathloss( BS j ,UE j , k )  max pathloss, MCL  . Note that

the path loss includes shadowing.
I(j,k) is the sum of the interference power (power of resource block * pathloss including shadowing)

I ( j , k )  I inter ( j , k )  I ext ( j , k )  N t
which consists of adjacent cell interference Iinter (j,k) (from the same victim system, i.e. denoted inter‐system
interference)

I inter ( j , k ) 

N cell

P

l 1,l  j

UE
BS

 pathloss( BSl ,UE j ,k ) ,

the interference from external interfering system(s) in adjacent channel Iext(j,k) (interference power into this resource
block including ACIR). The ACIR (Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio) is implicitly taken into account when both
unwanted and blocking mechanism are summed in the computation

I ext ( j , k ) 

N External _ cell

 iRSS
m 1

unwanted

( BS m ,UE j ,k )  iRSS blocking ( BS m ,UE j ,k )

where

iRSS unwanted ( BS m , UE j ,k )  iRSS unwanted (over the size of the UE resource blocks)
for each of the UE’s frequency where the DL information is received and

iRSS blocking ( BS m , UE j ,k )  iRSS blocking (over system bandwidth) 
at the victim system frequency.
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N
M

where N is the number of RBs (i.e. subcarriers) requested per UE, and M is the maximum number of RBs per BS and
where Nexternal cell is the number of external interfering BSs.
and the thermal noise Nt

N t  10^ ((174  10 log10(bandwith of N  RBs)  NoiseFigureUE ) / 10)

where N is the number of RBs scheduled to a UE.
11.2.2

UL C/I calculation

The C/I calculation in UL is calculated so that C(j,k) is the received power from the UEj,k at the j‐th BS.

C ( j , k )  Pt ( j , k )  pathloss (UE j ,k , BS j )
C ( j , k )  dRSS (UE j , k , BS j )

where Pt is the transmit power of the UE in dBm (see UL Power control below).
Similarly to DL, the interference is derived from

I ( j, k )  I inter ( j, k )  I ext ( j , k )  N t
where Iext is the interference coming from UEs of the same system but from adjacent cells (i.e. the inter‐system
interference from other cells). Since a fully orthogonal system is assumed, only UEs which transmit in the same
frequency subcarriers will introduce interference to each other, hence only UEs in other cells with the same k index
are considered.

I inter ( j , k ) 

N cell

 P (l , k )  pathloss(UE

l 1, l  j

t

l,k

, BS j )

where Iext is the interference from external interfering UEs.

I ext ( j , k ) 

N External _ cell K

  iRSS
m 1

1

blocking

(UEm, v , BS j )  iRSSunwanted (UEm , v , BS j )

where K is the number of UEs in the external interfering cells and the number of external cells is limited to NExternal cell
and the thermal noise Nt.

N t  10^ ((174  10 log10(bandwith of N  RBs)  NoiseFigureBS ) / 10)
11.2.3

UL Power control

In OFDMA UL, power control is applied to the active users (i.e. the users with specific RBs) so that the UE Tx power is
adjusted with respect to the path loss to the BS it is connected to. In 3GPP [10], the UL power control is defined so
that the UE transmit power is set such as:



 PL   
  
Pt  Pmax  min 1, max  Rmin , 

 PLx  ile   


where Pt is the UE Tx power in dBm, Pmax is the maximum transmit power in dBm, Rmin is the minimum power
reduction ratio to prevent UEs with good channels to transmit at very low power level. Rmin is set by Pmin / Pmax. PL is
the path‐loss in dB for the UE from its serving BS and PLx‐ile is the x‐percentile path‐loss (plus shadowing) value. PLx‐ile
is defined here as the value in the CDF, which is greater than the path‐loss of x percent of the MSs in the cell from the
BS (i.e. it corresponds to the parameter “power Scale Threshold”)
With this power control scheme, the 1‐x percent of UEs that have a path‐loss greater than PLx‐ile will transmit at Pmax,
i.e. are not power controlled. In SEAMCAT,  is assumed to equal 1.
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11.2.4

OFDMA LTE Link‐to‐system level mapping

A look up table is used to map throughput in terms of spectral efficiency (bps per Hz) with respect to calculated SNIR
(= C/I) (dB) level. This link leve data (bitrate mapping) is user selectable and can be modified depending on the
simulation to perform.
Throughput, bps/Hz

5

Shannon
DL
UL

4
3
2
1
0
-15

-10

-5

0

5
SNIR, dB

10

15

20

25

Figure 113: Throughput vs SNIR for Baseline E‐UTRA Coexistence Studies (source: [10])
The achieved bit rate is calculated as follows:

BiteRatekbps  
11.3

N Subcarriers _ per _ UE
N total _ subcarriers

 xbps / Hz SINR  BWMHz   bps _ to _ kbps _ conversion

Setting up simulation for OFDMA as Victim link

Figure 114 presents the SEAMCAT GUI where the user can select either CDMA or OFDMA and where the ACS
(Adjacent Channel Selectivity) can be set‐up for the victim link.

Figure 114: SEAMCAT interface to select the LTE OFDMA module and its ACS value as a victim (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI).
11.3.1

General OFDMA Tab

The dialogue window of Figure 115 is used to define the necessary parameters for modelling the OFDMA system.
These parameters have been divided into several related groups ‐ each called by a separate sub‐sheet tab.
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Figure 115: General OFDMA input parameters to SEAMCAT (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
The general setting for the OFDMA DL and UL are similar.
Parameter
OFDMA Link
component
SINR Minimum

Max subcarriers per
Base Station
Number of
subcarriers per
mobile
Handover Margin
Minimum coupling
loss
System bandwidth
Receiver Noise
Figure
Bandwidth of RBs
Link Level Data

Description
The type of OFDMA System. There are considerable differences between modelling of
uplink and a downlink in OFDMA system. See Section 11.2.4 for a more detailed
explanation of differences.
Lower boundary of SINR to take into account in the simulation. In DL, any UE with a C/I
lower than the SINR minimum will be disconnected right away. In UL, the UE will get
tagged with a disconnect flag. For a specific threshold (Maximum allowed disconnection
attempts – see Table 12) of disconnection, the UE is removed from the cell.
Number of available Resource Blocks (RBs) per BS
Number of RBs per UE

Specifies the maximum difference, in dB, between the links in users active list. The actual
active‐list selection is based on pathloss calculations.
The minimum path loss, specified in dB, such as pathloss = max(path loss, MCL)
Specified in MHz
Equipment‐specific noise figure of receiver, specified in dB
Specified in MHz
Traffic (i.e. bit rate) per UE. Drop‐down selection of Link level data look‐up 2 dimensions
functions from Library. The OFDMA Link level data has the same formats for uplink and
downlink but with different values. It is the user's responsibility to choose an appropriate
set of data.
Table 10: General OFDMA link settings.
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11.3.2

Link Specific tab

Figure 116: Setting up the OFDMA DL (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
Parameter
Base Station Maximum
transmit power

Description
Specified in dBm
Table 11: Parameter of the link specific for OFDMA DL

Figure 117: Setting up the OFDMA UL (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
Parameter
Maximum allowed disconnection
attempts

Minimum transmit power of
mobile
Maximum allowed transmit power
of mobile
Power Scaling Threshold

Description
When the number of disconnection attempt is greater than this
threshold, then the mobile is disconnected. This means that the UE is
removed from the served UE list of that BS, The BS is marked with “got
spare capacity” and the UE is added to the disconnected UE list.
Minimum transmit power used in the power control.
Transmit power of the UE
Used in the calculation of the path loss limit for the power control. It is
a limit threshold compared to the value of the CDF used in the power
control (see section 10.2.3)

Table 12: Parameter of the link specific for OFDMA UL
11.3.3

Capacity

Figure 118: Setting up the capacity of the OFDMA simulation (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
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Parameter
User base station

Description
Defines how many mobiles per cell should be generated in the system. For each BS,
each UE will be added to served UE list of that BS. Depending on the propagation or
handover conditions, a UE will either remain connected to the BS or will be
disconnected.
Table 13: Parameter for the capacity of OFDMA (either UL or DL)

11.3.4

Path Loss Correlation

The concept of a simple correlation model for shadow fading has been widely adopted in LTE co‐existence studies
mostly employed in uplink case. The propagation attenuation is modelled as the product of the path loss and the
shadow fading. The shadow fading is well approximated by a log‐normal distribution [12]. Let z denotes shadow fading
in dB with zero mean and variance σ2. Then the shadow fading of path from one UE to the i‐th BS is expressed as

z i  ax  by i , where a 2  b 2  1 and x and y i are independent Gaussian distributed variables, both with zero
mean and variance σ2. y i and y j for i  j are independent as well. Figure 119 presents how to set‐up the pathloss
correlation in SEAMCAT (only available for OFDMA).

Figure 119: Path loss correlation interface for OFDMA simulation (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
Thus, the correlation coefficient of the shadow fading from one UE to two different BSs, i.e., the i th and j th BS, is

( z i z j )
2

( z i )

 a 2 . In most LTE studies, a  b 

1
2

is assumed [10].

For cellular systems with three‐sector antennas, the shadowing correlation between sites (equivalent to BS in Omni
antenna system) is of 0.5 and correlation between sectors of the same site is consequently of 1.
11.3.5

Other tabs

Note: The System Layout tab, Positioning tab and Propagation Model tab are shared components with the CDMA
module. Therefore please consult the CDMA section for further detail.
11.4

Setting up simulation for OFDMA as Interfering link

Figure 120 presents the SEAMCAT GUI where the user can select either CDMA or OFDMA and where the Unwanted
Emission Mask (ACLR) can be set‐up for the interfering link.
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Figure 120: SEAMCAT interface to select the LTE OFDMA module and its Unwanted Emission Mask (ACLR) value as
an interferer (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI).

Figure 121: Setting up the OFDMA DL as interferer.
Note that only the system bandwidth is needed in this configuration (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI).
Note: Depending on the direction of the interfering OFDMA link to be simulated, the user should pay attention to the
emission bandwidth of the unwanted emission mask and the system bandwidth.
 When a DL simulation is considered, the unwanted emission mask corresponds to the BS transmitting over all
the RBs (i.e. the emission bandwidth is the same as the System Bandwidth input from Figure 121)
 When a UL is considered, the unwanted emission mask corresponds to the UE transmitting over a number of
RBs (i.e. the emission bandwidth is equal to the RB bandwidth x Number of RBs, while the system bandwidth
is equal to the total RBs x RB bandwidth)
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Figure 121 presents the set‐up of the OFDMA DL as an interferer. Note that only the system bandwidth is needed in
this configuration. The rest of the tabs are not displayed in this handbook since they are the same as for the Victim
link.
When the DL is selected as interferer the General, Link Specific and Positioning tab is activated in order to speed up
the simulation (see section 11.2).
Figure 122 presents the interface to select the characteristics of the interferers to the victim. In the case where the
victim system is a UL OFDMA, this means that any interferer has a degree a path loss (shadowing) correlation towards
each of the sectors of a BS as decribed in section 11.3.4. This can be set‐up by the user when selecting the tab #3. Tabs
#1 and #2 are standard tabs.

Figure 122: SEAMCAT interface to select the characteristics of the interferers to the victim. The pathloss correlation
is only activated when a LTE OFDMA UL is simulated (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI).
11.5

Output parameters

The results of the OFDMA simulation are given in terms of capacity/throughput loss of the OFDMA victim. Figure 123
presents an overview of the simulation results. The window has been divided in 4 areas.
 #1 presents the evolution of the achieved bitrate in the reference cell per snapshot (or event),
 #2 presents the evolution of the achieved bite rate for the whole system per event.
 #3 allows the user to extract various vectors for post analysis. These vectors are for the achieved bitrate (with
or without external interference) and the cell capacity (i.e. the number of active users per cell) with or
without interference for the reference cell or the whole system .
 #4 presents a summary of the average of the capacity and bit rate loss expressed in percentage for both the
reference cell and the entire OFDMA network (i.e. the whole system). The percentage calculation is
performed for each snapshot and the mean of the percentage over all the snaphsots is deduced.
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Figure 123: Overview of the OFDMA simulation results (Ver. 3.2.0 beta GUI)
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12
12.1

EXAMPLE ‐ TETRA MS INTERFERERS THE BS OF THE ANALOGUE FM PMR
Scenario overview

This section provides an example of sharing studies including an analysis of a TETRA MS interfering with an FM BS,
based on the information provided in the ERC Report 104 on “Adjacent Band Compatibility Of 400 MHz TETRA And
Analogue FM PMR – An Analysis Completed Using MONTE CARLO Based Simulation Tool”. This scenario involves a
population of TETRA mobile stations interfering with a victim FM base station as shown in Figure 124. In all of the
simulations the victim FM system is assumed to have a 7.8 km cell radius which provides a 90 % area availability.

dRSS

7.8km

iRSS

FM
Mobile Station
Wanted Transmitter

FM
Base Station
Victim Receiver
TETRA
Mobile Station
Interfering Transmitter

TETRA
Base Station
Wanted Receiver

Figure 124: Scenario of the simulation
Figure 125 illustrates the band plan assumed for this investigation. 2 MHz of spectrum has been allocated to the up‐
link of TETRA and directly adjacent to this, 2 MHz has been allocated to FM.
TETRA
MS TX

410

FM BS
RX

412

414 MHz

Figure 125: Band allocations of TETRA MS and FM BS systems
The purpose of this example of simulation is to use SEAMCAT to obtain the probability of interference resulting from
unwanted emissions of the TETRA Mobile Stations falling at the frequency where the FM Base Station is operating.
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12.2
12.2.1

Characteristics of the systems
Victim link characteristics – FM

The victim FM system is assumed to have a 7.8 km cell radius which provides a 90% area availability. The reception
bandwidth of the FM BS victim receiver is equal to 8 kHz. Based on information provided in ERC Report 104 for FM
system based on 12.5 kHz channel spacing, the following characteristics are used to describe the FM equipment:

Mobile Station

Base Station

Channel Spacing

12.5 kHz

12.5 kHz

Transmit Power

37 dBm

Parameter

Receiver Bandwidth

8 kHz

44 dBm
8 kHz

Antenna Height

1.5 m

30 m

Antenna Gain

0 dBi

9 dBi

Variable

Variable

‐ 107 dBm
21 dB

‐ 110 dBm
21 dB

Not used

Not used

Active Interferer Density Range
Receiver Sensitivity
Receiver Protection Criterion (C/I)
Power Control Characteristic

Table 14: Parameters assumed for 12.5 kHz FM systems
Note 1: This exercise assumes that the thermal noise (N) is small compared to the interfering signal (I).
Note 2: The Noise Floor can be obtained using the following equation (see ERC Report 68 [7]):
Noise Floor = Sensitivity – Receiver Protection Ratio
Frequency Offset

Base Station

Any frequency

‐ 23 dBm

Table 15: Receiver blocking for 12.5 kHz FM systems
12.2.2

Interfering link characteristics – TETRA

The interfering TETRA system is assumed to have a 18 kHz emission bandwidth and a channel spacing which is equal
to 25 kHz. The distribution in terms of frequency use over the 2 MHz band is taken as a uniform distribution, where
each channel is being assigned the same probability. Based on information provided in ERC Report 104 for TETRA
system based on 25 kHz channel spacing, the following characteristics are used to describe the TETRA equipments:
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Parameter

Base Station

Mobile Station

Channel Spacing

25 kHz

25 kHz

Transmit Power

30 dBm

40 dBm

Receiver Bandwidth

18 kHz

18 kHz

Antenna Height

1.5 m

30 m

Antenna Gain

0 dBi

11 dBi

Variable

Variable

Receiver Sensitivity

‐ 103 dBm

‐ 106 dBm

Receiver Protection
Criterion (C/I)

19 dB

19 dB

5 dB steps to a maximum of 15
dB. Threshold = ‐ 86 dBm

Not used

Active Interferer Density
Range

Power Control
Characteristic

Table 16: Parameters used to model the TETRA systems
Frequency Offset

30 dBm Mobile
Station

Attenuation in
dBc

25 kHz

‐ 30 dBm

60

50 kHz

‐ 36 dBm

66

75 kHz

‐ 36 dBm

66

100 ‐ 250 kHz

‐ 45 dBm

75

250 ‐ 500 kHz

‐ 50 dBm

80

‐ 70 dBm

100

> 500 kHz

2

Table 17: Unwanted emissions for TETRA systems (measurement bandwidth of 18 kHz) (interfering transmitter)
12.3

Assumptions

Starting from the characteristics provided above, some “reference” hypothesis might be used to obtain a first set of
results.
12.3.1

Distribution of the Mobile Stations (MS) and propagation model

It is assumed that all mobile stations are located uniformly distributed in the areas around their base stations. For
worst case consideration a rural area may be assumed.
12.3.2

TETRA network

A 2 MHz band is available for TETRA systems of 25 kHz channel spacing, therefore a total of 80 channels are available.
It is supposed that only one TETRA MS terminal may use the same frequency at a given time.
The frequency cluster is taken equal to 9, this leads to have 80/9 = 8.88 frequency per cell available. Then up to 9
terminals may be deployed in a TETRA cell.
If the TETRA cell is a traffic limited network and the density of terminals is equal to 5 terminals per km², then the
coverage radius is given by the following formula (see ERC Report 68 or User Documentation):

2

The level of unwanted emissions is supposed to be constant for frequency offset higher than 500kHz
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wt

Rmax

nchannels nuserperchannel

 dens max cluster frequency

The radius of the cell of the interfering system is given by
R = sqrt( (80*1) / (3.14*5*9) ) = 0.7523 km.
Figure 126 describes a TETRA network based on the above assumptions.

f28…f36

f1…f9

f55…f63

f10…f18
f1…f9

R=0.7523km

f64…f72

f19…f27
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TETRA
Based Station

que

f73…f80

f37…f45

f10…f18

f46…f54

nc y

TETRA
Mobile Station

c lu

f1…f9

ste
r

f19…f27

of

9

Figure 126: TETRA network based on these assumptions
12.3.3

Interference situation

As a worst case assumption, we may suppose that, the FM BS station will be based in the TETRA cell where the
channel (411.9875 MHz) operating close to the edge of the TETRA band is used. The same probability is assigned to
each channel available in the TETRA cell. Then the frequency plan in this cell starts from 410.0125 MHz up to 411.9875
MHz with a step of 25 kHz x 9. A discrete uniform distribution for frequency can be selected, e.g., between 410.0125
MHz and 411.9875 MHz having a step of 25 kHz (see Annex 8 for a description of the discrete uniform distribution).
If there is no spatial correlation between the elements of the victim system and the elements of the interfering system
then the simulation radius of the simulation is given by the formula:

Rsimu
Rsimu 

= radius of the area where interferers are uniformly spread

n active
 densitactive

We have to consider 9 active interferers with a density of 5 terminals/km². Then the radius of simulation area results
in:
R = sqrt( 9 / (3.14 x 5) ) = 0.7569 km.
The FM Base Station, which is the victim receiver, is supposed to be operating at 412.00625 MHz, that is the centre of
the first channel, i.e. no guard interval is assumed.
12.3.4

Emission mask

The total emission of the interfering transmitter consists of
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the wanted signal within the defined bandwidth corresponding to a frequency offset of ± 50 % of the emission
bandwidth ItBW
the out‐of‐band emission caused by the modulation within, e.g. ± 50...250 % of ItBW
the spurious emission outside these ranges.

This means the mask to be defined has to cover this whole range. This allows co‐channel consideration as well.
It should be noted that the TETRA MS unwanted emissions mask is not defined for frequency offsets below 12.5 kHz.
Considering the channel spacing of 25 kHz and assuming 0 dBc/18 kHz in that range, then in the undefined range
between 12.5 and 25 kHz, a linear interpolation between 0 and 60 dBc attenuation will be performed. It should also
be taken into account that the reference bandwidth (18 kHz) used for the mask is identical to the bandwidth of the
interfering system (see Annex 5).
12.4

Probability of interference

Based on the above assumptions the probability of interference (C/I criteria and unwanted emissions + blocking are
taken into account) is about 1.1 % when the PC is “on” and about 8.1 % when the PC is “off”.
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12.5

Step‐by‐step Exercise

In this chapter, only the necessary inputs are mentioned. All other parameters are not required.
Definition of the workspace, name: "TETRA‐PMR"

Antenna

12.5.1









Victim link/General

Reference: PMR

Reference:

PMR‐MS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

..... dBi

Frequency:......... MHz (channel spacing)
12.5.4

Use wanted transmitter: yes

Wt‐Vr path

Coverage radius
12.5.2

Victim Receiver

General













Reference: PMR‐BS
C/I: ... dB
required)

(if only C/I, C/(N+I) and (I+N)/N are not



C/(I+N)
... dB
(C/(N+I) required only for
selected Blocking‐Mode)
‐23 dB, constant

Blocking mode:

Sensitivity

Sensitivity:

..... dBm






Bandwidth receiver: ...... kHz
Antenna height:

... m, constant

Antenna azimuth:

0...360 deg, uniform

Antenna elevation:
direction)

0 deg, constant (horizontal

Computation of the cell radius:User‐defined radius
Fixed radius:

..... km

Correlation: No

(for Wt‐Vr)

Radio path length:
(0...1)*cell radius)

uniform polar (Distance Vr:

Path Azimuth Vr:

0...360 deg, uniform

Propagation model

Noise floor: ‐131 dBm, constant(=Sensitivity – C/I)
Blocking response:










Model:

Hata

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:
attenuation)

RURAL (results in lowest path

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation:
ABOVE ROOF
30m BS‐Antenna height)

(caused by

Antenna





Reference:

PMR‐BS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

.... dBi

12.5.3

12.5.5




Reference:

TETRA‐PMR‐ILK1

Frequency:
uniform

................................. MHz,

Wanted Transmitter
12.5.6

General







Interfering link 1/General

Reference:

PMR‐MS

Power:

...... dBm, constant

Antenna height:

1.5 m, constant

Antenna azimuth:

0...360 degrees, uniform

Interfering Transmitter

General




Antenna elevation: 0 degrees, constant
(horizontal direction)
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Reference:

TETRA‐MS

Transmitting power: 30 dBm, constant


















Unwanted mask:
Offset in MHz, power in dBc
referred to Reference bandwidth
‐10.0000‐100.0000
18.0000
‐0.5010 ‐100.0000
18.0000
‐0.5000 ‐80.0000
18.0000
‐0.2510 ‐80.0000
18.0000
‐0.2500 ‐75.0000
18.0000
‐0.1000 ‐75.0000
18.0000
‐0.0750 ‐66.0000
18.0000
‐0.0500 ‐66.0000
18.0000
‐0.0250 ‐60.0000
18.0000
‐0.0125 0.0000
18.0000
0.0125 0.0000
18.0000
18.0000
0.0250 ‐60.0000
0.0500 ‐66.0000
18.0000
0.0750 ‐66.0000
18.0000
0.1000 ‐75.0000
18.0000
0.2500 ‐75.0000
18.0000
0.2510 ‐80.0000
18.0000
0.5000 ‐80.0000
18.0000
0.5010 ‐100.0000
18.0000
10.0000 ‐100.0000
18.0000
Unwanted emission floor:

NO

Transmitting bandwidth:
(Bandwidth < channel)

.... kHz

Reference bandwidth:
PC‐Step:

... dB

Minimal received power:

.... dBm

Maximum received power:

.... dBm

Antenna height:

1.5 m, constant

Antenna azimuth:





Antenna azimuth:

0...360 degrees, uniform

Antenna elevation: 0 degrees, constant
(horizontal direction)

Reference:

TETRA‐BS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

… dBi

12.5.8

It‐Vr path

Relative location







.... kHz
YES

30 m, constant

Antenna




Power Control:

Antenna height:

Correlation mode:

Uniform density

Path Azimuth Vr:

0...360 degrees, uniform

Number of active interferers: .....
Density of active interferers:

.... users/km²

Probability of transmission: 1 (transmits
permanently)
Activity per hour: 1 (transmits permanently)
Protection distance: 0 km

Propagation model









0...360 degrees, uniform

Antenna elevation: 0 degrees, constant
(horizontal direction)

Model:

....................

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:

RURAL

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation: ABOVE ROOF
It‐Wr path (only for power control!)

Power control (at receiver)

12.5.9





Computation of the radio coverage of the interferer

Power control step:

..... dB

Min threshold:

..... dBm

Dynamic range:

..... dBm









Antenna





Reference:

TETRA‐MS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

0 dBi

12.5.7

Wanted Receiver (only for power control)



General



Reference:

TETRA‐BS
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Correlation: No

(for It‐Wr)

Mode:

Traffic‐limited network

Density of interferers: .... users/km²
Number of channels: ....
Number of user per channel: 1 users/ch
Frequency cluster:

....

Path distance Factor: uniform polar (Distance:
(0...1)*cell radius)
Path Azimuth: 0...360 degrees, uniform

Propagation model









Model:

....................

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:

RURAL

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation: ABOVE ROOF

12.5.10 Simulation control/Event generation



Number of samples: 20000
(Default: 20000)

12.5.11 Test of the simulation
Calculated radius





Cell radius of the wanted system:
..interfering system 1:

…. km

..simulation radius 1:

…. km

…. km

Generated Signals
PC “on”





dRSS: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB
iRSSunwanted: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB
iRSSblocking: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB

PC “off”





dRSS: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB
iRSSunwanted: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB
iRSSblocking: mean: …. dBm, std: …. dB

12.5.12 Interference calculation/ICE calculation






Interference Criteria: C/I
Compatibility mode: Yes (Probability of
interference)
Unwanted emissions: Yes
Blocking"

Yes

12.5.13 Result
Probability:

….

(= …. %)

Note: See the answers to this exercise in Annex 19 on p. 212.
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Annex 1 : EGE Input Parameters
This annex lists all the input parameters in SEAMCAT user interface, required to set‐up a simulation scenario. It also
explains the use of these parameters in SEAMCAT calculations, where appropriate. The symbols and formatting
conventions S means that the input value is in scalar form, D is a distribution and F is a function as a set of
corresponding (X, Y) value pairs.

A.1.1

Window Victim link/General

Figure 127: Victim link/General dialog box
Page

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments

Name: name of the victim
link
Description: comments on
the link
Victim receiver:
Wanted transmitter:
choose a transmitter
already defined in the
library

User defined dRSS:
define a distribution of the
desired Received Signal
Strength

dRSS

D or S (if
constant)

dBm/Vr
reception
bandwidth.

f wt

D or S

MHz

See Annex 3 for further
details.
p. 33

Frequency

p. 80

Victim system is CDMA
system
CDMA victim Receiver
Blocking Attenuation

p.
147

Call a receiver already defined in the
Library, otherwise type the inputs directly.
If Wanted transmitter is checked:
 Call a transmitter already defined in the
Library otherwise type the input
directly.
 dRSS is calculated taking into account
all the Victim link parameters.
If User‐defined dRSS is checked:
 the user defines the dRSS distribution.
 tabsheets “Wanted transmitter” and
“Wt to Vr Path” disappear.
 The Power control max threshold
option is not available in this case in the
“Victim receiver” tabsheet.
Distribution of the centre frequency of the
victim link
Selectable switch
Only active if CDMA is enabled

F
Table 18: Victim link/general
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A.1.2
A.1.2.1

Window Victim link/Victim receiver
Tab sheet Victim link/Victim receiver/General

Figure 128: Victim link/Victim receiver/General dialog box
page

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments

Name: name of the victim
receiver
Description: comments
on the receiver
p. 32

Antenna height

h

D or S

m

p. 153

Antenna azimuth:
Antenna alignment
horizontal tolerance

H

D or S

degree

Antenna elevation:
Antenna alignment
vertical tolerance

V

D or S

degree

Noise floor: define a
distribution of the noise
floor

N

D or S

dBm

p. 32

See Annex 9
This is the angle between the Vr main beam
and the direction to Wt. E.g. if antenna
azimuth=0, the Vr and Wt antennas are
strictly aligned in the horizontal plane, see
Annex 9
This is the vertical angle between the Vr
main beam and the direction towards Wt.
E.g. if antenna elevation=0, the Vr and Wt
antennas are strictly aligned in the vertical
plane, see Annex 9 on p. 153.
Distribution of the strength of the noise
floor. This parameters is used for the
probability calculation when the criteria is
C/(N+I) or (N+I)/N.
Example: So for a Noise floor of ‐105
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p. 51

pp. 52‐
53

Blocking response:
Receiver frequency
response (receiver
blocking performance)

blocking

F
(MHz)

dBm or dB
depend. on
mode

Blocking attenuation
mode
See Annex 6 on p. 142.

Calculation mode of the of the receiver
attenuation, see Annex 6:
 User‐defined: the attenuation due to
the receiver selectivity is the blocking
mask. In this case, the blocking
response is in dB (so input positive
values).
 Protection ratio: the attenuation of the
receiver is 3+C/(N+I)+Blocking mask. In
this case, the blocking response is in dB
(So input positive or negative values).
 Sensitivity: the user inputs the Blocking
mask in dBm which is the maximum
acceptable interfering power
(dBm).The attenuation of the receiver
is C/(N+I)+Blocking mask (dBm)‐
Sensitivity.

Intermodulation
rejection:
Intermodulation response
(intermodulation
interference)
Receive power dynamic
range

intermod

F

dB

Receiver mask at the intermodulation
frequency. See Annex 4 on p. 133.

Maximum range of the receive power that
Victim receiver can accept, in terms of the
maximum receive power over the Vr’s
sensitivity threshold.
If the trialled dRSS value exceeds
(sens+Pcmax), the dRSS is set to the latter
value.
Sensitivity of the receiver.

(MHz)

Pcmax

S

dB

sens

S

dBm/Vr
reception
bandwidth

B

S

kHz

Bandwidth of the receiver.

C/I or
C/(N+I)
or
(N+I)/N
or I/N

S

dB

The user defines at least one of these
criteria. ( C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N, I/N). Then,
the user will choose one of these criteria for
each interference probability calculation.
SEAMCAT performs a consistency checking
between the interference criteria. See
A.16.1 on p. 201.

See Annex 11

p. 52

Sensitivity
See Annex A.6.5 on p.146

p. 32

Reception bandwidth:
Operating bandwidth

p. 32

Interference criteria: C/I
or C/(N+I) or (N+I)/N or
I/N

dBm/MHz and a BW = 5 MHz, the user
should input ‐105+10*log(5) = ‐98 dBm
Receiver mask attenuation (positive or
negative values depending on the chosen
blocking mode, see below) versus
frequency, see Annex 6 on p. 142.

Table 19: Victim link/ Victim receiver/General

A.1.2.2 Tab sheet Victim link/Victim receiver/Antenna
See A.9.3 on p. 155.
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A.1.3

Window Victim link/Wanted transmitter

A.1.3.1 Tab sheet Victim link/Wanted transmitter/General

Figure 129: Victim link/Wanted transmitter/General dialog box
page

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

P

S or D

dBm/Vr
reception
bandwidth

Comments

Name: name of the victim
link
Description: comments on
the link
p. 33

Power distribution: Power
supplied

p. 33

Antenna height

hwt

S or D

m

p. 153

Antenna azimuth: Antenna
alignment horizontal
tolerance

Hwt

S or D

degree

p. 153

Antenna elevation:
Antenna alignment vertical
tolerance

Vwt

S or D

degree

See Annex 9.

p. 153
This is the angle between the Wt main beam
and the direction towards Vr. E.g. if antenna
azimuth=0, the Vr and Wt antennas are
strictly aligned in the horizontal plane. See
Annex 9.
This is the vertical angle between the Wt
main beam and the aligned direction
towards Vr. E.g. if antenna elevation=0, the
Vr and Wt antennas are strictly aligned in
vertical plane. See Annex 9.

Table 20: Victim link/Wanted transmitter/General

A.1.3.2 Tab sheet Victim link/Wanted transmitter/Antenna
See A.9.3 on p. 155.
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A.1.4

Window Victim link/Wanted transmitter to Victim receiver

A.1.4.1 Tab sheet Victim link/ Wt to Vr/Relative location
The SEAMCAT user can select either the Correlation or the Uncorrelated case


Correlation case: position between the victim pair of transmitter and receiver is defined using Cartesian
coordinates.

Figure 130: Victim link/ Wt to Vr/Relative location correlation dialog box
Symbol

page

Description

p. 34

Correlation distance

p. 34

Delta X, delta Y

Type

Unit

Comments
Checked

XY

S

km

Distance between the transmitter and
receiver in the Victim link.

Table 21: Victim Link/Wt‐Vr correlation case


Uncorrelated case: A coverage radius is calculated. Three different modes are available for calculating the
wt
maximum radius Rmax (see Annex 10). The Victim receiver will be randomly deployed within the area centred on
wt

the Wanted transmitter and delimited by the maximum radius Rmax .

Figure 131: Victim link/ Wt to Vr/Relative location uncorrelated dialog box

page
p. 57

Description
Correlation distance

Symbol

Type
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Unit

Comments
Unchecked

p. 57

p. 57

D or S

Path azimuth

Path distance factor

Deg

Horizontal angle for the location of the Vr respect
to the Wt, see Annex A.9.2.
If constant, the Vr’s location will be on a straight
line. If not, the location of the Vr will be on an
angular area.
Distance factor to describe path length between
the Wt and the Vr. This factor will be multiplied by
wt
Rmax
to obtain the coverage area.

D or S

Therefore, the trailed distance between Wt and Vr
wt
will be Rmax *Path factor. E.g. if user enters a
distribution 0…1, then the distance will be
wt
between 0 andRmax .

p. 157

If the path factor is constant, the Vr will be located
on a circle around the Wt.
Three different modes of calculation of the
wt
coverage radius Rmax of a given system, see
Annex 10.

Coverage radius
calculation mode

The user should check the consistency of this
parameter with the sensitivity, so that if a receiver
is placed at given distance such as the maximum
coverage radius, the received power is higher than
the Sensitivity for a reasonable percentage of time
(availability).
Table 22: Victim Link/Wt‐Vr/Uncorrelated case

A.1.4.2 Tab sheet Victim link/ Wt to Vr/Propagation model
The second tab sheet is used for selection of the propagation model. Choose a propagation model by consulting
Annex 15.

A.1.5

Window Interfering Link/General

See Figure 29 on page 40 on how to get the window below.

Figure 132: Interfering Link/General dialog box
page

Description
Name: name of the
interfering link

Symbol

Type

Unit
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Comments

p. 40

p. 80
p. 140

Description: comments on
the link
Interfering transmitter:
choose in the menu a
transmitter already
defined in the library
Wanted receiver: choose
in the menu a receiver
already define in the
library
Frequency: Distribution of
the frequency of the
interfering link
Interferer is a CDMA
System
CDMA Unwanted
emissions mask

Call a transmitter already defined in the Library,
otherwise type the inputs directly.

Call a receiver already defined in the Library,
otherwise type the inputs directly.

D or S

MHz

Distribution of the centre frequency of the
interferer bandwidth.
Selectable switch

F
Table 23: Interfering link/general

A.1.6

Window Interfering Link/Interfering transmitter

A.1.6.1 Tab sheet Interfering link/Interfering transmitter/General

Figure 133: Interfering link/Interfering transmitter/General dialog box
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page

p. 41

p. 41

p. 50

Description
Name: name of the
interfering transmitter
Description: comments on
the transmitter
Antenna height
Antenna azimuth: Antenna
alignment horizontal
tolerance

Symbol

Type

Unit

h
H

S or D
D or S

m
degree

Antenna elevation:
Antenna alignment vertical
tolerance

V

D or S

degree

This is the vertical angle between the It main
beam and the aligned direction towards Wr.
E.g. if antenna elevation=0, the It and Wr
antennas are aligned in vertical plane, see
Annex 9 on p. 153.

D or S

dBm

Interfering transmitter’s output power in the
emission bandwidth.

Power: define a
distribution of the
transmitter power.
Emission mask: Unwanted
signal level (Transmitting
mask)

emission_
rel(f)

F(MHz)

Comments

See Annex 9 on p. 153
This is the angle between the It main beam and
the direction towards Wr. E.g. if antenna
azimuth=0, the It and Wr antennas are aligned
in horizontal plane, see Annex 9 on p. 153.

dBc/
Define the mask of the transmitter, in the
reference emission bandwidth and out of the emission
bandw. bandwidth.
(MHz)
Negative values in the relative mask should be
chosen in a way that the integration over the
emission bandwidth results in the total emitted
power, see Annex 5 on p. 134.
If constant mask, there is no emission outside
of the bandwidth.

p. 136

Unwanted emissions floor: emission_
Noise floor signal level
floor(f)

p. 67
p. 162

Power control

p. 67

Power control step size

p. 67

p. 67

F(MHz)

dBm/
Define the minimum strength of the unwanted
reference emissions.
bandw.
So the unwanted emissions equal to Max(Pit +
(MHz)
Pcontrol + Unwanted emission, Unwanted
emissions floor) (see Annex 5 on p. 134.)
If Power control is checked, the 3 following
parameters have to be defined.
This Power control is used to limit the output
power of the transmitter, see Annex 11 on
p. 161.

PC step

S

dB

Min threshold

PC threshold

S

dBm/
emission
bandw.

If the received power is lower than this
threshold, then no power control takes place

Dynamic range

PC dyn

S

dB

If the received power is higher than Pc treshold +
Pc dyn then the full power control takes place,
i.e. the power is decreased by Pc dyn

Table 24: Interfering link/Interfering transmitter

A.1.6.2 Tab sheet Interfering link/Interfering transmitter/Antenna
See A.9.3 on p. 155.
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A.1.7

Window Interfering Link/ Wanted receiver

A.1.7.1 Tab sheet Interfering link/ Wanted receiver/General

Figure 134: Interfering link/ Wanted receiver/General dialog box

page

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments

Name: name of the wanted
receiver
Description: comments
hwt

S or D

Antenna azimuth: Antenna
alignment horizontal
tolerance

Hwt

S or D

Antenna elevation:
Antenna alignment vertical
tolerance

Vwt

S

degre This is the vertical angle between the Wr main
e
beam and the aligned direction towards It. E.g. if
antenna elevation=0, the Wr and It antennas are
strictly aligned in vertical plane, see Annex 9 on p.
153.

S

dBm

Antenna height

Sensitivity

m

See Annex 9 on p. 153.

degre This is the angle between the Wr main beam and
e
the direction towards It. E.g. if antenna azimuth=0,
the Wr and It antennas are aligned in the horizontal
plane, see Annex 9 on p. 153.

Table 25: Interfering link/Interfering transmitter

A.1.7.2 Tab sheet Interfering link/ Wanted receiver/Antenna
See A.9.3 on p. 155.
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A.1.8

Window Interfering Link/It‐Wr path

A.1.8.1 Tab sheet Interfering link/It‐Wr path/Relative location
The SEAMCAT user can select either the Correlation or the Uncorrelated case


Correlation case: position between the interfering pair of transmitter and receiver is defined using Cartesian
coordinates.

Figure 135: Interfering link/It‐Wr path/Relative location correlated dialog box
page

Description
Correlation distance
Delta X, delta Y

Symbol

Type

Unit

XY

S

km

Comments
Checked
Distance between the transmitter and receiver in
the interfering link.

Table 26: Interfering Link/It‐Wr path/Correlated case


Uncorrelated case: A coverage radius is calculated. Three different modes are available for calculating the
it

maximum radius Rmax (see Annex 10 on p.157). The Wanted receiver will be randomly deployed within the area
centred on the Interfering transmitter and limited by the maximum radius

it
Rmax
.

Figure 136: Interfering link/It‐Wr path/Relative location uncorrelated dialog box
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page

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Correlation distance
Path azimuth

Comments
Unchecked

D or S

Degrees

Horizontal angle for the location of the Wr
respect to the It, see Annex A.9.2.
If constant, the Wr’s location will be on a
straight line. If not, the location of the Wr will
be on an angular area.

Path distance factor

D or S

Distance factor to describe path length between
the It and the Wr. This factor will be multiplied
by

it
Rmax
to obtain the coverage area.

Therefore, the trialled distance between It and
it

Wr will be Rmax *Path factor. E.g. if user enters
a distribution 0…1, then the distance will be
it

between 0 and Rmax .
If the path factor is constant, the Wr will be
located on a circle around the It.
Coverage radius
calculation mode

Three different modes of calculation of the
coverage radius are available, as described in
Annex 10 on p. 157.
However the noise‐limited network option is
not available for this link, due to the fact that
the sensitivity of the wanted receiver is not
defined.
The user should check the consistency of this
parameter with the sensitivity, so that if a
receiver is placed at given distance such as the
maximum coverage radius, the received power
is higher than the Sensitivity for a reasonable
percentage of time (availability).
Table 27: Interfering Link/It‐Wr path/Uncorrelated case

A.1.8.2 Tab sheet Interfering link/It‐Wr path/Propagation Model
The second tab sheet is used for selection of the propagation model. Choose a propagation model by consulting
Annex 15 on p. 183.
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A.1.9

Window Interfering Link/It‐Vr path

A.1.9.1 Tab sheet Interfering link/It‐Vr path/Relative location
The SEAMCAT user can select several options to define the location of the It with respect to the Vr.


None

The User defines directly the simulation radius and a distribution describing the way to spread the interferers around
the victim. Then d itvr is a result of a trial: d itvr = Rsimu x T where T represents a trial from a given distribution
(Annex 8).

Figure 137: Interfering link/It‐Vr path/Relative location ‐ none dialog box
page

Description
Mode: none
Path azimuth

Symbol

Path distance
factor

p. 59
p. 59

Simulation
radius
Number of
active
transmitter

p. 73

Co‐locate

Type

Unit

Comments

D or S

Deg

Horizontal angle for the location of the It respect to the Vr,
see Annex A.9.2.
If constant, the It’s location will be on a straight line. If not,
the location of the It will be on an angular area.
Distance factor to describe path length between the It and Vr.
This factor will be multiplied by Rsimu to obtain the coverage
area. Therefore, the trialled distance between It and Vr will be
Rsimu *Path factor. E.g. if user enters a distribution 0…1, then
the distance will be between 0 and Rsimu.
If the path factor is constant, the It will be located on a circle
around the Vr which means that the distance between the It
and Vr will not change
User defined

D or S

Rsimu
nactive

km
S

If nactive>1, this will result in spatially‐independent generation
of the specified number of Its, whereas the resulting total iRSS
strength will be obtained by simple power summation of the
individual iRSS signal values.
This feature allows deploying two interferers at the same
location and their two transmitters could be transmitting at
the same time while having different transmitter
characteristics (e.g. emission mask, antenna radiation
pattern…)

Table 28: Interfering Link/It‐Vr path/none option
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Uniform density:

The user provides the parameters allowing the determination of the simulation radius. Then d
trial:

itvr

is a result of a

d itvr = Rsimu x √TU(0,1)
Rsimu = radius of the area where interferers are spread defined by the Rsimu which is defined in more details in A.10.2
on p. 159.

Figure 138: Interfering link/It‐Vr path/Relative location – Uniform density dialog box
page

Description
Mode: Uniform density
Path azimuth

Symbol

p. 62

Number of active
transmitter

nactive

p. 62

Simulation radius

Rsimu

p. 60

Interferes density
see A.10.2 on p. 159

p. 73

Co‐locate

Type

Unit

D or S

Deg

S

km

Comments
The It are uniformly distributed around the Vr
Horizontal angle for the location of the It
respect to the Vr, see Annex A.9.2.
If constant, the It’s location will be on a straight
line. If not, the location of the It will be on an
angular area.
number of active interferers in the simulation
(nactive should be sufficiently large so that the
(n+1)th interferer would bring a negligible
additional interfering power).
If nactive>1, this will result in spatially‐
independent generation of the specified
number of Its, whereas the resulting total iRSS
strength will be obtained by simple power
summation of the individual iRSS signal values.
Note: the simulation radius value is readable
only after each simulation
A simulation radius is calculated, Rsimu.
Interfering transmitters will be randomly
deployed within the area centred on the Victim
receiver and delimited by the simulation radius
Rsimu. If a protection is defined then Interfering
transmitters will be randomly deployed within
the area centred in the Victim receiver and
delimited by the protection distance and the
simulation radius Rsimu .
See Table 28

Table 29: Interfering Link/It‐Vr path/Uniform density option
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Closest interferer:

The influence of the closest interferer can be estimated by having a distance ditvr following a Rayleigh distribution
R( ) as defined in Annex 8 and where the parameter  is related to the density of transmitters



1
2 densitactive

where:

densitactive  densit  pittx  activityit (time)

Figure 139: Interfering link/It‐Vr path/Relative location – Closest interferer dialog box
page

Description
Mode: Closest interferer
Path azimuth

Symbol

Type

Unit

D or S

Deg

Interferers density

Comments
None
Horizontal angle for the location of the It
respect to the Vr. If constant, the It’s location
will be on a straight line. If not, the location of
the It will be on an angular area.
The distance between the Victim receiver and
the Interfering transmitter follows a Rayleigh
distribution, where the standard deviation is
given by  . See A.10.2 for information on the
input parameter.

Table 30: Interfering Link/It‐Vr path/Closest interferer option


Correlation case: position between two pair of transmitter and receiver is defined using Cartesian coordinates:
Choose between different correlation modes: ItVr; ItWt; WrWt; WrVr.

This case deals with the situation where the victim system and the interfering system are geographically correlated
(e.g. co‐located or constantly spaced base stations).
This correlation is assumed to be only between one element (Vr or Wt) of the victim system and one element (It or
Wr) of the interfering system.
A trial (if the distance is not constant) of the distances and angles between the two correlated elements is made (e.g.
wr vr , dwrvr). The knowledge of it‐>wr , ditwr, vrwt , dvrwt enables to derive the missing coordinates (e.g. itvr,
ditvr).
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Figure 140: Interfering link/It‐Vr path/Relative location – Correlated dialog box
page
p. 43
p. 43

Description
Correlation distance
Delta X, delta Y

Symbol

Type

Unit

XY

S

km

Comments
(It‐Vr), (It‐Wt), (Wr‐Wt) or (Wr‐Vr)
Distance between the two pair of transmitter
and receiver. The reference depends on the
choice of correlation.

Table 31: Interfering Link/It‐Vr path/Correlated case

A.1.9.2 Tab sheet Interfering link/It‐Vr path/ Propagation Model
The second tab sheet is used for selection of the propagation model. Choose a propagation model by consulting
Annex 15.

A.1.10 Simulation control
Simulation control settings are used to determine the running time of the EGE of SEAMCAT. The control settings are
called via menu option Workspace ‐> Simulation Control, which produces the following dialog window:

Figure 141: Simulation control dialog box
In a normal operation, the user will just set the number of events in the first parameter field (by default it is set to
20,000 events). However, if long simulation times are expected, one might start initial simulations by choosing the
Limit simulation time option, and then entering the maximum allowed simulation time in minutes.
The final option, Run EGE in debug mode is used for detailed check of the simulation process. When checked, the
SEAMCAT EGE will generate a log file where all interim results of simulations will be stored for further inspection (see
Annex A.16.3 for further details).
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Annex 2 : ICE Control Parameters
A.2.1

ICE Graphical User Interface

After completing the EGE simulations, it is possible to proceed with calculation of probability of interference, using the
SEAMCAT Interference Calculation Engine (ICE) function. It is the ultimate part of the SEAMCAT architecture when
applied to non‐CDMA victim systems. The ICE control parameters are described in this annex. An illustration of the
ICE Control dialog window is presented below:

Figure 142: ICE control dialogue box
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ID
1

Description
Calculation mode/Compatibility: The
result is a probability of interference.

2

Calculation mode/Translations: the result
is a graph.

3

In this case all the following parameters
should be independent from frequencies:
Receiver blocking response mask, Receiver
intermodulation rejection mask, power
distribution of interfering transmitter,
Unwanted emission floor mask.
Signal type

4
5

Algorithm
Samples

6
7

Interference criterion
Translation parameters: If translation was
chosen
Calculation control
Result/Compatibility
Result/Translation

8
9
10

Comments
Compatibility: Gives the probability of being interfered by the
Blocking interference and/or by the Unwanted interference and/or
by intermodulation interference.
Calculation of the probability of interference as a function of the
reference parameters:
 Power supplied by the It for the unwanted,
 Blocking response level of the Vr for the Blocking,
 And intermodulation rejection level for the Vr.
These parameters are varying on user‐defined definition domain
defined by the number of points where the software has to calculate
the probability.
Choose the interference studied: Unwanted and/or Blocking and/or
Intermodulation.
formerly known as “Complete 1”
It represents the number of events to calculate the probability from.
The accuracy of the probability results derives from this
parameters..
Choose between C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N, I/N)
Number of points between the min and max, where the software
will calculate the probability.
Delete a result, and see the last results
Probability of interference: 1 ‐ always interfered, 0 ‐ never interfered
Gives the graph, showing the resulting probability of interference vs.
the selected values of translation parameter.
The average of the graph depends of the number of points, but the
higher the number is, the longer the calculations are.

Table 32: Parameters to calculate the probability of interference

A.2.2

Interference Calculation Engine Control

It allows the user to calculate the probability of interference for several ICE configuration (i.e. different signal type,
interference criteria, etc..) for the same simulation. Figure 143 presents two examples on how the control box is to be
used. When several ICE configuration are computed, then the user can jump from one to another without
recomputing them by selecting the “first”, “previous”, “next” and “last” buttons.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 143: Example (a), (b) and (c) on using the Interference Calculation Engine Control

A.2.3

Interference Calculation Engine

The ICE processes the information gathered by the EGE to calculate the probability of interference. In this engine,
according to their statistical nature, the data arrays related to the interfering mechanism (iRSSi) are summed over the
number of active interfering transmitter to build up the data array iRSScomp (composite Interfering Received Signal
Strength), which is used in the interference probability calculation.
The samples of wanted (dRSS) and unwanted (iRSS) signals generated by the EGE are compared against the relevant
signal‐to‐noise criteria (specified in the scenario, such as C/I, C/(I+N), (N+I)/N and I/N) to calculate the actual
probability of interference with the condition that the desired received signal strengths is greater than the sensitivity
of the victim receiver (dRSS > sens).
An illustration of the summary of the interference criteria computation process is presented in Figure 6 in the
introduction of the handbook. This probability can be calculated for the different interference mechanisms.
SEAMCAT calculates the probability of interference (pI) of the victim receiver as follows:
pI=1-pNI
were pNI is the probability of Non Interference (NI) of the receiver.
When a C/I criterion is considered, pNI is defined as:

 dRSS

C
p NI  P
 dRSS  sens 
 iRSS comp

I


since by definition P(A|B)=P(A∩B)/P(B), pNI becomes:

p NI

 dRSS

C
P
 , dRSS  sens 
 iRSS

I
comp

 
P dRSS  sens 

P

with

iRSS comp   iRSS j where P is the number of interferers (i.e. active transmitters).
j 1

Note that the Monte Carlo method is applied individually to the numerator and to the denominator of the expression
of pNI . The result obtained is an estimation of pNI by using the following equations (p’NI):

p ' NI 

1
M

M

M

1

 dRSS ( i )
C
 ,
i 1 
 iRSS comp ( i ) I
M

1
M


dRSS ( i )  sens 


1
i 1

dRSS ( i )  sens 

1


 dRSS ( i )
C
 ,
i 1 
 iRSS comp ( i ) I
M

1
i 1

with M the number of events (or snapshots) and where
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dRSS ( i )  sens 


dRSS ( i )  sens 

1, if condition is satisfied
1condition   
else
0,
Similarly, when a C/(I+N) criterion is considered, pNI is defined as:

p NI



dRSS
C

, dRSS  sens 
P
 iRSS

IN
comp  N



P dRSS  sens 

When a (I+N)/N criterion is considered, pNI is defined as:

p NI


 iRSS comp  N I  N
P

, dRSS  sens 
N
N

 
P dRSS  sens 

When a I/N criterion is considered, pNI is defined as:

p NI
A.2.4

 iRSS comp

I
 , dRSS  sens 
P
N
N

 
P dRSS  sens 

Interference criteria C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N ,I/N relationship

The user defines protection criteria and chooses one of then when conducting the evaluation of the probability of
interference (C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N ,I/N). SEAMCAT performs a consistency checking between the interference criteria.
For example, we may calculate the (N+I)/N when we know the value of C/I and C/(N+I). If we assume that:
C/I = 19 dB

C/(N+I) = 16 dB

Using the equation:





NI
1

 10 log 10 1  C C

N


I N I
 10 10  1

(1)

This gives:

NI
1 

 10 log 10 1  0.3
  3dB
N
 10  1
Therefore, if the user provides a value for each of these parameters (C/I, C/(N+I) and (N+I)/N), SEAMCAT using the
equation (1) checks the consistency of these parameters.
Taking into account this value of (I+N)/N and using the equation:
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and that
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Therefore, if the user provides a value for (N+I)/N and I/N, SEAMCAT using the equation (2) checks the consistency of
these parameters.
The following default values for the C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N and I/N of 19 dB, 16 dB, 3 dB and 0 dB respectively avoid the
display of a warning.
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Annex 3 : dRSS calculation
In this annex, T represents a trial from a given distribution (Annex 8).
Note: If the user wishes to understand and check SEAMCAT, the easiest way is to use the
Free space propagation model, which makes manual calculation simple.

A.3.1

Basic algorithm for calculation of dRSS
dRSScalc = pwt supplied + gwt vr ‐ plwt vr (f vr) + gvr  wt

If the received signal can not exceed a given value, i.e. depending on the power control implemented in the victim
system) :
dRSS = min(dRSScalc , dRSSmax )
The following variables are used in the previous formula:
p wt supplied =T(P wt supplied) : power supplied to the wanted transmitter antenna;
pl wt  vr
: path loss between the wanted transmitter and the victim receiver (propagation loss depending on
the propagation model, slow fading and clutter losses taken into account). Depending on whether
the criteria of interference will apply to:



the instantaneous dRSS, the path loss will be different for each trial:
pl wtvr = f propag (f vr, h vr, h wt, d vr wt, env) = L + T(Dv)
where f propag = propagation model (both median loss and variation selected in propagation
model selection tab sheet)



f vr  T ( f vr )

the mean dRSS, the mean path loss will be assumed (the same for all trials):

pl wtvr = f median (f vr, h vr, h wt, d vr  wt, env) = L
where f median = propagation model (only median loss selected in the model tab sheet)
: The frequency of Vr, it can be set constant or defined by a certain distribution, e.g. the "discrete

frequency distribution".
: victim receiver antenna height, e.g.:
hvr = T(U(h vr min, h vr max)) = h vr min +(h vr max ‐ h vr min) T(U (0,1))
h wt T ( H wt ) : wanted transmitter antenna height, e.g.:
h wt =T (U (h wt min, h wt max)) = h wt min + (h wt max ‐ h wt min) T(U(0,1))
env
: environment type, as implemented in the selected model (urban, rural, outdoor, indoor….)
wt
d wt  vr = T(Rmax
) – distance between the Vr and the Wt, it is calculated through multiplying a trialled distance

h vr =T ( H vr )

wt , e.g.:
distribution factor by the coverage radius d wt vr T Dwt vr Rmax

wt
d wt  vr = Rmax
x √T(U(0,1))

wt
Rmax

‐ radius of the Wt coverage.
wt

Three different choices for calculation of Rmax are possible (see Annex A.10.1):
The azimuth vrwt of the Wt‐Vr path (see Annex A.9.2) is calculated trough a trial according to the defined
distribution:

 wt vr  T  Awt vr 

Then the relative positioning of the pair of transmitter and receiver of the victim link in is calculated in Cartesian
coordinates. Relative positioning is always expressed relatively to the transmitter.

X wt / vr  d vr  wt cos( vr  wt )
Ywt / vr  d vr  wt sin( vr  wt )
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Consequently, assuming that one of the two pair of transmitter and receiver is fixed, it is then possible to use the
relative positioning to determine the absolute location of the second pair of transmitter and receiver.

g wt vr = f ( g wt max, pattern wt ) = g wt max × pattern wt ( wt  vr ,  wt vr , f vr ) ‐ Wt antenna gain in the direction
of Vr, with g wt max ‐ maximum antenna gain of the Wt.
patternwt = Wt’s normalised antenna pattern within operating bandwidth.

( wt  vr ,  wt  vr ) = azimuth and elevation (the latter when spherical antenna pattern is defined) angles from the
Wt antenna towards the Vr antenna.

g vr wt = f(g vr max, pattern vr) = g vr max x pattern vr( wtvr + π, ‐ wt  vr, f vr) ‐ Vr antenna gain towards Wt.

A.3.2

Case of fixed positions for Vr and Wt (correlated distance)

In this case the positions of Vr and Wt are fixed. The user defines the distance between the transmitter and receiver in
the Victim link by defining the difference of location in term of Cartesian coordinates (Delta X and Delta Y) . In this
case the dRSS is calculated using the main algorithm described in section 1.1 above, but appropriate changes are
made to the calculation of mutual positioning of Vr and Wt, because of it being fixed

A.3.3

Case of user defined dRSS

The constant value or distribution of dRSS may be defined by the user in the Victim Link scenario window by selecting
user defined dRSS (see Annex 1 in section A.1.1). In this case the SEAMCAT EGE skips algorithms for calculation of
dRSS and proceeds directly to calculation of iRSS.
Note: Skipping the dRSS calculation also means that the SEAMCAT will have not have the positions of
pair of transmitter and receiver in a victim link trialled/calculated. If these positions are important for
further analysis (e.g. when using directional antennas), the dRSS calculation should not be skipped.
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Annex 4 : iRSS calculation
For the iRSS calculation k different interfering systems may be considered, each having some n active interfering
transmitters. The resulting interfering power in the victim receiver is computed as described in the algorithm below.
The following considerations are restricted to the case of k=1 only for simplification.
In this annex, T represents a trial from a given distribution (Annex 8).

A.4.1

Unwanted interfering field strength (iRSSunwanted) calculation
iRSSunwanted = f (emission it , g it PC , g it  vr , pl it  vr, g vr it) i

iRSSunwanted

 n iRRSS unwanted _ i
10
 10 log10  10
 i 1







where the i‐th interferer signal is defined as:
iRSSunwanted_,i = (emission it (f it , f vr) + g it  vr ‐ pl it  vr(f vr) + g vr  it)
where, other than parameters described before:





emissionit ( f it , f vr )  max pitsupplied  emission _ relit ( f it , f vr )  g itPC , emission _ floorit ( f it , f vr )


emission _ relit is a relative emission mask which is a function of f = (f it ‐ f vr), see Annex 5. It is introduced to
enable calculations of interference between systems in the same or adjacent bands. The real emission is always
greater or equal than the absolute emission floor emission _ floorit ( f it , f vr ) .

A.4.2

Blocking interfering field strength (iRSSblocking)calculation
n interferes

iRSSblocking =



f (p it supplied, g it PC , g it  vr , pl it  vr, a vr , g vr  it) i

i 1

iRSSblocking

 n iRSS blocking ,i
 10 log10  10 10
 i 1







Where the i‐th interferer’s signal is given by
iRSSblocking,i = f ( p it supplied+ g it PC + g it  vr ‐ pl it  vr – avr + g vr  it )
where for each interferer:
 fit= T(fit): Interfering link operating frequency. Note that the trial of the dRSS frequency, fvr, occurs only once
for each simulation round, i.e. fvr is trialled once, together with the Wt, Vr positions, the Wt transmit power
and other distributions pertaining to the victim link. These values associated with the dRSS trial round then
apply to all n trials of iRSS (where n is the number of interferers).
 p it supplied = T(P it supplied) power supplied to the It antenna (before power control).
 g it PC = power control gain for the It with the power control function, see Annex 11.
 pl it vr = path loss between the interfering transmitter i and the victim receiver, e.g.:
pl it vr= f propag ( f it , h vr , h it , d it  vr , env ) + f clutter (env), or
pl it vr= f median ( f it , h vr , h it , d it  vr, env) + f clutter (env)
The choice between fmedian and fpropag would depend on the criteria of interference,
and is closely related to the choice made for assessment of dRSS, e.g. whether ICE will
evaluate: dRSSmean / iRSSmean , dRSSpropag / iRSSpropag or dRSSmean / iRSSpropag .

d itvr = distance between the Vr and the It.
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Note: SEAMCAT allows four different ways to define d itvr.
This is described in details in section A.1.9 of Annex 1.



g itvr = (g it max, pattern it ) = g it max × pattern it (itvr,  itvr) ‐ It antenna gain towards Vr.
g vrit = (g vr max, pattern vr ) = g vr max × pattern vr (itvr,  itvr) ‐ Vr antenna gain towards It.



Ait vr : azimuth from Vr towards It (see Annex 9), calculated trough a trial according to the chosen



correlation type.



( it vr ,  it vr ) = azimuth and elevation (the latter when spherical antenna pattern is defined) angles from



the closest It antenna towards the Vr antenna.
aVr(f it , f vr) : blocking attenuation of the victim receiver. (see Annex 6 on page 142)

A.4.3

Intermodulation interfering field strength (iRSSintermodulation) calculation
Bug warning: Note that the current implementation of IM is not running properly in SEAMCAT,
Therefore, calculation of probability of intermodulation for selected signal type "Intermodulation"
will produce erroneous results. This issue is under the consideration of the SEAMCAT Technical
Group. Users are advised not to use this module.

For the computation of the intermodulation products in the victim receiver two different interfering systems are
required, i.e. k > 1:
iRSSintermodulation = f (p it, k supplied, g it,k PC , g it,kvr , pl it,kvr, g vrit,k , sens vr, intermod), with k=i,j.

iRSSintermod


 n
 10 log 
 i 1


n

 10

iRSSintermod,i,j
10

i 1
i j







where:
iRSSintermodulation i,j = intermodulation product of third order at the frequency f0
iRSSintermodulation i,j = 2* i iRSS int + i jRSS int ‐3intermod ‐ 3 sens vr ‐ 9dB (Note 1)
Note 1: iRSSintermodulation i,j is defined in SEAMCAT as the power of intermodulation product above the noise floor of
victim receiver, see Appendix 9 to Annex 2 of ERC Report 68 for detailed description of this definition.
The interferer i transmits at the frequency f it,i = f it and the interferer j at f it,j , which defines f =(f it,j ‐ f it) and
yields
f0 = f it ‐f =2 f it ‐ f it,j . Assuming an ideal filter (roll‐off factor 0) the intermodulation product has to be considered
only for the bandwidth b:
f vr – b/2  f0  f vr + b/2
For all other cases the intermodulation product will be neglected.
Another parameters used in the formula above:
ikRSS int = p it, k supplied, g it,k PC , g it,kvr , pl it,kvr, g vrit,k ‐ received power in the victim receiver due to
interferer k=i at f it or interferer k=j at f it,j .
sens vr = sensitivity of victim receiver
intermod = receiver intermodulation rejection for a wanted signal 3 dB above the sensitivity:


intermod is defined by the user, e.g. typical values are 70 dB for base station equipment and 65 dB
for mobile and hand‐portable equipment. It is used to derive generic limits.



intermod(f) is defined as a function of f referred to f vr.
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Annex 5 : Unwanted emissions mask
A.5.1

Unwanted emission Mask

emissionit is defined as a function of f  f  f it and can be
defined as maximum power levels emissionit (f ) in reference bandwidth bs ( f ) specified by the user.
For the interfering transmitter, an emission mask

This mask can also be expressed as the maximum of



the sum of the supplied interfering power

pitsupplied , a relative emission mask (containing the wanted

transmission and all unwanted emissions including the emission floor depending on the power control) and the
gain power control



or the absolute emission floor.

The relative emission mask is described by a triplet (frequency offset (MHz), relative emission level (dBc) and
reference bandwidth (MHz)). The emission floor is defined later in this Annex.
The interfering transmitter power

pitsupplied (dBm) at f it is used for evaluating the link budget with the wanted

receiver (i.e. power control).

A.5.2

Unwanted emission calculation

Figure 144 shows the principle of the determination of the interfering power. If

f it  f vr then the interfering

frequencies fall exactly in the receiving band of the victim receiver (co‐channel interference).
For simplification within the algorithms the mask function p m _ it is normalized to 1 Hz reference bandwidth:

 b 
pn _ it  pm _ it (f )  10 log10 

 1Hz 
emissionit can
a  f vr  f it  bvr / 2 to

The bandwidth b is the bandwidth used for the emission mask. The total received interfering power
easily

be

calculated

by

integration

over

the

receiver

bandwidth

from

b  f vr  f it  bvr / 2
 b  p ( f ) / 10 

powerit  10 log10 10 n _ it
df 
a

with

p n _ it denoting the normalized mask in dBm/Hz. Using 1 Hz reference bandwidth the integral can be replaced by

a summation

 b  p ( f ) / 10  
powerit  10 log10 10 n _ it i

ia

where

powerit is given in dBm.

Note: The interfering power of a radio system having a different bandwidth can be estimated by the aforementioned
algorithms. This calculation is only required for the interference due to unwanted emissions but not for blocking and
intermodulation.
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Figure 144: Integration of the unwanted emissions in the victim receiver band

emission _ relit can be calculated by integration over the receiver
bandwidth from a  f vr  f it  bvr / 2 to b  f vr  f it  bvr / 2
The total interfering power relative to carrier



b

emission _ relit  10 log  P

linear
rel

a



 b Prel f 

f df  10 loga 10 10 df 


dBc

PreldBc denoting the normalized user‐defined mask in dBc/Hz.
This mask is expressed as an array of N+1 points ( f i , Pi ) and assumed linear between these points.
f  f i
Pi 1  Pi 
PreldBc f   Pi 
f i 1  f i

With

This leads to:

 N 1 f i 1 Prel f 

emission _ relit  10 log   10 10 df 
 i 0 f i

dBc

where:

f 0  a  f vr  f it  Bvr / 2
f N  b  f vr  f it  Bvr / 2

Intermediate calculation
dBc
i

emission _ rel





f i  1

f i
Pi

dBc
 f
Prel

10

dBc
i

 1010 

dBc
i

1010
 f i
K

emission _ rel

f i  1

f i



10

df

Pi  1  Pi


10  f i  1  f i 
10




Pi

emission _ rel
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emission _ relidBc 



f i  1

f i

 

10
e ln K
K f i
10

K

f

f i  1
f i

 f i

 f i
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ln 10 Pi 1  Pi
10
.
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emission _ relidBc 
Eventually:

A.5.3

10 10 Pi 1  10 Pi
fi 1  fi 
ln10 Pi 1  Pi





 10 N 1 Pi linear
 Pi linear f i 1  f i  
1
emission _ relit  10 log 


dBc
Pi dBc
1  Pi
 ln 10 i 0






Emission floor

The aforementioned formulas are also applicable to absolute emission floor emission_floorit (dBm) . This emission
floor mask can be described by a triplet (frequency offset (MHz), emission floor (dBm), reference bandwidth (MHz)).

Figure 145: illustration of the emission mask and the unwanted emission floor mask.
The real emission is bounded by the emission floor by the following equation and illustrated in Figure 146.

emissionit  max(emission _ relit  pitsup plied  g itPC , emission _ floorit )
Note that the value of the emission_floorit is
scaled to the Vr bandwidth. This means that
assuming a Vr bandwidth of 200 KHz and the
value of the Emission mask and Unwanted
Emission floor as presented in Figure 145, the
following emisssionit are calculated:
for a fit = 900.3 MHz and fvr = 900.0 MHz:
emissionit = max (‐30 + 5 + 0 , ‐10)
emissionit = ‐10 dBm;
for a fit = 900.0 MHz and fvr = 900.0 MHz:
emissionit = max (0 + 5 + 0 , 13)
emissionit = 13 dBm;

Figure 146: Resulting power level for the calculation of iRSS
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A.5.4

Examples of dBc emission mask and relation between normalised mask and ref. BW
mask

The following range of attenuation is considered, for a system of 30 dBm using a 20 kHz emission bandwidth. The
reference bandwidth for the attenuation is 10 kHz. Within the emission bandwidth the reference bandwidth is taken
equal to the emission bandwidth.

Frequency offset
0 to 10 kHz
10 to less than 20 kHz
20 to less than 30 kHz
30 to less than 40 kHz
40 to less than 50 kHz

Attenuation in dBc

Attenuation in dBc

0
Min (p(dBW)+30, 36)
Min (p(dBW) + 40, 36)

0 dBc
30 dBc
36 dBc

Attenuation in dBc in
SEAMCAT mask
0 dBc
‐30 dBc
‐36 dBc

Min (p(dBW) + 45, 40)
50

40 dBc
50 dBc

‐40 dBc
‐50 dBc

Table 33: Emission mask value as illustrated in Figure 147.
Figure 147, shows the “upper” part of the mask derived from the table above, the whole mask is symmetric. The
frequency offset is defined in MHz.

Figure 147: Example of “Upper part” of an Emission Mask in dBc
If the mask is symmetric, the whole mask may be obtained by using the “Sym” function in SEAMCAT as shown in
Figure 148. N1 and N2 correspond to the same level of power and correspond to attenuation defined in dBc given in
reference bandwidth (kHz) and normalised bandwidth (1 MHz) respectively.
N1 (dBm/Bref) = P (dBm) + Att1 (dBc/Bref)
N2 (dBm/1 MHz) = P (dBm) + Att2 (dBc/1 MHz)
Where P is the Power within the emission bandwidth.
N1 (dBm/Bref) and N2 (dBm/1 MHz) represent the same level of power (Pi):
Pi (dBm) = N1 (dBm/Bref) + 10 log(Bref)
Pi (dBm) = N2 (dBm/1 MHz) + 10 log(1 MHz)
Therefore the relationship between the attenuations in dBc defined in reference bandwidth and in 1 MHz is given by:
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Delta = N1 (dBm/1 MHz) ‐ N2 (dBm/Bref)
Delta = Pi (dBm) ‐ 10 log(Bref) ‐ (Pi (dBm) ‐ 10 log(1 MHz))
Delta = 10 log( (1 MHz)/(Bref) )
Note:


If the reference bandwidth is larger than the emission bandwidth then the attenuation must be defined with
positive sign;



If the reference bandwidth is lower than the emission bandwidth then the attenuation must be defined with
negative sign;



If the reference bandwidth is equal to the emission bandwidth then the attenuation should be set‐up at zero.

Figure 148: Link between the normalised mask and the mask given in reference bandwidth

A.5.5

Examples of calculation using dBc

The ITU‐R Recommendation ITU‐R SM.329 on Unwanted emissions in the spurious domain provides a definition of dBc
unit, which is defined as “Decibels relative to the unmodulated carrier power of the emission. In the cases which do
not have a carrier, for example in some digital modulation schemes where the carrier is not accessible for
measurement, the reference level equivalent to dBc is decibels relative to the mean power P. From this
recommendation the following example is presented:
A land mobile transmitter, with any value of emission bandwidth, must meet an attenuation of 43 + 10 logP, or
70 dBc, whichever is less stringent. To measure the emissions the use of a reference bandwidth of 100 kHz is
recommended.
With a measured total mean power of 10 W:
Attenuation relative to total mean power = 43 + 10 log(10) = 53 dB
The 53 dBc is less stringent than 70 dBc, so the 53 dBc value is used. Therefore, emissions must not exceed 53 dBc in a
100 kHz reference bandwidth, or converting to an absolute level: 10 dBW – 53 dBc = – 43 dBW in a 100 kHz reference
bandwidth.
With a measured total mean power of 1 000 W:
Attenuation relative to total mean power = 43 + 10 log(1000 ) = 73 dB
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The 73 dBc is more stringent than 70 dBc limit, so the 70 dBc value is used. Therefore, emissions must not exceed 70
dBc in a 100 kHz reference bandwidth, or converting to an absolute level: 30 dBW ‐ 70 dBc = ‐40 dBW in a 100 kHz
reference bandwidth.

A.5.6

Defining a CDMA unwanted emission mask in SEAMCAT (Interfering Link)

A.5.6.1 BS example
As an example of a BS spectrum emission masks (i.e. CDMA DL as interferer), TS 25.104 [1] have shown that different
values may need to be considered depending on the BS maximum output power. Table 34 presents Spectrum
emission mask values, BS maximum output power P  43 dBm.
Frequency offset of
measurement filter
‐3dB point, f
2.5 MHz  f < 2.7
MHz
2.7 MHz  f < 3.5
MHz
(see note 3)
3.5 MHz  f  fmax

Frequency offset of
measurement filter
centre frequency,
f_offset
2.515MHz  f_offset <
2.715MHz
2.715MHz  f_offset <
3.515MHz
3.515MHz  f_offset <
4.0MHz
4.0MHz  f_offset <
f_offsetmax

Additional
requirements
Band II, IV, V,
X
‐15 dBm

Measurement
bandwidth


 f _ offset
 14 dBm  15  
 2.715  dB

 MHz
‐26 dBm

‐15 dBm

30 kHz

NA

30 kHz

‐13 dBm

‐13 dBm 4

1 MHz

Minimum requirement Band I, II, III, IV,
V, VII, VIII, X

‐14 dBm

30 kHz

Table 34: Spectrum emission mask values, BS maximum output power P  43 dBm (from [1])
Assuming a BS Tx power of 43 dBm, the equation of Table 34 gives the SEAMCAT input as presented in Table 35 and as
illustrated in Figure 57. Note that for this example, we add the limit from ITU‐R Rec. SM.329 for frequency offset
above 12.5 MHz [2].
Frequency offset of measurement
filter ‐3dB point, f

Minimum requirement Band VIII

2.5 MHz  f < 2.7 MHz
2.7 MHz  f < 3.5 MHz

‐14 dBm

 f _ offset
 14 dBm  15  
 2.715  dB

 MHz
‐26 dBm
‐13 dBm
‐36 dBm

(see note 3)
3.5 MHz  f  fmax
Above 12.5 MHz
(ITU‐R SM.329)

SEAMCAT (in
ref/measurement
bandwidth)
43 – (‐14) = 57
Linear

Measurement
bandwidth

43 – (‐26) = 69
43 – (‐13) = 56
43 – (‐36) = 79

30 kHz
1 MHz
100 kHz

30 kHz
30 kHz

Table 35: Example of derivation of 3GPP spectrum emission mask into a SEAMCAT input format (with addition of
the ITU‐R Rec. SM.329 limit).
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Figure 149: Illustration of the spectrum emission mask at the BS used in SEAMCAT and its derivation from the 3GPP
specification and ITU‐R SM.329 (for frequency offset larger than 12.5 MHz).

A.5.6.2 UE example
As an example of a UE spectrum emission masks (i.e. CDMA UL as interferer), TS 25.101 [3] indicates that the power of
any UE emission shall not exceed the levels specified in Table 36.
Δf in MHz
(Note 1)

2.5 ‐ 3.5

3.5 ‐ 7.5

7.5 ‐ 8.5
8.5 ‐ 12.5 MHz
Note 1:
Note 2:
Note 3:

Minimum requirement

Measurement
bandwidth

Relative requirement

Absolute
requirement



 f
 2.5 dBc
 35  15  

 MHz


‐71.1 dBm

30 kHz
(Note 2)

‐55.8 dBm

1 MHz
(Note 3)

‐55.8 dBm

1 MHz
(Note 3)

‐55.8 dBm

1 MHz
(Note 3)


 f

 3.5 dBc
 35  1  
 MHz



 f

 7.5 dBc
 39  10  
 MHz


‐49 dBc

f is the separation between the carrier frequency and the centre of the
measurement bandwidth.
The first and last measurement position with a 30 kHz filter is at f equals to 2.515
MHz and 3.485 MHz.
The first and last measurement position with a 1 MHz filter is at f equals to 4 MHz
and 12 MHz.
Table 36: Spectrum Emission Mask Requirement

Table 36 provides directly the values in dBc which are also the format for the SEAMCAT input. Therefore the value
from Table 36 translate into SEAMCAT as illustrated in Figure 150.
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Figure 150: Illustration of the spectrum emission mask at the UE used in SEAMCAT and its derivation from the 3GPP
specification.
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Annex 6 : Receiver selectivity and blocking attenuation
This annex aims to explain the process of calculation of the receiver attenuation (denoted as avr) when using various
modes of defining receiver selectivity and blocking, available in SEAMCAT. The value of avr is then applied by SEAMCAT
to the received interfering signal to obtain the value of iRSSblocking.

A.6.1

Basic concept

The receiver is capturing some unwanted signal because its filter is not ideal.
Receiver filter

Ideal transmitter

Assumption
Real

Noise floor
Frequency
Unwanted signal captured

Figure 151: Illustration of the non‐ideal receiver filter with respect to an ideal interfering transmitter
The term “Blocking” is used in SEAMCAT to describe a Victim receiver’s selectivity function, as a measure of the
receiver capability to filter adjacent unwanted signal, so that this unwanted signal does not cause degradation of the
received modulated useful signal beyond a specified limit.
Two main methods, covering three user‐selectable modes, exist in SEAMCAT to define this blocking function:
 Filter attenuation (User‐defined mode ) – where receiver attenuation is expressed directly as Net Filter
Discrimination (see Figure 8 (b));
 Blocking response (Protection ratio mode and Sensitivity mode) – where receiver attenuation is calculated by
SEAMCAT from a certain fundamental relationships between signals, as described in section A.3 below (see
Figure 8 (a)). This is the combination of the ACS (i.e. in‐band power of the interfering device entering the
receiver through the side response of its filter at its adjacent channel) and the blocking which is defined as a 3
dB increase in the noise floor.
In all cases SEAMCAT perceives receiver blocking as a receiver mask, which is generally a function of frequency
separation between interfering and desired signals Δf=(fIt‐fVr), however user may also specify a constant value of
blocking across the whole frequency range.
When calculating the iRSSblocking, SEAMCAT will apply the obtained receiver attenuation value avr to the full power of
adjacent channel interfering signal and will consider the resulting product (interfering signal at receiver input less
blocking attenuation) as the victim receiver’s in‐channel noise floor increase.
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A.6.2

User‐defined mode

In this case, the receiver attenuation is input directly as Net Filter Discrimination (see Figure 152), with absolute values
in dB. Therefore SEAMCAT will take the receiver attenuation avr(f) values directly from the function (might be also
constant value) entered by the user.
avr(f) = blockUse defined (f) (dB)

, where f = (fIt ‐ fVr)
Receiver Mask
Rx bandwidth

0 dB

Blocking:
Attenuation (dB)

Rejection
of the receiver

f

f

Blocking Response = filtering (user defined mode)
Figure 152: Illustration of blocking and the associated Blocking Response in a user defined mode

Figure 153: Setting up the blocking response in the user defined mode

A.6.3

Protection ratio and Sensitivity modes

In these two modes SEAMCAT will calculate the receiver attenuation from indirect input parameters:



required protection ratio (Protection ratio mode), or



maximum tolerable interference signal levels (Sensitivity mode).

In both these modes, calculation of applicable receiver attenuation avr(f) will be based on certain fundamental
relationships between signals, as derived from the blocking level measurements described in ETSI EN 300 113 (section
9 therein), with reference to blocking definition in ITU‐R SM.332‐4.

A.6.3.1 Blocking level measurements
To calculate the receiver attenuation in blocking response modes, the fundamental relationships between receiver
sensitivity, wanted signal, unwanted signal (i.e. the interfering signal) and thermal noise need to be established, based
on the principle of measuring blocking as a level of adjacent interfering signal which results in reduction of output
power from modulated useful signal by a certain limit.
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This limit of acceptable wanted signal degradation is assumed to be 3 dB, based on suggestion in ITU‐R SM.332‐4 and
the blocking measurement procedure described in ETSI EN 300 113. The latter procedure is briefly summarised as
follows (see Figure 154):


The wanted signal (Generator A) is switched on, tuned at receiver frequency and its level is adjusted to the level
of maximum useable sensitivity of the receiver, which corresponds to BER=10‐2 at the receiver output. The level of
wanted signal is then further increased by 3 dB;

The unwanted signal is added by switching on Generator B, with given frequency shift from receiver frequency,
and its output level is first increased until a BER=10‐1 or worse is obtained; then decreased again until the BER=10‐2 is
re‐attained at the receiver output;

The corresponding level of unwanted signal is noted. The “blocking” ratio is then expressed as ratio, in dB, of
the level of unwanted signal to the level of wanted signal;


Test is repeated for other frequency shifts f.

Figure 154: Blocking measurement arrangement (from ETSI EN 300 113)

A.6.3.2 Receiver attenuation as element of blocking response
Based on the definition and measurement procedure of blocking, it is possible to obtain the receiver attenuation
parameter avr(f) from the following fundamental relationships between wanted and unwanted signals, receiver
sensitivity and noise, as observed when blocking event is triggered (see Figure 155):
Power
Max unwanted
signal level
(Max Interf Signal)
Blocking
protection
ratio (I/C)
Wanted
signal
level

3 dB

Max
sensitivity
Wanted
signal
S

Resulting
N+I

Unwanted
signal

avr(f)

C

/N= /(N+I)

S/N

Thermal
noise
Frequency

fVr

fIt

Figure 155: Relationship between signal levels when blocking occurs (Protection Ratio and Sensitivity modes)
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Noise Floor + S/N = Receiver Sensitivity



Noise Floor + S/N + 3 dB



Wanted Signal LevelMeasurement set‐up + Protection ratio(f) = Interfering Signal LevelBlocking triggered



Interfering Signal Level – Receiver attenuation avr(f) = Noise Floor

= Wanted Signal LevelMeasurement set‐up

Note that the definition of avr in the final relationship is based on the assumption that the interfering signal is reduced
by the receiver filter to the level of thermal noise, thus causing increase of overall receiver in‐band noise by 3 dB, i.e.
when:
NTotal=NThermal + I=when I=NThermal = NThermal + NThermal =2 NThermal = NThermal (dBm) + 3 dB
This corresponds to pre‐setting of wanted signal level by 3 dB above receiver sensitivity during blocking
measurements.
Receiver Mask
Rx bandwidth

Blocking:

Rejection
of the receiver

fv

Blocking Response =
(PR and Sensitivity mode)

fI
ACS + Blocking
(ETSI)
(ETSI)

Figure 156: Illustration of blocking and the associated Blocking Response for both Protection Ratio and Sensitivity
mode

A.6.4

SEAMCAT calculation of receiver attenuation in the Protection ratio mode

In this calculation mode the function entered by the user represents the protection ratio (in dB) (see Figure 157), i.e.
the ratio of maximum acceptable level of interfering signal to the wanted signal level, at a given frequency separation.
The blocking value is relative to the noise floor.
In this case SEAMCAT calculates the receiver attenuation avr(f) to be applied to the interfering signal by using the
following expression, derived from the relationships explained in section A.6.3.2:
(see Note)
avr(f) = blockProtection Ratio(f) (dB) + C/(N+I) (dB) + 3 dB
avr(f) = Interfering Signal level (fit) – Noise floor
Where: f = (fIt ‐ fVr) and blockProtection Ratio(f) (2 ‐Figure 158) is the blocking function as defined in the simulation
scenario.

Interfering Power ( dBm )
Attenuation (dB) at Δf
(Protection Ratio)
Noise Floor (dBm )
fvr

fit

Figure 157: Protection Ratio

Figure 158: Setting up the blocking response in the
Protection ratio mode.
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A.6.5

SEAMCAT calculation of receiver attenuation in the Sensitivity mode

In this calculation mode the blocking function entered by the user represents the power level (in dBm) of the
maximum interfering signal, which might be tolerated by the receiver at a given frequency separation.
The following equations apply:
Desired Signal Level (fit ) = Sensitivity (fit ) + 3 dB
Desired signal level (fit ) + Blocking (f ) gives the maximum acceptable Interfering Signal level (fit)
Therefore, the user provides the Maximum acceptable Interfering Signal level:
Interfering Signal level (fit) = Blocking (f ) + Sensitivity + 3 dB
In this case SEAMCAT calculates the receiver attenuation avr(f) to be applied to the interfering signal by using the
following expression, derived from the relationship explained in section A.7.3.1:
(see Note )
avr(f) = blockMax Interf Signal (f) (dBm) – sensvr (dBm) + C/(N+I) (dB)
Where:
f=(fIt ‐ fVr)
blockMax Interf Signal (f): (#2 ‐ Figure 159) blocking function as defined in the simulation scenario.
(#3 ‐ Figure 159) sensitivity of the Vr (dBm) as defined in the simulation scenario.
sensvr :

Figure 159: Setting up the blocking response in the sensitivity mode.
Note: SEAMCAT takes the value of C/(N+I) directly as entered by the user in Victim receiver
description in simulation scenario to perform the calculation.
Other interference criteria (C/I, (N+I)/N and I/N) do not have any influence on calculation of
receiver blocking attenuation.
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A.6.6

Defining a CDMA blocking mask in SEAMCAT (Victim Link)

As an example of a BS blocking mask (i.e. CDMA UL as victim), TS 25.104 [1] presents different values which may need
to be considered depending on the environment:
Parameter
Data rate
Wanted signal mean power
Interfering signal mean power
Fuw offset (Modulated)

Level
Wide Area BS
12.2
‐115
‐52
5

Level
Medium Range BS
12.2
‐105
‐42
5

Level
Local Area BS
12.2
‐101
‐38
5

Unit
kbps
dBm
dBm
MHz

Table 37: ACS depending on the estimated Cell size
In addition, as for the unwanted emissions case, considering the gap between the two bands, not only the ACS has to
be considered, but also values for the blocking at larger frequency offsets:
Area

Wide Area BS
Medium range BS
Local Area BS

Interfering
Signal mean
power
‐40 dBm
‐30 dBm
‐30 dBm

Wanted Signal
mean power
‐115 dBm
‐101 dBm
‐101 dBm

Minimum Offset
of Interfering
Signal
10 MHz
10 MHz
10 MHz

Type of
Interfering
Signal
WCDMA signal
WCDMA signal
WCDMA signal

Blocking value
in SEAMCAT
75 dB
71 dB
71 dB

Table 38: Blocking depending on the estimated Cell size (Example here taken in the band VIII)

Figure 160: Illustration of the blocking attenuation at the BS used in SEAMCAT and its derivation from the 3GPP
specification (Example for a wide area BS scenario)
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Annex 7 : How to calculate the probability of interference for Unwanted and
Blocking in a single run
Note: This annex is intended for advanced user.

A.7.1

Can the probability of interference for unwanted and blocking be done in the same
workspace at once?

First of all, what is commonly called in this handbook, the probability of interference is really the probability of
exceeding an Interference Criterion.
In the calculation of the probability of exceeding an Interference Criterion each of the Interference Criteria can be
chosen by the user. The reason is that SEAMCAT first ‘composes’ the iRSS vectors depending on the “Signal Types”
(Unwanted, Blocking, Intermodulation or any combination of them) selected, e.g. a sum of unwanted and blocking
vectors. Then it compares these vectors with either:
 the vectors of the wanted signal (C/I),
 the wanted signal and the noise floor (C/(I+N)) or
 the noise floor ((N+I)/N and I/N) considering the limit defined by the chosen Interference Criterion.
This means that the Interference Criterion I/N can be used for blocking as well as for unwanted calculation, if the
behaviour of the victim receiver is defined by this parameter (see for instance Fixed Service, commonly defined by
only I/N).
It has to be noted that SEAMCAT allows selecting only one interference criterion when calculating the probability of
interference. When the user wants to consider the impact of both unwanted and blocking phenomena in the same
workspace, it may calculate the probability of interference resulting from each of those phenomena sequentially. 2
simulations are in general required i.e. one for unwanted and a second one for blocking. The user will end up with 2
interference probabilities (unwanted and blocking) and note that the “real” interference probability will be lower than
the sum of the two.
If the interference criterion is the same for the two phenomena, then the user may select both “Unwanted” and
“Blocking” in the “Signal type” window and the overall probability of interference is calculated in a single run. It may
happen that the interference criteria values for the unwanted and blocking study are different as shown in Figure 161.
A solution to allow the user of saving computation time (i.e. to run only one simulation instead of 2) is therefore to
compensate the differences in the interference criteria by defining the unwanted emission mask or the blocking
response. This results in a more refined total interference probability results where the combined mechanism of
unwanted and blocking is treated simultaneously. An example is presented in the next section on how to do it.

Figure 161: Only one interference criterion is selectable even though unwanted and blocking mechanisms are under
investigation.
If the interference criterion for the unwanted mechanism is different from the one considered for the blocking
mechanism as shown in Figure 162, the user is able to map the value of a I/N into a new value of C/I (see Annex 2) for
blocking and then a single simulation is needed.
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Figure 162: Example illustrating the problematic of simulating unwanted and blocking when interference criteria
are different (any other combination could have been presented).

A.7.2

Example

Let’s assume that the interference criteria for the unwanted study is C/I = 19 dB and that the interference criteria for
the blocking study is C/I = 0 dB as shown in Figure 161. The blocking attenuation mode “user defined” is assumed in
the calculation.
Then the user has two choices:
 Choice 1: Run the simulation twice
o Run #1 : Unwanted with C/I = 19 dB, Pinterference = 99.7 %
o Run #2 : Blocking with C/I = 0 dB with the Attblock = 50 dB, Pinterference= 42.5 %
 Choice 2: Run a single simulation
o Unwanted with C/I = 19 dB Pinterference = 99.7 %
o Blocking with C/I = 19 dB with the Attblock + C/I = 69 dB, Pinterference= 42.5 %
o Combined unwanted and blocking mechanism possible.
The importance of understanding how the interference criteria is modelled in SEAMCAT is presented below. If the
user would have selected the “wrong” Attblock (i.e. without or wrongly compensating the Attblock by the C/I), the user
would have extracted a probability of interference different from expected as shown in the following value:
 Blocking with C/I = 19 dB with the Attblock ‐ C/I = 31 dB, Pinterference= 99.4 %
 Blocking with C/I = 19 dB with the Attblock = 50 dB, Pinterference= 94.1 %
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Annex 8 : Distribution or Function definition
A.8.1

Defining a distribution

Figure 163: Distribution dialog box
Description

Comments

Constant

Type a constant value

User defined

Define a distribution i.e. values associated with probability.

Uniform distribution

Define the min and the max values. All the values between them will have
the same probability (0,1).

Gaussian distribution

Define a Gaussian distribution with its mean and standard deviation
(StdDEv).

Rayleigh distribution

Define a Rayleigh distribution with its min and standard deviation.

Uniform polar distance

Define the max distance. All the points are distributed over an circular area
defined by max distance with the same probability

(0,1) . This is

equivalent to defining a uniform density of transmitters on a circular area
together with uniform polar angle (with 360 deg ) or uniform distribution
in the angle domain (0,360 deg).
Uniform polar angle

Define the angle max. The values included between ‐max and max have
the same probability. This is similar to uniform distribution but in the angle
domain.

User defined distribution

Input area for the user defined distribution. Load and save allow the
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import/export of user defined values.
Discrete uniform distributions

Define the lower bound Xmin and the Upper bound Xmax of the distribution.
The distribution is a discrete distribution between following values :
X i  X min  S / 2  (i  1) S

each value being assigned the same probability

P X i   1 / N

with
i  1 N
N  ( X max  X min ) / S

(See Figure A3.1)
User defined (stair)

User‐defined (stair) is designed to provide a generic implementation of
discrete distributions. These distributions are defined through a discrete
set of values Xi, i = 1…N and associated probabilities Pi.

Pi are entered in cumulated form Si.
where S i 

i

P
j 1

j

such distributions will be entered in form of a list of couples (Xi, Si).
Entering such a distribution in cumulated form allow to control that the
sum of the probabilities is equal to 1.
Table 39: Description of the distribution options in SEAMCAT.

1 if 0  x  1
0 otherwise

 Uniform distribution: U (0,1)  

 x2 

exp 
2 
2 
 2 
1

 Gaussian distribution: G ( ) 

 Rayleigh distribution: R ( ) 

 r2 
 

exp
2 
2
 2 
r

 User defined (stair):
This distribution is defined through a discrete set of values Xi, i = 1…N and associated probabilities Pi. In order to
keep coherence with the continuous distribution and for checking convenience probabilities, Pi will be entered in
cumulated form Si, where S i 

i

 P , such distributions will be entered in form of a list of couples (Xi, Si).
j 1

j

Entering such a distribution in cumulated form allow to control that the sum of the probabilities is equal to 1.

 Discrete uniform distribution:
This is a special distribution bounded by a lower boundary X min , an upper boundary X max and the step

S between the samples xi . A common example of such a distribution is the discrete frequency distribution
having a constant channel spacing. The corresponding distribution for xi is then defined by the following
equation:
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xi  X min  S / 2  (i  1) S

Xmin+S/2+S*N

where

i  1...N

Xmin+S/2+S*i

N  ( X max  X min ) / S
S/2

Xmin

S

x1

S/2

x2

xi

xN

Xmax

Figure 164: Discrete uniform distribution
In the case of a uniform distribution, each value is assigned to the same probability

P ( xi )  1 / N .
A.8.2

Defining a function

Description

Comments

Constant

Constant value.

User‐defined

Input as many values as needed for abscissa and corresponding function response values,
paying attention to units shown in the heading of the relevant function definition window.
Table 40: Description of the function options in SEAMCAT.
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Annex 9 : Antenna set‐up
A.9.1

Antenna height, pointing azimuth and elevation

The “General” scenario tab sheets for all participating transmitters and receivers in both victim and interfering links
have the “Antenna pointing” selection fields, allowing setting:



Height of antenna: It should correspond to its definition in the selected propagation model for that link (e.g.
it might be the height above ground, effective height or height above local clutter).



Antenna pointing azimuth: It effectively means antenna de‐pointing, i.e. angle between the direction of main
beam and the direction towards the calculated position of corresponding pair of transmitter and receiver of
the victim or interfering link. E.g. for Vr antenna the pointing azimuth value should describe the angle
between direction of Vr’s antenna main beam and the path to Wt.
This parameter may be used either to add certain variable parameter to the final link budget due to random
de‐pointing of antennas (e.g. in mobile environment), or to show deliberate de‐pointing of antenna (e.g.
choosing a particular gain point on the antenna directivity pattern)



Antenna pointing elevation: It means the same pre‐programmed de‐pointing as the above described azimuth
parameter, but in vertical plane. The meaning of these parameters is illustrated in Fig. A2.1 below



Antenna main beams


– antenna (de-) pointing azimuth/elevation angle
– direction towards the peer transceiver in a link

Figure 165: Definition of the antenna pointing azimuth/elevation angle. Note: The plane of the figure is horizontal
for the azimuth angle and vertical plane for the elevation angle.
Note: These antenna pointing azimuth and elevation angles have impact only on the ultimate antenna gain applied in
calculation of the link budget, but not on the mutual physical positioning of pair of transmitter and receiver. The latter
is impacted by the “Path azimuth angle” parameter, described in A.9.2..
Note: Unless some intentional meaning of antenna de‐pointing is foreseen in simulation scenario, it is recommended to
set always the antenna pointing and elevation angle parameters to const=0, meaning that the main beam of the
antenna is directed towards the corresponding pair of transmitter and receiver in a link.

A.9.2

Path azimuth

A.9.2.1 Conventions for azimuth angle definitions
For the path azimuths in the Wt‐>Vr and It‐>Wr links, the reference point is a transmitter and the angle is from the
positive direction of Ox axis to the path towards a corresponding receiver in a link.
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For the path azimuth used in describing relative Vr‐>It positioning, the reference point is at Vr and the angle is
between the positive direction of Ox axis and the path towards the It.
These principles of defining azimuth angles are illustrated in the following picture.

It->Wr path azimuth
distribution: 0…90o
It antenna azimuth
distribution: -45…45o

Wri

Wrj

It

0o

45o
Vr

0o

Wti
Vr antenna azimuth
distribution: -45…45o

Wtj

Wt->Vr path azimuth
distribution: 0…90o

Figure 166: Conventions for azimuth angle definitions

A.9.2.2 Entering azimuth angles
The geometric positioning of victim and interfering systems in Figure A5.1 may be programmed within the SEAMCAT
interference scenario in the following way:







It‐>Vr path: relative location mode: none, path azimuth ‐ constant at 45o, appropriate distance parameters;
It‐>Wr path: path azimuth: 0…90o;
Wt‐>Vr path: path azimuth: 0…90o;
Vr antenna pointing: either 0o or e.g. uniform azimuth: ‐45…45o;
It antenna pointing: either 0o or e.g. uniform azimuth: ‐45…45o.

Please consult the relevant Tables in Annex 1 for further clarification on input of angular parameters.
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A.9.3

Definition of antenna patterns

A.9.3.1 Antenna dialog box

Figure 167: Antenna pattern dialog box
Description
Name: name of the
Antenna
Description:
comments on the
antenna
Antenna peak gain

Symbol

Horizontal patterns:
Horizontal normalized
antenna pattern

Type

Unit

Comments

gmax

S

dBi

describes peak antenna gain, i.e. gain in the direction of
maximum radiation (main lobe)

gV()

F

dB/deg

defined by pairs (φ, gH(φ)), where φ (deg, range 0...+360)
describes the angular offset in horizontal plane with
relation to the direction of maximum radiation, and gH(φ)
describes the relative gain, related to the antenna
maximum peak gain.
Note: gH(φ) values should be negative.
Note: The antenna pattern range definition for CDMA has
been modified to match the antenna patterns specified by
3GPP (deg, range ‐180...+180)

gH(φ)

Vertical patterns:
Vertical normalized
antenna pattern
Spherical patterns:
Spherical normalized
antenna pattern

g S  

F

dB/deg

Input angle values between –90O and 90O.
For the gain, only input negative values relative to the
Antenna peak gain.
It describes the antenna spherical radiation pattern, defined
by pairs (Φ, gS(Φ)), where Φ (deg, range ‐90...+90)
describes the spherical angle, and gS(Φ) describes the
relative gain, related to the antenna maximum peak gain.
gS(Φ) values are negative and relative to the Antenna peak
gain:
cos ф = cos (θ)*cos(φ)

Table 41: Description of the Antenna pattern user interface in SEAMCAT.
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By default all antennas have 0 dBi gain and are non‐directional, i.e. not having any directivity patterns associated.
Depending on the type of antenna to be described in the scenario, the user may define it by modifying the antenna
gain and activating one or more of radiation patterns (e.g. user may feel it sufficient to activate horizontal pattern, but
if the vertical discrimination is important, both vertical and horizontal patterns could be activated as well).
It is assumed that the frequency has no impact on antenna efficiency/gain, therefore antenna gains are calculated
based on pure peak gain combined with necessary angular discrimination in case of directional antennas (i.e. antennas
having radiation patterns assigned in the scenario).

A.9.4

Antenna Gain

A.9.4.1 If no spherical antenna pattern is defined:
The calculation of the antenna gain for a path between Trx1 and Trx2 is performed as follows:
H
H  pattern
Gain in horizontal plane: if horizontal antenna pattern is defined, then g trx
trx1trx 2 
1trx 2  f trx1

V
V  pattern
Gain in vertical plane: if vertical antenna pattern is defined, then: g trx
trx1trx 2 
1trx 2  f trx1

If the Horizontal and vertical planes are combined, the total antenna gain is then calculated using the following
approximation:
IF abs( g wr it  g wr it ) < 3 dB
H

V

2

max
H
V
max
g wr it  f ( g wr
, g wr
it , g wr it )  g wr 

H
V
g wr
it  g wr it
2

2

(in linear domain ‐ not in dB)

ELSE
max
H
V
g wr  it  g wr
 min( g wr
 it , g wr  it ) (in linear domain ‐ not in dB)

A.9.4.2 If spherical antenna pattern is defined:
S
S  pattern
The spherical‐angle gain is calculated: g trx
arccoscostrx1trx 2 costrx1trx 2 
1trx 2  f trx1





max
S
max
S
Total gain is then calculated as follows: g trx1trx 2  f g trx
1 , g trx 1trx 2  g vr  g trx1trx 2

Figure 168: Antenna pattern in X&Y coordinate

Figure 169: Same antenna pattern as on the left but in
polar coordinate
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Annex 10 : Radius
A.10.1 Coverage radius
Coverage radius parameter is used to describe the operational area of the victim and/or interference systems.
SEAMCAT allows three modes for defining the coverage radius.
 User Defined radius (constant value)
 Noise‐limited network (calculated by the EGE at the start of snapshots generation)
 Traffic‐limited network (calculated by the EGE at the start of snapshots generation)

A.10.1.1 User‐defined coverage radius
The origin of the coverage radius is the Wanted Transmitter.

Figure 170: User‐defined coverage radius dialog box
Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments

Coverage radius

Rmax

S

km

Input a coverage radius, and fix it with a path loss constant
or make little variation around this radius. Useful to give a
fixed value for the coverage radius.

Table 42: Description on User‐defined coverage radius

A.10.1.2 Noise‐limited network

Figure 171: Noise limited network coverage radius dialog box
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The coverage radius in the noise‐limited network is defined by the parameters of Table 43.
Description
Propagation model

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments
Choose between pre‐defined models (Hata, Spherical
diffraction, Free space, ITU‐R P.1546, SE 24 model)

Reference antenna
height (receiver):

h0

S

m

The height used for coverage radius calculations. If a
distribution is used to define the real height, the coverage
radius would be different in each trial, here the value may
be fixed.

Reference antenna
height (transmitter):
Reference frequency

h0

S

m

The height used for coverage radius calculations.

Reference power
Minimum distance
Maximum distance
Availability
Fading standard
deviation
Reference percentage
of time

fvr

S
Pwt

MHz
S

dBm
km
km
%
dB
%

Table 43: description of the Noise limited network coverage radius user interface
Assuming that the received power is equal to the sensitivity of the victim receiver, then the radius Rmax can be
determined for the wanted radio path by the following equation according to ERC Report 68 (this feature is available
only for pre‐defined propagation models and not for user‐defined propagation models).

Fmedian(fvr,hvr,hwt, Rmax,env) Fslowfading (X%) Pwt  g wt  gvr  sensvr
where the path loss is defined by a median loss plus an additional term representing the distribution

ploss  Fmedian  Fslowfading (X%)
The distribution of the of the path loss ploss can be expressed in a general way by the following equation:

Q(   a, Rmax )  y

Q is the cumulative distribution for Rmax and the resulting mean path loss  and an additional path loss a
due to availability or coverage y . The availability y of the system is linked to the coverage loss through the simple
relation y = 1 – x. Assuming that slow fading can be approximated by log‐normal distribution, i.e. median  mean,
the relation a  b can be introduced where b stands for a multiple of the well known standard deviation  . A
few examples for illustration: At a 95 % coverage, b results in 1.96, for 99 % in 2.58, for 99.9 % in 3.29, or b  1 68 %
coverage, for b  2 for 95.5 %. The exact values can be easily determined by using the inverse Gaussian function.
where

Then the equation:

v(Rmax) Pwt  g wt  gvr sensvr  Fmedian(fvr,hvr,hwt , Rmax,env)b
The determination of the zero of function v, is made through a recursive method such as regula‐falsi used in

logarithmic scale which should yield a better precision. The solution of such a method provides:

~
Rmax  Rmax0 

Rmax0  Rmax1 v(Rmax0)
v(Rmax0)v(Rmax1)

Faster convergence can be obtained by applying the distance in logarithmic scale, i.e. the variable R has to be
replaced
by
In
this
case,
formulas
given
for
log(R) .

Fmedian(fvr,hvr,hwt , Rmax,env) Fslowfading (X%) Pwt  g wt  gvr  sensvr have to be inverted.
Note 1: Inverse of the normalised Gaussian cumulative distribution is implemented through a piecewise
approximation.
Note 2: Ro to be set to 1 m (0.001 km)
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Note 3: If after running the simulation it appears that the resulting coverage radius is equal or very close to the
minimum distance or the maximum distance used in calculation of coverage radius, it is likely that there is a mistake in
the values provided by the user. This can be solved by reducing the minimum distance or increasing the minimum
distance used in calculation, so that the algorithm may find the corresponding coverage radius.
When setting the Rmin, Rmax values, please observe the validity range as appropriate for the selected
propagation model. Otherwise SEAMCAT will produce the error message when starting a simulation.

A.10.1.3 Traffic‐limited network

Figure 172: Traffic limited network coverage radius dialog box

Description

Symbol

Type

Density

dens max

S

Number of channels

it
n channel

S

Number of users per
channel
Frequency cluster

it
nuserpercha
nnel

S

it
cluster frequency

S

Unit

Comments

1/km2

Maximum number of active transmitter per
km2
Number of frequency channels that a radio
system provides
Number of MS per frequency channel
provided by a radio system
Size of a group of frequency channels. See
Figure 126 for illustrative details.

Table 44: Description of the traffic limited network coverage radius user interface
wt

it

The coverage radius Rmax (Interfering link) or Rmax (Victim link) is determined from the following equation:

  densmax   R



2
it
max



it
it
nchannels
 nusersperchannel
it
clusterfrequency

hence:
it
Rmax


nchannels  nusersperchannel

  densmax  clusterfrequency

A.10.2 Simulation radius (Uniform density option)
The simulation radius parameter is used to describe the radius of the coverage where the interfering transmitters are
distributed around the victim receiver.
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This function is aimed for the calculation of the simulation radius Rsimu of the area where the interfering transmitters
are spread (centred on the victim receiver) i.e. the distance between the Vr and the It ( d it vr ).

Figure 173: Simulation radius dialogue box
Page

Description
Density of
transmitters
Probability of
transmission
Activity

Symbol
densit

Type
S

Unit
1/km

Pit

S

%

activityit

F

1/h

Time

time

S

hour

Protection
distance

d0

S

(km)

p. 64

2

Comments
Maximum number of active transmitters per km2

Temporal activity variation as a function of the time of
the day (hh/mm/ss)
Time of the day. If the activity function (above) is defined
by the user, here it should be specified which hour (from
the defined range of function) should be considered in a
simulation
Minimum distance between the Victim receiver and the
Interfering transmitter

Table 45: Setting up the interferes density
active

n

:

number of active interferers in the simulation (nactive should be sufficiently large so that the (n+1)th interferer
would bring a negligible additional interfering power). This information is input by the user as described in
Annex 1.

The simulation radius of interferer area Rsimu is defined as

Rsimu 

n active
  densitactive

where densitactive is the density of active transmitters and is defined as

densitactive  densit  pittx  activityit (time)
If a minimum protection distance (d0) between the victim receiver and interfering transmitter is introduced then Rsimu
results in:

Rsimu 

n active
 d 02
  densitactive

Each trial with d it vr  d 0 will be rejected and repeated for another trial producing d it vr  d 0 .
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Annex 11 : Power control function (for non‐CDMA only)
A.11.1 Power control in the interfering link
A power control feature is implemented within SEAMCAT for the interfering link (see example on p. 66). When this
feature is activated, this introduces a power control gain for the interfering transmitter, defined as:
g it PC = f PC (p it supplied, g it wr , pl itwr, g wt it, PC threshold , PC dyn, PC step)
where:
p it supplied

Power supplied by the interferer before power control

g it  wt

Interfering transmitter antenna gain in wanted receiver direction

g wt  it

Wanted receiver antenna gain in interfering transmitter direction

pl it  wr

path loss between the interfering transmitter and the wanted
receiver

PC threshold

power control receiver threshold, if the received power is lower than this threshold, then
no power control takes place (dBm)

PC dyn

power control dynamic range (dB)

PC step

steps of power control (dB)

The power received in the wanted receiver results in:
p = p it supplied + g it  wr ‐ pl it  wr + g wt  it
It distinguished between 3 cases:
Case 1 ‐ (Received power below power threshold):

p ≤ PC threshold
g it PC = 0

Case (i+1) ‐ (within power control limits):

PC threshold + (i‐1) PC step ≤ p < PC threshold + i PC step
g it PC = ‐(i‐1) PC step
where i is an integer ranging from 1 to n_step = (PC dyn) / (PC step )

Case (n_step +2) ‐ (beyond power control limits):

p ≥ PC threshold + PC dyn
g it PC = ‐ PC dyn

A.11.2 Power control in the victim link
The power control, in the victim link, is a simplified power control mechanism which ensures only that a certain dRSS
is not exceeded in the victim receiver.
The “receive power dynamic range” input parameter (denoted Pcmax in Table 19) is the maximum range of the receive
power that a victim receiver can accept, in terms of the maximum receive power over the Vr’s sensitivity threshold.
This means that if the trialled dRSS value exceeds (sens+Pcmax), the dRSSmax is set to the “sensitivity” + “Receive
power dynamic range”. Figure 174 (a) and (b) present an example on how to set the PC off and on respectively. Figure
175 (a) and (b) illustrates the effect of the power control in the victim link for PC off and on respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 174: Setting up the Power control for the victim link (a) PC off (b) PC on

(a)

(b)

Figure 175: illustration of the Power control effect on the victim link (a) PC off (b) PC on with a limit of ‐98 dBm = ‐
103 dBm (sens) + 5 dB (Pcmax)
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Annex 12 : ACS, ACLR and ACIR approach in SEAMCAT
A.12.1 General
Where an interferer transmits at a frequency that lies outside the nominal pass‐band of the wanted signal, the level of
interference experienced is a function of a) the interferer’s spectral leakage, as defined by its emission power spectral
density, and b) the frequency response of the filtering at the receiver. These two effects can be characterised by the
interferer’s adjacent‐channel leakage ratio (ACLR) and the receiver’s adjacent channel selectivity (ACS) respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 176. The combination of these two parameters, in the form of

ACIR 

1
1
1

ACLR ACS

represents the fraction of the received interferer power which is experienced as interference by the receiver, and is
referred to as the adjacent‐channel interference ratio (ACIR).
The ACLR of a signal is defined as the ratio of the signal’s power (nominally equal to the power over the signal’s pass‐
band) divided by the power of the signal when measured at the output of a (nominally rectangular) receiver filter
centred on an adjacent frequency channel. By setting up the unwanted emission mask in SEAMCAT, it is possible to
display directly the ACLR (facility only available in the OFDMA module version).
The ACS of a receiver is defined as the ratio of the receiver’s filter attenuation over its pass‐band divided by the
receiver’s filter attenuation over an adjacent frequency channel. It can be readily shown that ACIR1 = ACLR1+
ACS1. The victim receiver blocking attenuation is used in SEAMCAT to input the ACS.
The ACIR is defined as the ratio of the power of an adjacent‐channel interferer as received at the victim, divided by
the interference power experienced by the victim receiver as a result of both transmitter and receiver imperfections.
In other words, for a received interferer power at a frequency offset from the wanted signal, and for an ACIR (function
of the frequency offset), the experienced interference power is reduced by the ACIR as sketched in Figure 176.
Frequency
Offset

Tx
1

Rx

ACLR

ACS

Transmiter
mask

Receiver
filter

frequency

Figure 176: Interference as a result of limited ACLR and ACS
Note: This kind of description of the adjacent frequency bands parameters for compatibility issues is widely used in
the 3GPP standardization.
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A.12.2 ACIR in DL
In DL ACIR‐1=ACLRBS‐1+ACSUE‐1, and the dominant part of ACIR is due to the UE frequency selectivity (ACS) (i.e. ACLRBS is
very large compare to ACSUE and ACIR ≈ ACSUE.
Therefore by varying the ACS of the victim receiver, it is possible to compare 3GPP methodology with SEAMCAT
results.

Figure 23: Illustration of the selection of the ACS

A.12.3 ACIR in UL
In UL ACIR‐1=ACLRUE‐1+ACSBS‐1, and the dominant part of ACIR is due to the UE adjacent channel leakage (ACLR) (i.e.
ACSBS is very large compare to ACLRUE and ACIR ≈ ACLRUE.
In SEAMCAT, with the OFDMA version it is possible to extract the ACLR (per adjacent channel) for any given spectrum
mask as shown in Figure 177. Note that the ACLR information is only useful as display for the user to create the
spectrum mask which would fit a specific ACLR. The user can display the ACLR for the spectrum mask by entering the
size of the interfering emission bandwidth in #1 and by clicking on #2. By default, SEAMCAT uses a value of 1.25 MHz
for the display. The ACLR value itself is never used in any of the algorithm of SEAMCAT.

Figure 177: Setting up the unwanted emission mask and extract the ACLR.
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Annex 13 : CDMA
A.13.1 Example on CDMA “optimal capacity”

Figure 178: Non interfered capacity finding – Downlink (extract of Figure 64)


Users (UEs) per cell = 20



Number of trial = 20



Delta number of users (UEs) per cell = 20



Tolerance of initial outage: 5%



Number of base stations = 19

1. Run [number of trials] with 20 UEs per cell
a. Each “trial” consist of the following high‐level steps:
i. Generate CDMA system as specified in scenario
ii. Add [UE per cell] x [number of base stations] = 380 UEs
iii. Run power balancing without adding any external interference
iv. After power balancing note if the percentage of dropped UEs is below 5%. 3
v. Count the number of successful trials and see if it is still possible to reach the 80% target.
A. After 17 trials SEAMCAT concludes it is not possible to reach 80% and 20 UEs per cell is less than the
specified systems optimal capacity 4
B. Adjust [UE per cell] by adding [delta UE per cell] (20 + 20 = 40) and go to step 2.

3

With 380 UEs in the system and a tolerance of 5%– no more than 19 UEs can be dropped during power balancing if
trial is to be considered successful

4

As more than 80% is already successful there is no need to simulate more trials
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2. Run [number of trials] with 40 UE per cell
a. Same as step (a) above – but now the system is filled with 40 x 19 = 760 UE and allowed outage is 5% of 760 (38
UEs)
A. After running 5 trials of which none have been successful SEAMCAT determines that the system is filled
with too many users
B. Adjust [delta UEs per cell] by dividing with 2 (20/2 = 10)
C. Adjust [UEs per cell] by subtracting [delta UEs per cell] (40 – 10 = 30) and go to step 3
3. Run [number of trials] with 30 UEs per cell
a. System is filled with (30 x 19 = 570) and tolerance is 28 UEs
A. After running 5 trials of which none have been successful SEAMCAT determines that the system is filled
with too many UEs
B. Adjust [delta UEs per cell] by dividing with 2 (10/2 = 5)
C.

Adjust [UEs per cell] by subtracting [delta UEs per cell] (30 – 5 = 25) and go to step 4

4. Run [number of trials] with 25 UEs per cell
a. System is filled with (25 x 19 = 475) and tolerance is 23 UEs
A. After running 10 trials 5 of them have been unsuccessful so SEAMCAT determines that the system is
filled with too many UEs
B. Adjust [delta UEs per cell] by dividing with 2 (5/2 ~ 3)
C.

Adjust [UEs per cell] by subtracting [delta UEs per cell] (25 – 3 = 22) and go to step 5

5. Run of [number of trials] with 22 UEs per cell
a. System is filled with (22 x 19 = 418) and tolerance is 20 UEs
A. After 17 trials SEAMCAT concludes it is not possible to reach 80% and 20 UEs per cell is less than the
specified systems optimal capacity
B. Adjust [delta UEs per cell] by dividing with 2 (3/2 ~ 2)
C.

Adjust [UEs per cell] by adding [delta UEs per cell] (22 + 2 = 24) and go to step 6

6. Run of [number of trials] with 24 UEs per cell (let’s assume that it is the end of Figure 178)
a. For the purpose of this example we assume that 24 UE per cell is the optimal capacity for the tested system.
b. After 20 trials we assume that 16 trials were successful – so optimal capacity finding is terminated and
SEAMCAT starts the actual simulation.
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A.13.2 Detailed information on the last CDMA snapshot
A.13.2.1 Introduction
When a scenario contains one or more CDMA networks SEAMCAT preserves the status of the simulated systems for
the last snapshot.
Note: This status is kept in memory only and cannot be accessed when loading results from a remote server or a saved
workspace. When another simulation is run afterwards, the CDMA values of the snapshot are not displayed anymore.
To display the CDMA details, the user should select the “CDMA System Details” tab as shown in Figure 179. Please
note that in SEAMCAT 3.2 this tab is named “Cellular Structure” (See Annex 14 on page 181).

Figure 179: Tab strip at bottom of screen – used to switch between visual layouts
Clicking the tab brings focus to the screen shown in Figure 180. Please refer to Table 46 for details on the numbered
elements.

Figure 180: CDMA System Details
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ID
1

Description
Plot configuration – determines what is shown in the main plot area. See section on “Plot
configuration” below for details.

2

Legend – can be toggled from the plot configuration

3

Main plot area – provides visual information on the displayed CDMA network. See “Plot Area” section
and Annex A.13.2.6 on p. 171 below for details.

4

Tips – can be toggled from the plot configuration

5

Summary of snapshot – provides a few metrics on the capacity of the shown system. See “Snapshot
Summary” section below for details.

6

Selection of displayed system. If more than one CDMA network is present in the scenario this is how to
switch between them. See Figure A15‐5
Note: Only one CDMA network can be inspected at a time

7

When tri‐sector layout is used in the selected system this is used to select the sector of a selected base‐
station.

8

Details of selected element – click and element in the main plot area to view the details in this table. If
no element is selected the table display general information about the displayed system. Please refer to
Table 50 to Table 52 for details on information shown and Annex A.13.2.5 for details on how to select
the correct element.
Table 46: Description of visual elements
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A.13.2.2 Plot configuration
The top part of the detailed system information screen contains a range of checkboxes used to control which
information is plotted (Figure 181). A full description of each checkbox is given in Table 47.

Figure 181: Plot configuration
Name
Users

Description
Plot active UEs across the entire system

Dropped users

Plot dropped UEs across the entire system

Connection lines

Plot active connections for all active UEs – this only shows if “UEs” are checked

TX stats

If system is downlink this toggles the display of the transmit power of each base‐
station. If system is uplink this toggles the display of the noise rise of each base‐
station as well as the total interference experienced by that base‐station. Also the
number of active UEs connected to each base‐station is shown – regardless of link
direction.

Antenna Pattern

Toggles a visual representation of the antenna pattern of the selected base‐station.
This is mostly interesting in tri‐sector scenarios. The plot of the antenna pattern can
be used to ensure that the correct sector is selected. (See Table 46– ID 7) for details
on how to change sector.

Cell centre

Toggles the display of base‐station position within the cell.

External Interferers

Toggles the display of external interferers. This only has effect when CDMA is victim.

Cell ID#

Toggles the display of the internal SEAMCAT cell id next to the cell centre

Legend

Toggles the display of the legend in the top left part of the main plot area
Table 47: Plot configuration elements
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A.13.2.3 Snapshot Summary
It provides a few metrics on the capacity results of the last snapshot – as shown in Figure 182.

Figure 182: Snapshot summary
Name
Total Users

Description
The total number of UEs in the system
(number of BS x UEs per cell)

Connected Users
(active/ inactive)

Number of UEs connected (not dropped)
 Active is voice active
 Inactive is voice inactive
The ratio of voice activity is set as an input parameter to the system. Note that only
voice active UEs are used in the calculations and shown in the plot

Dropped Users

Number of UEs dropped after power balancing. If CDMA is victim it is the number of
UEs dropped after introduction of interference. Note that uplink CDMA drops UEs
based on the average noise rise in the system – so it is possible for a single interferer to
“shut‐down” the entire system (causing all UEs to be dropped).
Table 48: Snapshot summary description

A.13.2.4 CDMA network selection
If more than one CDMA network is available in the scenario the dropdown shown as #6 on Figure 180 is used to select
the system shown in the details window (Figure 183).

Figure 183: Selecting the active system

A.13.2.5 Plotting Options
The plotting options control how the system is shown in the main plot area and how the user selects elements from
the system. This potting option can be seen on the overview page Figure 180. The user can zoom in and out by using
either the mouse wheel or the Zoom Factor slider shown in Figure 184.

Figure 184: Zoom factor
When clicking on a displayed item SEAMCAT tries to match the coordinates of the click to a CDMA element – selecting
the first matched item. Elements are searched in the following order:
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Detailed plot click search algorithm
1.

If control key is pressed:
a.

If a UE is already selected try to select a link by matching click to one of:
i. Base stations in active list of selected UE
ii. Other base stations in the system

b.

If a base station is already selected try to select a link by matching click to one of:
i. Active UEs connected to the selected base station
ii. Dropped UEs who were connected to the selected base station

2.

Try to match to Voice active UEs

3.

Try to match to Dropped UEs

4.

Try to match to Base stations

5.

Try to match to External interferers

6.

If a base station is already selected – try to select UE by matching click to one of
a.

Active UEs connected to the selected base station

b.

Dropped UEs who were connected to the selected base station

Note: Only elements shown in the plot are searched, i.e. if “Simulate Non Interfered Capacity” is not checked in
Figure 101, step 5 above is skipped.
When SEAMCAT tries to match the click to an element it allows for a certain amount of uncertainty when matching
the coordinates. This uncertainty is also called click radius to illustrate the effect of the actual click point being in the
centre of a circle used to search for CDMA elements. The click radius can be adjusted by the user and in combination
with the zoom this allows for all elements to be selected using the algorithm supplied above.

Figure 185: Click radius – used to control which element is selected
It is often the case that an element different than desired or no element at all is selected when clicking the plot. This
problem is resolved by zooming in and possibly changing the click radius.

A.13.2.6 Plot Area
The main part of the CDMA network Details window is used by the main plot. The plot shows a visual representation
of the last snapshot and should be used to validate that the input parameters actually corresponds to the system that
should be simulated. The plot allows for heavy user interaction. A very basic example is shown Figure 186 below.
When an element is selected using the main plot, SEAMCAT updates the table shown in #8 in Figure 180.
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Figure 186: Main plot of CDMA network
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A.13.2.7 Details of CDMA network
When an item is selected in the main plot area its details are shown in the details table (Figure 180 #8). The values
shown depend on the type of element. When no element is selected the system itself is considered to be selected and
the table is as shown in Figure 187.

Figure 187: Downlink system details – see Table 49
Name
Link direction

Description
Link direction of the CDMA network

Frequency

Carrier frequency of the CDMA network as entered by the user

Bandwidth

Bandwidth of the system as entered by the user

Cell Radius

The cell radius of the CDMA network is based on 3GPP2 and is equivalent to R in the
graphic below.

Bitrate

Bit rate of the system as entered by the user. (used to calculate the system processing
gain)

Link Level Data

Used to map the link level simulation (bit level) to the system level simulation (SIR
level) as selected by the user

Total non
interfered capacity

Same value as shown in the Snapshot summary.
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Name
Non interfered
capacity per cell

Description
Number of active UEs when the CDMA network is balanced. Note: This is the result of
the optimal capacity finding simulation – and the value to extract and input to reuse
the result.

Number of trials
during capacity
test
Obtained success
rate

The number of trials input parameter

The result of optimal capacity finding for the capacity used. This can be different than
the target (0.8 for downlink and target noise rise for uplink) if the algorithm has
detected narrow oscillation (back and forth between the same values). Please refer
to the CDMA specification for more details on this algorithm.

Number of ignored
users (due to LLD)

Link level values are extrapolated from the values input and there is a build in hard
coded stop if a UE is requiring more than half of received signal to be the wanted
signal. Any UEs requiring more than this limit is automatically dropped. This number
counts the number of UEs in this snapshot dropped due to this limit.

Total dropped
users
Users dropped
before
interference

Total number of dropped UEs (both due internal and external interference)
Number of UEs dropped by power balance before the introduction of external
interference. Along with the total number of dropped UEs this gives insight into the
impact of external interference compared to the internal interference.

Number of ignored
users (due to LLD)
Propagation model

Duplicate – will be removed
The name of the selected propagation model for the system

Maximum traffic
channel
proportion

This is the maximum transmit power for a single traffic channel (UE) – deducted from
the maximum transmit power for the base stations and the specified maximum traffic
channel fraction.

Thermal noise

Calculated value of thermal noise – please refer to CDMA specification for details on
how this is calculated.

Percentage of
active users in
soft‐handover
Percentage of
dropped users in
soft‐handover

Linear percentage of voice active UEs who are in soft‐handover. This is very
dependent on the selected propagation model.
Linear percentage of dropped UEs in soft‐handover.

Table 49: Downlink system details
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A.13.2.8 Details of voice active user
When a voice active UE is clicked (Figure 188) the details shown in Figure 189 (DL) and Figure 190 (UL) and Table 50 is
shown.

Figure 188: Voice active user selected

Figure 189: Details of voice active user ‐ downlink

Figure 190: Details of voice active user ‐ uplink

Name

Description

Userid

UE ID in the CDMA network

Link
direction
General

position

(x,y) information in km

General

status

The UE can be one of connected / dropped / Not allowed to
connect (see Table 48 UEs for details).

General

Speed

Speed of the selected UE (from input distribution parameter)

General
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Name

Description

Geometry

Calculated geometry. Please refer to CDMA specification for
details.

Achieved EC/Ior

Please refer to CDMA specification for details.

Downlink

Required EC/Ior

Extrapolated value from Link Level Data.
Please refer to CDMA specification for details.

Downlink

External Interference

The level of external interference experienced by this UE

Downlink

Active list

Discontinued parameter – will be removed in 3.2

General

Connection list

Discontinued parameter – will be removed in 3.2

General

Is in soft‐handover

True or false

General

Total power received
from inactive list

Sum of inner system interference. This is the sum of received
power from all base stations to which the selected UE is NOT
connected.

Downlink

Total power received
from active list

Sum of received power from connected base stations. This is
includes the pilot power.

General

Traffic channel power

The sum of received traffic power from connected base stations.
This is the wanted signal.

General

Distance to first cell in
active set

Metric distance to the base station with the shortest distance in dB
(pathloss)

General

Angle to first cell in
active set

The Cartesian angle. Used when the base station antenna has a
defined horizontal pattern

General

Elevation angle to first
cell in active list

Only calculated and used when base station has a defined vertical
pattern

General

Connected sector of
first cell in active list

If tri‐sector layout is used this indicates which sector the UE is
connected to

General

Antenna gain from first
BS in active list
Multipath

Actual antenna gain to base station.

General

Randomly selected value of 1 or 2 – used to determine Link Level
Data.

Uplink

Achieved CI

Please refer to CDMA specification for details.

Uplink

Required Eb/No

Extrapolated value from Link Level Data.
Please refer to CDMA specification for details.

Uplink

Transmit power

The actual transmit power of this UE

Uplink

Table 50: Parameters of voice active user details
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Link
direction
Downlink

A.13.2.9 Details of inactive link
When the active UE is selected (Figure 191), CTRL and select any BS, to display the details of the link between the two
(Figure 192).

DL case

UL case
Figure 191: inactive link

Figure 192: Details of selected link
Name
Userid

Description
UE ID of selected UE

In user active list

False or True

Cell id

ID of the selected base station

Cell location id

In tri‐sector scenarios the cell id is not always equal to the cell id. The
cell locations range from 1 – 19.

Connected sector of cell location

The connected sector of the selected base‐station

User position

(X,Y) in km
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Name
Cell Position

Description
(X,Y) in km

Using wraparound

Is the link using wrap‐around? Most often “long” connection are using
wrap‐around – but it really depends on the selected propagation model.

distance

The BS to UE distance

BS antenna gain

Calculated antenna gain for the base station

UE antenna gain

Antenna gain for the UE – input parameter

Path loss

Calculated pathloss in dB for the selected link.

Effective pathloss

Actual value of pathloss after adjustment for MCL

Horizontal angle

Angle from UE to BS

Vertical angle

Angle from UE to BS

Total transmit power

Transmit power of either base‐station (downlink) or UE (uplink)

Power scaled down to max

Deprecated parameter – will be removed in 3.2

Power scaled down to max by

Deprecated parameter – will be removed in 3.2

Total received power

Power received on this link by either base‐station (uplink) or UE
(downlink)
Table 51: Parameters of selected link details
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A.13.2.10

Details of CDMA cell

When a BS is selected, the following information is shown (Figure 193 and Figure 194 for UL and Figure 195 for DL).

Figure 193: BS selected

Figure 194: Downlink BS selected

Figure 195: Uplink BS selected
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Name

Description

Cell ID

ID of selected base‐station

Link
direction
General

Transmit power

Transmit power of the BS

Downlink

Total interference

Sum of internal and external interference at the BS

Uplink

Number of served users

Sum of voice active and voice inactive UEs

General

Antenna Height

Value from the input distribution

General

Number of dropped users

UEs dropped from the base‐station

General

Outage percentage

Fraction of connected UEs that were dropped

Downlink

Noise rise over thermal noise

The noise rise experienced at the selected BS

Uplink

Position

(X,Y) in km

General

Pilot channel Power

Power for the pilot channel power as deducted from the
pilot channel fraction and the maximum transmit power

Downlink

Overhead channel power

Power for the overhead channel as deducted from the
overhead channel fraction and the maximum transmit
power

Downlink

Number of active users

Number of connected UEs who has this BS as their
primary link.

Downlink

Intersystem interference

Sum of interference from all UE’s not connected to this
BS

Uplink

External interference, Unwanted

Unwanted part of external interference

Uplink

External interference, Selectivity

Selectivity part of external interference

Uplink

Active connections

Number users connected to this BS (primary and
secondary links)

General

Is Reference cell

When TRUE, then it is the reference cell

General

Table 52: Parameters of selected base‐station
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Annex 14 : OFDMA
A.14.1 Introduction
Similarly to the CDMA GUI, When a scenario contains one or more OFDMA networks SEAMCAT preserves the status of
the simulated systems for the last snapshot. The last snapshot is presented in Figure 196.

Figure 196: OFDMA system details
Elements #1 to #6 of Figure 196 are shared components from the CDMA module and explanation can be found in
Annex 13.
Component #6, presents the user with a flexible access to vector results of the OFDMA module, so that users are able
to probe various elements of the simulation.

A.14.2 DL algorithm
For i=1:# of snapshots

1. Distribute sufficiently many UEs randomly throughout the system area such that to each cell within
the HO margin of 3 dB the same number K of users is allocated as active UEs.




Calculate the pathloss from each UE to all cells and find the smallest pathloss
Link the UE randomly to a cell to which the pathloss is within the smallest pathloss plus the HO margin of
3 dB
Select K UEs randomly from all the UEs linked to one cell as active UEs. These K active UEs will be
scheduled during this snapshot.
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Note: a full load system is assumed, namely, all available resource blocks (RBs) will be allocated to active
UEs. And each UE is scheduled with the same number N of RBs. Thus, the BS transmit power per UE is
fixed.
Max

Let PBS

denotes the maximum transmit power of BS

M  N  K is the number of all available RBs in each cell
UE
PBS
is the transmit power from BS to the active UE, and
N
UE
 PBSMax
.
PBS
M
2. Calculate DL C/I for all active UEs in all cells.
 Loop over all cells from j  1 to N cell (the number of cells in the system area e.g. 57 for 19 sites
with tri‐sector antennas)
 Loop over all active UEs from k  1 to K
 For the k ‐th active UE in the j ‐th cell (i.e. UE j ,k ) its C/I is denoted by

C ( j, k )
,
I ( j, k )

4. Determine the throughput for each UE with its C/I according to the link‐to‐system level mapping.
5. Collect statistics.

A.14.3 UL Algorithm
For i=1:# of snapshots

1. Distribute sufficiently many UEs randomly throughout the system area such that to each cell within
the HO margin of 3 dB the same number K of users is allocated as active UEs





2.

Calculate the pathloss from each UE to all cells and find the smallest pathloss
Link the UE randomly to a cell to which the pathloss is within the smallest pathloss plus the HO margin
of 3 dB
Select K UEs randomly from all the UEs linked to one cell as active UEs. These K active UEs will be
scheduled during this snapshot
Note: a full load system is assumed, namely, all available RBs will be allocated to active UEs. And each
UE is scheduled with the same number N of RBs.

Perform UL power control

3. Calculate UL C/I for all active UEs in all cells.


Loop over all cells from j  1 to N cell (the number of cells in the system area e.g. 57 for 19 sites
with tri‐sector antennas)



Loop over all active UEs from k  1 to K



For the k ‐th active UE in the j ‐th cell (i.e. UE j ,k ) its C/I is denoted by

C ( j, k )
.
I ( j, k )

4. Determine the throughput for each UE with its C/I according to the link‐to‐system level mapping.
5. Collect statistics.
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Annex 15 : Propagation models
A.15.1 Introduction
SEAMCAT has the mean to use in‐built model but also the mean of programming user‐defined propagation models.
The plug‐in concept was chosen to avoid the inherent format limitations of the earlier SEAMCAT versions interface
and make the user‐defined model to work as fast as any in‐built model.

A.15.2 User defined model (Plug‐in Model)
With the plug‐in propagation model, the user may define very complex propagation modelling using standard Java
programming language.

Figure 197: Propagation plug‐in dialogue box.
Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Library plug‐in‐class
General environment

Comments
Selectable by the user
Environment of the propagation: urban, rural,
suburban
Environment of the receiver antenna: outdoor, indoor
Environment of the transmitter antenna: outdoor,
indoor
Environment of the propagation: Below roof, Above
roof

User defined parameter 1
User defined parameter 2
User defined parameter 3

Table 53: Description of the propagation plug‐in user interface
The user‐defined propagation model is intended to allow the user to create its own propagation models through a
script describing the pass loss calculation. This script consists of a sequence of formulas conforming to a well‐defined
syntax and may be edited by means of standard text editor available on the current environment such as NotePad.
Following script illustrates the application of user‐defined model for simulation of free‐space attenuation taking into
account the difference in antenna height:
L1 = 32.44;
L2 = 20 log(freq());
L3 = 10 log((dist() x dist()) + (hrx() ‐ htx()) x (hrx() ‐ htx()) / 1000 / 1000);
L = L1 + L2 + L3;
eval L;
Detailed and illustrated description of programming and connecting plug‐ins with user defined propagation model is
available on the on‐line SEAMCAT manual.
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A.15.3 Free space propagation model (built in)

Figure 198: SEAMCAT Interface to the free space propagation model
For free space model the path loss is defined by:

 h hrx  2 2 
L32.510log  tx
  d  20log f
1000




When the variation correspond to the standard deviation variation, while the should Median Loss consists of the path
loss calculated value L.
Figure 199 illustrates when the variation is disabled (i.e. no std) and the Median loss is active.

Figure 199: Example of the vector events of the Free Space when Variation is disabled (i.e. equivalent to σ = 0 dB)
active and Median loss is active (i.e. mean = 91.52 dB).
Figure 200 illustrates when the variation is active (std = σ = 2.5 dB) and the Median loss is disabled.

Figure 200: Example of the distribution (left) and vector events (right) of the Free Space when Variation (σ = 2.5 dB)
is active and Median loss is disabled (i.e. the average path loss is 0 dB).
Figure 201 presents the Free Space when both Variation and Median loss are active. The value presented in Figure
199, Figure 200 and Figure 201 are extracted with the following parameters: f = 900 MHz, d = 1 km, htx = hrx = 10 m.
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Figure 201: Example of Free Space results when the Variation (i.e. σ = 2.5 dB) and
Median loss (mean = 91.52 dB) are active

A.15.4 Extended Hata and Extended Hata (SRD) models (built in)

Figure 202: SEAMCAT Interface to the extended Hata (SRD) propagation model

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Comments

Variation

Variation in path loss takes into account the
uncertainty of building design, furniture,
room size, etc. This is a standard deviation
which refers to the mean of the Median
path loss.

Median path loss

Depending of the distance, the
environment, the frequency and the height
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of the antenna.
This is a mean.
General environment

Environment of the propagation: urban,
rural, suburban

Local environment(Vr)

Environment of the receiver antenna:
outdoor, indoor

Local environment(Wt)

Environment of the transmitter antenna:
outdoor, indoor

Propagation environment

Environment of the propagation: Below
roof, Above roof (used for standard
deviation calculations)
ONLY USED IF VARIATION OPTION IS
CHECKED

Wall loss(indoor ‐ indoor)
Wall loss std dev (indoor ‐
indoor)
Wall loss(indoor ‐ outdoor)
Wall loss std dev (indoor ‐
outdoor)
Loss between adjacent floor
Empirical parameters:
Size of the room (droom)
Height of each floor

S
S

dB
dB

S
S

dB
dB

S

dB

S
S

m
m

b
droom
hfloor

Table 54: Description of the Extended Hata and Extended Hata (SRD) models

A.15.4.1 Calculation algorithm
The Extended Hata model implemented in SEAMCAT calculates propagation loss between transmitter and receiver as:

f propage ( f , h1 , h2 , d , env )  L  T (G ( ))
where:

 f : frequency (MHz)
 h1 : transmitter antenna height, m, above ground
 h2 : receiver antenna height, m, above ground
 d : distance between transmitter and receiver, km
 env : general environment
Symbols:

L

= median propagation loss (dB)

Hm

=

Hb

= max( h1 , h2 )

min( h1 , h2 )
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A.15.4.2 Median path loss L
Dist. Range

Env.

Frequency Range

Median Loss
2


Hb H m  
2
L32.420log f 10logd 
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d < 0,04 km

d  0,1Km

Urban

30 MHz <f  150 MHz

L69.626.2log15020log150/ f 13.82logmax30,H b
44.96.55logmax30, H b logd  aH m bH b 

150 MHz <f  1500 MHz

L 69.6  26.2log f 13.82logmax30, H b 
44.96.55logmax30, H b logd  aH m bH b 

1500 MHz <f  2000 MHz

L  46.333.9log f 13.82logmax30, H b 

2000 MHz < f  3000 MHz

44.96.55logmax30,H b logd  aH m bH b 
L  46.3 33.9log f 10log f / 2000 13.82logmax30, H b 

44.96.55logmax30,H b logd  aH m bHb 
L  L( urban)

suburban

 





2  log min max150; f ;2000 / 28

2

 5.4

L  L( urban)

open area

  


 18.33  log minmax150; f  ;2000
 4.78  log min max150; f  ;2000)

2

 40.94

0,04 km  d  0,1km

L  L(0.04)

[log(d)log(0.04)]
L(0.1) L(0.04)
[log(0.1)log(0.04)]

Table 55: Description of the median path loss L depending on the distance
Where:





a Hm   11
. log( f )  0.7  min10; H m   156
. log (f) - 0.8  max 0;20 log  H m 10

b( H b )  min0;20 log ( H b 30)
1


d
.  187
. x10 4 xf  107
. x10 3 Hb )(log ) 0.8
1  (014
20

d  20 km
20 km < d < 100 km

When L is below the free space attenuation for the same distance, the free space attenuation should be used instead.

A.15.4.3 Variation in path loss
The variation in path loss is achieved by applying the log‐normal distribution (slow‐fading). The relative standard
deviation is given by the following equations:
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Dist. Range

Standard Deviation

Propagation mode

d  0.04 km

  3. 5

0.04kmd 0.1km

01
. km  d  0.2 km
0.2 km  d  0.6k m

(123.5)
0.10.04(d0.04)

above roof

3.5

below roof

3.5

(173.5)

0.10.04(d0.04)

above roof

  12

below roof

  17

above roof

 12

(912)
(d 0.2)
(0.60.2)

below roof

 17

(917)
(d 0.2)
(0.60.2)

0.6km  d

 9
Table 56: Variation in path loss

A.15.4.4 Indoor‐outdoor propagation
Use of the modified Hata model for indoor‐outdoor propagation introduces the following additional terms
Median loss
hata
Lhata
indoor  outdor  Loutoor  outdor  Lwe

where : Lwe is the attenuation due to external walls
Variation in path loss
Uncertainty on materials and relative location in the building increases the standard deviation of the log‐
normal distribution :



hata
indoor  outdor

 (

hata
outoor  outdor

) 2  (

add

)2

A.15.4.5 Indoor‐indoor propagation
Use of the modified Hata model for indoor‐indoor propagation introduces following adjustments according to the
relative location of the pair of transmitter and receiver.
Same‐building condition
The first step is to estimate whether the transmitter and the receiver are located in the same building. This is
done trough a statistic trial. Let us denote P the probability that the transmitter and the receiver are located
in the same building. P is calculated according to the following scheme:
Dist. Range
d  0.02 km

Same Building
Probability
P=1

0.02 km  d  0.05km

P

0.05km  d

P=0
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(0.05  d )
0.03

Transmitter and Receiver in different buildings
When transmitter and receiver are located in different buildings, the calculation mode is similar to the
indoor‐outdoor propagation mode but with doubled additional values.
Median path loss
hata
Lhata
indoor indoor  Loutdoor  outdoor  2  Lwe

where : Lwe is the attenuation due to external walls
Variation in path loss



hata
indoor indoor

 (

hata
outoor outdor

) 2  (2

add

)2

Transmitter and Receiver in same building
In this latter case a specific propagation model is used:

f propag ( f , h1 , h2 , d , env) = L T ( G ( ) )
Median Loss
The corresponding median loss is given by the following formula :

L(indoor  indoor )  27.6  20 log(d )  20.log( f )  fix (

k f  fix (

d
d room

 k f 2



). Lwi  k f  k f 1 b  . L f where

h2  h1
)
h floor

and where :
Lwi : loss of wall (default 5 dB)
Lf : loss between adjacent floor (default 18.3 dB)
b : empirical parameter (default 0.46)
droom : size of the room (default 4 m)
hfloor : height of each floor (default 3 m)
Variation in path loss
Variation in path loss is modelled as an additional log‐normal distribution, in order to take into account the
uncertainty of building design, furniture of the rooms, etc. Typically it is set to 10 dB.

A.15.4.6 Extended Hata (SRD) ‐ SE24 developed propagation model
This model is a modified version of the SE21 Hata model used by the SE24 study group for study of short range
devices. The only difference lies in the expression of the antenna gain factor b which is now similar to that of antenna
gain factor a:
b = min(0, 20 log(Hb/30));
to be replaced by :
b = ( 1.1 log( f ) ‐ 0.7 ) * min(10, Hb ) ‐ ( 1.56 log(f ) ‐ 0.8 ) + max( 0, 20 log( Hb / 10 ) );
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A.15.5 Spherical diffraction propagation model (built in)

Figure 203: SEAMCAT Interface to the Spherical diffraction propagation model

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

Variation

Comments
Variation in path loss takes into account the
uncertainty of building design, furniture,
room size, etc.
Empirical

Median path loss

Depending of the distance, the
environment, the frequency and the height
of the antenna. It is the free space
attenuation.

General environment

Environment of the propagation: urban,
rural, suburban

Local environment(Vr)

Environment of the receiver antenna:
outdoor, indoor

Local environment(Wt)

Environment of the transmitter antenna:
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outdoor, indoor
Wall loss(indoor ‐ indoor)

S

dB

Wall loss std dev (indoor ‐
indoor)
Wall loss(indoor ‐ outdoor)

S

dB

S

dB

S

dB

S

dB

S
S
S

m
m
g/m^2

Wall loss std dev (indoor ‐
outdoor)
Loss between adjacent floor
Empirical parameters:
Size of the room
Height of each floor
Water concentration
Earth surface admittance
Index gradient
Refraction layer probability

b
droom
hfloor

Table 57: Spherical diffraction propagation model

A.15.5.1 Calculation Algorithm
According to ITU‐R Rec. P.452‐5 the median loss between transmitter and receiver is given by the following equation:

Lbd ( p)  92.5  20 log f  20 log d  Ld ( p)  Ag
where:

Lbd ( p)
f
d
Ld ( p )
Ag

is the basic loss in dB as function of the time percentage

p in %

is the frequency in GHz
is the distance in km
is the diffraction loss in dB as function of the time percentage

p in %

is the attenuation due to atmospheric gas and water in dB

A.15.5.2 Attenuation due to atmosphere
Attenuation due to atmosphere is given by

Ag   O ( f )   w (  , f ) d
where:

O( f )
 w (, f )

linear attenuation due to dry air (oxygen) in dB/km
linear attenuation in dB/km due to water as function

of the water concentration  in g/m³, default value: 3 g/m³
Both terms can be approximated by the following equations according to ITU‐R Rec. P.676‐1:


Attenuation due to water :



 w (  , f )  0.050  0.0021 


for


 2
3.6
10.6
8 .9
4


 f  10
2
2
2
( f  22.2)  8.5 ( f  183.3)  9 ( f  325.4)  26.3 

f < 350 GHz

Attenuation due to oxygen :



 O ( f )  7.19  10 3 


 2 3
6.09
4.81

 f 10
f 2  0.227 ( f  57) 2  1.50 
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f  57 GHz

 O ( f )  10.5  1.5 ( f  57)
 O(f)151.2(f 60)


 O ( f )  3.79  10 7 f 


GHz
Note:
GHz.

57 < f  60 GHz
60 < f  63 GHz


0.265
0.028
2
3

 ( f  198) 10 for
2
2
( f  63)  1.59 ( f  118)  1.47 

f > 63

For simplification a linear interpolation between 57 and 63 GHz is used. The maximum is 15 dB/km for 60

A.15.5.3 Attenuation due to diffraction
According to ITU‐R Rec. P.526‐2, the diffraction loss Ld ( p ) can be derived by the received field strength E referred
to the free space E 0 :

 Ld ( p)  20 log

E
 F ( X )  G (Y1 )  G (Y2 )
E0

where:

X
Y1
Y2

is the normalized radio path between transmitter and receiver
is the normalized antenna height of the transmitter
is the normalized antenna height of the receiver

X  2.2  f

1
3

Y  9.6  10 3  f
where:
 is a parameter derived from the earth admittance factor K :

a
2
3

2
3
e

a

d
1
3
e

hi

 =1 for f

> 20 MHz.

f is the frequency in MHz
a e is the equivalent earth radius in km (definition see below)
d is the distance in km
hi is the antenna height above ground in m with i =1 or 2 for the transmitter or receiver, respectively
The distance‐dependent term F ( X ) is given by the semi‐empirical formula:
F ( X )  11  10 log( X )  17.6 X
The antenna height gain G (Y ) is given by the formula set:
1

G (Y )  17.6(Y  1.1) 2  5 log(Y  1.1)  8
G (Y )  20 log(Y  0.1Y 3 )
G (Y )  2  20 log K  9 log(Y / K )log(Y / K )  1
G (Y )  2  20 log K

for Y >2
for 10 K  Y  2
for K / 10  Y  10 K
for Y  K / 10

where:
5

K

is the normalized earth surface admittance factor (see ITU‐R Rec. P.526), default value: 10
Note : All frequencies used attenuation due to diffraction have the unit MHz in contrast to the attenuation due to
atmosphere where GHz is applied.

A.15.5.4 Equivalent Earth radius
The equivalent Earth radius a e is considered to be dependent on the time percentage

a e ( p)  6375 k ( p)
with the Earth radius factor

k ( p) expressed as:
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p according to :

k ( p )  k 50  (5  k 50 )

(1.7  log p)
(1.7  log  0 )

for p  50%

k ( p )  k 50
k 50 

and

for p  50%

157
157  N

where:

N

is the mean gradient of the radio refraction profile over a 1 km layer of the atmosphere from the surface. The
default value is 40 unit/km for Europe (standard atmosphere). This yields k 50  4 / 3 and a e = 8500 km.

Note : The mean gradient is positive.
0
is the existence probability (in %) of the super‐refractive layer ( N  100 unit/km) in the low atmosphere.
Default value: 1 % for Europe.
Note : The probabilities p and  0 are denoted in %, i.e. a range of variety: 0...100 %.
Note : p is set to 50%, i.e. the median with respect to time is computed. Later versions may allow to choose a
certain time percentage.

A.15.5.5 Range of application
The following restrictions of the aforementioned spherical diffraction model are to be considered:



When used for outdoor‐outdoor environment the model presents no variations even if the “variations”
checkbox is checked. On the contrary for indoor‐outdoor or indoor‐indoor configurations, checking or un‐
checking the variations checkbox adds suppresses the variable component of the corresponding corrections.



The frequency range should be larger than 3 GHz, with caution lower frequencies may be used but not below
300 MHz due to the surface admittance and polarisation effects.



The model was developed for open (rural) area. Therefore, the additional attenuation due to obstacles like
buildings found in suburban or urban environment is not included.



The loss due to rain is not covered.



This model is applicable only for terrestrial radio paths.

A.15.5.6 Indoor‐outdoor propagation
Use of the SD model for indoor‐outdoor propagation introduces the following additional terms
Median loss
Median loss is increased by the attenuation due to external walls :
sd
sd
Lindoor
 outdoor  Loutdoor  outdoor  Lwe

Variation in path loss
Variation in path loss is already taken into account in the SD model, through the calculation of the equivalent
earth radius. Thus additional variation due to uncertainty concerning materials and relative location of the
transmitter and receiver is reflected by an additional lognormal distribution trial using the above defined
add.
SD
SD
f propag
/ indoor  outdoor  f propag / outdoor  outdoor  T ( G ( add ))

A.15.5.7 Indoor‐indoor propagation
Use of the Spherical Diffraction model for indoor‐indoor propagation introduces different additional terms regard to
the relative location of the transmitter and receiver.
Same‐building condition
The Same‐Building condition is determined in the same way as for the Modified Hata model (cf. 2.10.1.4.1).
Transmitter and Receiver in different buildings
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When transmitter and receiver are located in different buildings, the calculation mode is similar to the
indoor‐outdoor propagation mode but with doubled additional values for both median path loss and
variation path loss.
Median path loss
Median path loss is increased by the attenuation due to external walls Lwe.
SD
SD
Lindoor
indoor  Loutoor  outd oor  2  Lwe

Variation in path loss
SD
SD
f propag
/ indoor indoor  f propag / outdoor  outdoor  T ( G ( 2 add ))

Transmitter and Receiver in same building
The calculation is the same as for the Modified Hata Model. Refer to 2.10.1.4.3.

A.15.6 ITU‐R Recommendation P.1546‐1 propagation model

Figure 204: SEAMCAT Interface to the P1546‐1 propagation model

Description

Symbol

Type

Unit

General environment

Comments
Environment of the propagation: urban,
rural, suburban
Environment of the receiver antenna:
outdoor, indoor
Environment of the transmitter antenna:
outdoor, indoor

Local environnent(Vr)
Local environment(Wt)
Transmitter system (Analog
/Digital)
Transmitter system Bandwidth

Bt

S

MHz

Table 58: ITU‐R Recommendation P.1546‐1 propagation model

A.15.6.1 Calculation algorithm
This propagation model is described in Recommendation ITU‐R P.1546‐1, which was developed based on the prior
model in Recommendation ITU‐R P.370. Recommendation proposes a propagation model for point‐to‐area prediction
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of field strength for the broadcasting, land mobile, maritime mobile and certain fixed services (e.g. those employing
point‐to‐multipoint systems) in the frequency range 30 to 3000 MHz and for the distance range 1 km to 1000 km. The
model provided in Recommendation ITU‐R P.1546‐1 should be used in the frequency range (30 to 3 000 MHz) and the
same distance range (1 km to 1 000 km).
Parameters of this propagation model are listed below:
Path dependant parameters (constant during a simulation for a given path) are :



Time percentage:



Transmitter system : analog/digital



Transmitter bandwidth : Bt



Global environment : rural, suburban, urban

pt (%)

Variable parameters (which vary for each event of a simulation) :



Effective height of transmitter antenna (see the Rec. P.1546 for definition): ht (m)



Receiver antenna height (above ground, see height of local clutter in section (6) below): hr (m)



Frequency f (MHz)



Distance d (km)

For calculation of the path loss according to Recommendation ITU‐R P.1546 the following procedure is followed:
1) Check range of application of the propagation model regarding time percentage, frequency, distance, and
antenna height:



1% < pt < 50 %

Time percentage :

SEAMCAT does not display warning if the time percentage parameter is set by the User beyond
50%!



Frequency :

30 MHz < f < 3 000 MHz



Distance :

0.001 km < d < 1000 km



Transmitter antenna height :

0 m < ht < 3000 m



Receiver antenna height : 1 m < hr < 3000 m

2) Determination of lower and higher nominal percentages ptinf and ptsup:
If t < 10 then ptinf = 1 % and ptsup= 10 % else ptinf = 10 % and ptsup= 50 %
3) Determination of the lower and higher nominal frequencies :
If f < 600 MHz then finf = 100 MHz and fsup= 600 MHz else finf = 600 MHz and fsup= 2000 MHz
4) If ht  10 m: calculate field strength E(f= f , d, ht, hr, t) 4):
4.1) Calculation of the four following field strengths:

-

E(f= finf , d, ht, hr, ptinf)

-

E(f= fsup , d, ht, hr, ptinf)

-

E(f= finf , d, ht, hr, ptsup)

-

E(f= fsup , d, ht, hr, ptsup)

according to the procedure described in steps 4.1.1. to 4.1.4.
4.1.1) Calculate the dimensionless parameter k, function of the required transmitter height, ht:

 h 
log  t 
 9.375 
k
log(2)
4.1.2) Determine from the following table the set of parameters a0 to a3, b0 to b7, c0 to c6 and d0 to d1 to be
used according to nominal values of frequencies and time percentages:
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100 MHz

Frequency

600 MHz

2 000 MHz

pt %

50

10

1

50

10

1

50

10

1

a0

0.0814

0.0814

0.0776

0.0946

0.0913

0.0870

0.0946

0.0941

0.0918

a1

0.761

0.761

0.726

0.8849

0.8539

0.8141

0.8849

0.8805

0.8584

a2

30.444

30.444

29.028

35.399

34.160

32.567

35.399

35.222

34.337

a3

90.226

90.226

90.226

92.778

92.778

92.778

94.493

94.493

94.493

b0

33.6238

40.4554

45.577

51.6386

35.3453

36.8836

30.0051

25.0641

31.3878

b1

10.8917

12.8206

14.6752

10.9877

15.7595

13.8843

15.4202

22.1011

15.6683

b2

2.3311

2.2048

2.2333

2.2113

2.2252

2.3469

2.2978

2.3183

2.3941

b3

0.4427

0.4761

0.5439

0.5384

0.5285

0.5246

0.4971

0.5636

0.5633

b4

1.256E‐7

7.788E‐7

1.050E‐6

4.323E‐6

1.704E‐7

5.169E‐7

1.677E‐7

3.126E‐8

1.439E‐7

b5

1.775

1.68

1.65

1.52

1.76

1.69

1.762

1.86

1.77

b6

49.39

41.78

38.02

49.52

49.06

46.5

55.21

54.39

49.18

b7

103.01

94.3

91.77

97.28

98.93

101.59

101.89

101.39

100.39

c0

5.4419

5.4877

4.7697

6.4701

5.8636

4.7453

6.9657

6.5809

6.0398

c1

3.7364

2.4673

2.7487

2.9820

3.0122

2.9581

3.6532

3.547

2.5951

c2

1.9457

1.7566

1.6797

1.7604

1.7335

1.9286

1.7658

1.7750

1.9153

c3

1.845

1.9104

1.8793

1.7508

1.7452

1.7378

1.6268

1.7321

1.6542

c4

415.91

510.08

343.24

198.33

216.91

247.68

114.39

219.54

186.67

c5

0.1128

0.1622

0.2642

0.1432

0.1690

0.1842

0.1309

0.1704

0.1019

c6

2.3538

2.1963

1.9549

2.2690

2.1985

2.0873

2.3286

2.1977

2.3954

d0

10

5.5

3

5

5

8

8

8

8

d1

1

1

2

1.2

1.2

0

0

0

0

4.1.3) Calculate the unblended to maximum value field strength, Eu, at the distance, d, and transmitting
height, ht, as follows:
E1 E 2 

 10 pb

Eu  pb  log  E1

E2
 p

10 b  10 pb 

where: pb  d 0  d1 



k

2



and: E1  a 0  k  a1  k  a 2  log(d )  0.1995  k
and: E 2  Eref  Eoff

2

 1.8671  k  a3

where:

Eref

  log(d )  b  2 
2 
 b0 exp  b4 10  1  b1  exp  
   b6  log(d )  b7
b3
 
 


where:

 



 

  log(d ) b5 and:
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E off


 
c0
c3 k   
c


 k  1  tanh c1  log(d )  c 2 
    c5  k 6
2
c 4   

 



4.1.4) Calculate the blended to the free space value of field strength, Eb, at the distance, d, and transmitting
height, ht, as follows:
Eu  E fs

 10 pbb
Eb  pbb  log 
E fs
 Eu
10 pbb  10 pbb







where:
Efs is the free‐space field strength
Efs = 106.9  20 log(d)

dB(V/m)

pbb is a blend coefficient set to value 8.
4.2) Calculation of the field strength E(f, d, ht, hr, ptinf) using log‐linear interpolation in frequency range:
E = Einf + (Esup  Einf) log(f/finf)/log(fsup/finf)

(dB(V/m))

where:
Einf:
Esup:

E(f= finf , d, ht, hr, ptinf)
E(f= fsup , d, ht, hr, ptinf)

4.3) Dual calculation for the field strength E(f, d, ht, hr, ptsup) using log‐linear interpolation in frequency
range:
E = Einf + (Esup  Einf) log(f/finf)/log(fsup/finf)

(dB(V/m))

where:
Einf:

E(f= finf , d, ht, hr, ptsup)

Esup:

E(f= fsup , d, ht, hr, ptsup)

4.4) Calculation of the field strength E(f, d, ht, hr, pt) using log‐linear interpolation formula in time
percentage range :
E = Esup (Qinf  Qt)/(Qinf  Qsup) + Einf (Qt  Qsup)/(Qinf  Qsup)

(dB(μV/m))

Where: (Qi (x) being the inverse complementary cumulative normal distribution function):
Qt

= Qi (pt/100)

Qinf = Qi (ptinf/100)
Qsup = QI (ptsup /100)
Einf

= E(f, d, ht, hr, ptinf)

Esup = E(f, d, ht, hr, ptsup)
5) For a transmitting/base antenna height ht less than 10 m, determine the field strength for the required height
and distance using following method
The procedure for extrapolating field strength at a required distance d km for values of ht in the range 0 m to 10 m is
based on smooth‐Earth horizon distances in km written as dH(h) = 4.1h, where h is the required value of
transmitting/base antenna height ht in metres.
For d < dH(ht) the field strength is given by the 10 m height curve at its horizon distance, plus E, where E is the
difference in field strengths on the 10 m height curve at distances d and the ht horizon distance.
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For d  dH(ht) the field strength is given by the 10 m height curve at distance d beyond its horizon distance, where d
is the difference between d and the ht horizon distance.
This may be expressed in the following formulae where E10 (d) is the field strength in dB(µV/m) calculated for
transmitter antenna 10 m and for a distance d (km) according to the procedure described in step 4:
E =E10(dH(10)) + E10(d)  E10(dH(ht))
dB(µV/m) d < dH(ht)
dB(µV/m) d  dH(ht)
= E10(dH(10) + d  dH(ht))
If in the latter equation dH(10) + d  dH(ht) exceeds 1 000 km, even though d  1 000 km, E10 may be found from linear
extrapolation for log(distance) of the curve, given by:
E10 =

Einf + (Esup  Einf) log(d/Dinf)/log(Dsup/Dinf)

dB(µV/m)

where:
Dinf:

penultimate tabulation distance (km)

Dsup:

final tabulation distance (km)

Einf:

field strength at penultimate tabulation distance (dB(µV/m))

field strength at final tabulation distance (dBµV/m))
Esup:
Note: this recommendation is not valid for distances greater than 1 000 km. This method should be used only for
extrapolating for ht < 10 m.
6) If the receiving antenna height hr is not equal to the height of representative clutter at its location (denoted R),
correct the field strength as follows:
The field‐strength values given by the land curves and associated tabulations in this recommendation are for a
reference receiving antenna at a height, R (m), representative of the height of the ground cover surrounding the
receiving/mobile antenna, subject to a minimum height value of 10 m.
The SEAMCAT always assumes the height of local clutter R , depending on the propagation environment set in the
model selection window:
Selected environment
Rural
Sub‐urban
Urban

Assumed height of local clutter, m
10
10
20

If the receiving antenna height, hr (m), is different from the assumed R value, as shown in the above table, a
correction shall be added to the field strength taken from the curve.
Where the receiving antenna is adjacent to land account should first be taken of the elevation angle of the arriving ray
by calculating a modified representative clutter height R' (m), given by:
(1)
R'
= R (m)
for ht  6.5d + R
= (1 000 d R – 15 ht)/(1 000 d  15 )
(m) for ht > 6.5d + R
(2)
where ht is in metres and distance d is in km.
The value of R' must be limited if necessary such that it is not less than 1 m.
When the receiving antenna is in an urban environment the correction is then given by:
dB
for hr < R
Correction = (6.03 hr /R')  J()
dB
for hr  R
= K hr log(hr /R')
where J() is given by :



J(v)  6.9  20 log (v  0.1) 2  1  v  0.1



where:



=

Knu  (hdif clut)
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hdif

R'  hr

=

(m)

 clut

=

arctan (hdif /15) (degree)

K hr

=

3.2 + 6.2 log(f)

Knu

=

0.0108  f

f

=

frequency (MHz)

Where the receiving antenna is adjacent to land in a rural environment the correction is given by the above equation
(2) for all values of hr.
If the required distance is equal to or greater than d10, then again the correction for the required value of h2 should be
calculated using above equation (2) with R' set to 10 m.
If the required distance is less than d10, then the correction to be added to the field strength E should be calculated
using:
Correction
= 0.0
dB
d  d (hr)
dB
dhr < d < d10
= (C10) log(d/dhr)/log(d10/dhr)
where:
correction for the required value of hr at distance d10 using equation (2) with R' set to 10 m,
C10:
d10:
distance at which the path just has 0.6 Fresnel clearance for hr = 10 m
calculated as D06(f, ht, 10) as given in note 2
dhhhrrr:
distance at which the path just has 0.6 Fresnel clearance for the required value of hr calculated as
D06(f, ht, hr) as given in note 2
This recommendation is not valid for receiving antenna heights, hr, less than 1 m.
7) Add a log‐normal term G(L) corresponding to the variability in the percentage of locations :
Values of standard deviation for digital systems having a bandwidth less than 1 MHz and for analogue systems are
given as a function of frequency by:

L = K + 1.6 log(f)

dB

where :
K
=

2.1 ‐ for mobile systems in urban locations;
3.8 ‐ for mobile systems in suburban locations or amongst rolling hills;
5.1 ‐ for analogue broadcasting systems.
For digital systems having a bandwidth of 1 MHz or greater, a standard deviation of 5.5 dB should be used at all
frequencies.

8) If necessary, limit the resulting field strength to the maximum value calculated as follows:
The field strength must not exceed a maximum value Emax given by:
dB(V/m)

EMax = Efs

for land paths

where Efs is the free space field strength for 1 kW e.r.p. given by:
Efs = 106.9  20 log(d)
9)

(dB(V/m))

Convert field strength to path loss using following formula:
Lb = 77.2 – E 20 log f

(dB)

where:
Lb: basic transmission loss (dB)
E: field strength in dB(V/m) measured with a transmitting power of 1 W e.i.r.p.
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f: frequency (MHz).
Note 1: The following approximation to the inverse complementary cumulative normal distribution function, Qi(x), is
valid for 0.01  x  0.99 :
Qi(x) = T(x) –(x)

if x  0.5

Qi(x) = ‐{T(1‐x) – (1‐x)}

if x > 0.5

where:

T(x)  [2 ln( x)]
[(C2  T ( x)  C1 )  T ( x)]  C0
( x ) 
[( D3  T ( x)  D2 )  T ( x)  D1 ]  T ( x)  1
C0 = 2.515517
C1 = 0.802853
C2 = 0.010328
D1 = 1.432788
D2 = 0.189269
D3 = 0.001308
Note 2: the path length which just achieves a clearance of 0.6 of the first Fresnel zone over a smooth curved Earth, for
a given frequency and antenna heights ht and hr, is given approximately by:

D06 

D f Dh
D f  Dh

km

where:
D f:
=
Dh :

frequency‐dependent term

=

4.1( ht  hr )

km
0.0000389 f h1 h2
asymptotic term defined by horizon distances
km

f:
frequency (MHz)
antenna heights above smooth Earth (m)
ht, hr:
In the above equations, the value of ht must be limited, if necessary, such that it is not less than zero. Moreover, the
resulting values of D06 must be limited, if necessary, such that it is not less than 0.001 km.
Note 3: the case ht is less than zero described in the recommendation is not handled.
Note 4: no correction due to terrain clearance angle is implemented.
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Annex 16 : Software guidance
A.16.1 Meaning of consistency check and SEAMCAT error message
Using SEAMCAT, unclear error messages can pop up without any real definition of the reason why. This annex is aimed
to explain the meaning of these error messages.

A.16.1.1 Warning “XXX is not a floating point value”
This error message means that an empty field has been input instead of a number.

A.16.1.2 Consistency check
This function is performed prior to simulation with the aim of detecting incorrect or questionable input values. The
Consistency check is performed by SEAMCAT at two instances:
 immediate individual check upon entering certain parameters and
 global consistency check when starting the simulation.
Individual scalar parameters such as antenna gains are checked when the user enters a value for entities as antenna,
pair of transmitter and receiver or link. Examples of parameters with associated constraints are listed in Table 59.
Nature of the parameter
Antenna horizontal pattern

Type

Constraint
Angle between 0° and 360°

Antenna vertical pattern
Angle between ‐90° and 90°

Table 59: Individual constraints for scalar parameters
A global consistency check is performed with scenario parameters when the user starts the simulation. A summary of
what the control covers is presented in Table 60.
Checked parameters
Receiver C/I, C/N+I, N+I/N,
I/N

Constraint / warning
Consistency check between interference criteria is to be performed:
 Between C/I and C/N+I: C/I must be higher than C/N+I.
 Between C/I, C/(N+I), and (I+N)/I if these 3 parameters are
defined.





NI
1

 10 log 10 1  C C

N


I N I
 10 10  1


Between C/I, C/(N+I), and I/N if these 3 parameters are
defined.

I
N 
  dB


  C  C 

  I I  N  dB

 10  log10 10 10
 1  





Between I+N/I and I/N if these two parameters are defined.

N  I 
 N 

 dB

I 

 
 N  dB

 10  log10 1  10 10





 



Due to the non additive formula linking these parameters (see below)
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Status
Warning

a tolerance of ε dB is to be used with a value of 0.5 dB

The following default values for the C/I, C/(N+I), (N+I)/N and I/N of
19 dB, 16 dB, 3 dB and 0 dB respectively avoid the display of a
warning.
All random parameters

If distribution type is uniform discrete, check that Xmax – Xmin is
multiple of the step.

Warning



All random parameters
except Path distance factor
distribution
All random parameters
except Path azimuth
distribution
Distance factor distributions
Coherence between Victim
Receiver masks (blocking
rejection and
intermodulation rejection)
and interfering transmitter
frequency distribution.
Coherence between
Interfering Transmitter
masks (Unwanted emission
and unwanted emissions
floor) and victim receiver
frequency distribution.

Note that this condition is not mandatory to the use of this
distribution.
Use of following distribution type is inappropriate
 Uniform polar (distance)

Warning

Use of following distribution type is inappropriate :
 Uniform (angle)

Warning

Use of following distribution type is inappropriate :
Constant
In case of uniform or constant frequency distribution for the
interfering transmitter, check that the definition interval of the
distribution is totally included :
 In the blocking rejection mask
 In the intermodulation rejection mask

Warning

In case of uniform or constant frequency distribution for the victim
receiver, check that the definition interval of the distribution is
totally included :
 In the unwanted emissions mask if not constant
 In the interfering transmitter bandwidth if the unwanted
emissions mask is assumed constant.
 In the intermodulation rejection mask if more than two
interfering links are defined.

Error

Error

Table 60: Global consistency check parameters

A.16.1.3 Example of consistency check and their solutions
Frequency out of range consistency check: When the user set‐up the operating frequency of the It and the Vr so far
apart that the It emission mask and the Vr mask do not overlap as illustrated in Figure 206, the consistency warning
message of Figure 205 is prompted by SEAMCAT for the user to correct it.
Solution: modify the operating frequencies or the size of the spectrum masks so that an overlap is occurring.

Figure 205: Frequency out of range consistency check warning.
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Victim Receiver
Mask

Interferer Transmitter
emission mask
No overlap
in the masks

899.8 fv=900 MHz 900.2

900.5

400 kHz

fi=901 MHz

901.5 freq.

1 MHz

Figure 206: Illustration of the warning displayed in Figure 205.
CDMA link direction mismatch: When the user set‐up the CDMA link direction differently than the link direction of the
link level data as illustrated in Figure 207, the consistency warning message of Figure 208 is prompted by SEAMCAT for
the user to correct it.
Solution: The user is to select the same link direction.

Figure 207: Illustration of the link mismatch between the CDMA component and the link level data.

Figure 208: CDMA link direction mismatch consistency check warning

A.16.2 Installation troubleshoot FAQ
Note : This is a list of various Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) with regards to the installation of SEAMCAT software.
Please have a look at the following to solve your problem. If the problem with installation persists, contact the ECO
describing the problem and supplying screen shots of any error messages displayed during installation.
Q: How do I change the SEAMCAT home directory
A:
1. go to file/configuration (Figure 209 #1)
2. click on “clear SEAMCAT Home selection” (Figure 209 #2)
3. click “ok” (Figure 209 #3)
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Figure 209: Access to the SEAMCAT configuration window
4.
5.

close SEAMCAT
open SEAMCAT, you will get the following window

Figure 210: Selection of a new home directory
Q: How do I install SEAMCAT‐3 on my PC?
A: You simply need to click on the link provided on www.seamcat.org. There are two options to automatically
download the necessary elements to your PC (during first installation you will be offered a choice of where to install
SEAMCAT directory) and then will start itself. During this installation, normally a special SEAMCAT icon should be
created on your desktop. Later you may launch SEAMCAT‐3 by simply clicking on that icon.
Q:I do not have Java installed on my PC, how should I run the SEAMCAT‐3?
A:If you do not have previously installed Java Runtime Environment on your PC, it will be automatically installed
during the first installation of SEAMCAT‐3. Alternatively, you may yourself pre‐install Java free of charge from the Sun
website at www.java.com.
Q: I pressed the link, but the installation has not been completed
A: First of all, make sure that you have administrator rights on your PC, i.e. the right to install programmes, before
pressing the SEAMCAT‐3 installation link. If the problem occurs when the user with administrator rights is trying to
install software, please make sure that the Firewall is not set to block installation of new programmes. You may need
to ask advice of your IT administrator on these points.
Q: I pressed the installation link, this transferred me to Java web site, and nothing happened afterwards?
A: If you have been transferred to Java web site, this means that your PC does not have Java Run Time Environment
installed, which is needed for SEAMCAT‐3 to run. Normally the installation process would check whether you have the
Java installed on your PC and would automatically take you to Java web site to download the free version of Java
Runtime Environment and afterwards would proceed with installation of SEAMCAT. If the process has stopped, this
could mean that either you do not have administrative rights to install new software on your PC or Firewall settings
preclude you from doing so.
Q: SEAMCAT does not start anymore after that the automatic download was interrupted
A: This issue may happen when the connection may be lost like when using WLAN. When this happen, some part of
SEAMCAT is installed but not all of it and you need to remove SEAMCAT entirely from your machine.
The complete procedure (for Microsoft OS) is as follows:
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1.
2.
3.

Control Panel / Open “Java” under “General” open “Temporary Internet Files”
“Delete” all the files ‐ Control Panel / Add or Remove Programs uninstall SEAMCAT
Then, go to www.seamcat.org and re‐install SEAMCAT this time with a good connection

A.16.3 Debug mode in SEAMCAT
SEAMCAT allows two options to generate two distinct log files.

A.16.3.1 Automatic SEAMCAT log
This log file is automatically generated by SEAMCAT and is used to debug the Java application (i.e. remote connection,
GUI issues etc.. ). The user can select/browse the filename and directory form the SEAMCAT options and also the log
level. The default filename is seamcat.log.

Figure 211: Log file seamcat.log automatically generated by SEAMCAT

A.16.3.2 User debug log file
This log file is generated by SEAMCAT when the user selects the debug mode as shown in Figure 212. This allows the
user to debug the calculation made by SEAMCAT and it is workspace dependent. Remember to select a low number of
snapshots to avoid big size of log file (by default it is automatically reduced to 5 events). However, if the user would
need more snapshots for inspection, the number of events could be manually increased to the desired number.

Figure 212: User selectable debug file
The output of the file (.sws filename_date_number.log) is indicated to the user by the pop‐up window as shown in
Figure 213.

Figure 213: Filename and directory output for the debug log file
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Annex 17 : Reference material and workspaces
A.17.1 Introduction
The following examples are given to help understand how SEAMCAT has been used in previous studies and to give a
guide to the values used for different technologies.
The scenarios and parameters contained in these reports should only be used as a initial guide when you are starting
to develop your simulation.
The following reports can be found at the ECO web site www.erodocdb.dk

ECC Report 076
ECC Report 093
CEPT Report 16
ECC Report 096
ECC Report 099
ECC Report 104
ECC Report 121
ECC Report 122
CEPT Report 28
ECC Report 123
ECC Report 128

X
X

Capacity loss

I/N

(N+I)/N

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

C/(I+N)

Interference criteria

C/I

TETRA

Satellite

RNS

RAS

PWMS

PMR

PL

GSM‐R

GSM

FS

DVB‐T

UWB

UMTS

Technology

Power flux density
calculation

A.17.2 Summary of ECC/CEPT reports

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

x

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Table 61: List of ECC Report/CEPT Report containing SEAMCAT workspaces

A.17.3 Detail of ECC/CEPT reports
ECC Report 076: Cross‐Border coordination of Multipoint Fixed Wireless Systems in frequency bands from 3.4 GHZ
to 33.4 GHz. (February 2006)
This ECC Report addresses the issue of finding a most suitable method and criteria for cross‐border coordination
between point to point (P‐P) system and multipoint fixed wireless access (FWA MP) system located on different sides
of a national border.
The annex contains an example for calculation of power flux density at a distance of 15 km across the border of a cell.
Central station
3.5 MHz
35 dBm
9 dBi omni‐directional
17 dBi; α = 60° sector
20 m
‐74 dBm

Bandwidth
Max. output power; with power control
Antenna RPE characteristic (according EN 302 326‐3)
Antenna height (above ground level)
RX‐sensitivity RSL 16QAM (according EN 302 326‐2)
Number of snapshots (fully loaded channel)

Terminal stations/TE
3.5 MHz
27 dBm
4 dBi omni‐directional
20 dBi directional
3 m / 20 m
‐74 dBm
1000

Table 62: Example of technical characteristics used in ECC Report 076
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ECC Report 093 and CEPT Report 16 :Compatibility between GSM equipment on board aircraft and terrestrial
networks. Revised ECC Report with Annex G (May 2008)
This report considers the technical impact on terrestrial mobile networks of introducing a GSM service onboard
aircraft (GSMOB) operating at a height of at least 3000 m above ground level in the 1800 MHz band (1710‐1785 MHz
for uplink (terminal transmit, base station receive) / 1805‐1880 MHz for downlink (base station transmit, terminal
receive)).
The GSMOB system considered in the report consists of a Network Control Unit (NCU), to ensure that signals
transmitted by terrestrial mobile systems are not visible within the cabin, and an aircraft BTS (ac‐BTS) to provide
connectivity. Combined they are designed to ensure that the mobile stations on board the aircraft (ac‐MS) only
transmit at the minimum level of 0 dBm nominal value with a 0 dBi antenna gain. The parameters for the NCU and ac‐
BTS were derived from theoretical models.
The following terrestrial networks have been addressed: GSM900, GSM1800, UMTS900, UMTS1800, UMTS in the
2 GHz FDD core‐band and CDMA‐450/FLASH‐OFDM (CDMA2000/FLASH‐OFDM at around 450 MHz). In addition, an
extension of the analysis of the compatibility of the GSM onboard system and terrestrial networks to cover the
technologies envisaged in the 2.6 GHz band is presented.
The following scenarios were considered in the report,






Scenario 3: GSMOB impact on the terrestrial communication link (G‐BTS/NODEB to G‐MS/UE (downlink))
from a single aircraft.
Scenario 4: GSMOB impact on the terrestrial communications link (G‐BTS/NODEB to G‐MS/UE (downlink))
from multiple aircraft.
Scenario 5: GSMOB impact on the terrestrial communications link (G‐MS/UE TO G‐BTS/NODEB (uplink)) from
a single aircraft.
Scenario 6: GSMOB impact on the terrestrial communication link (G‐MS/UE TO G‐BTS/NODEB (UPLINK)) from
multiple aircraft.

ECC Report 96: Compatibility between UMTS 900/1800 and systems operating in adjacent bands, Krakow. (March
2007)
This report deals with the compatibility study between UMTS900/1800 and systems operating in adjacent bands.
This report gives the description of the compatibility study methodology, co‐existence scenarios, simulation
assumptions, and the results for the deployment of UMTS operating in 900 MHz and in 1800 MHz bands taking into
account adjacent band systems. Although best effort has been made to provide assumptions and results to
encompass the widest range of possible situations, however there might be some country specific cases where
different assumptions need to be made. Furthermore it has to be noted that based on the operational experience
further analyses may have to be carried out.
The report contains one SEAMCAT simulation where GSM‐R is the victim and UMTS900 is interferer.
This worksheet also contains Link Level data for UMTS DL: 920.0 MHz: downlink: 1% FER.
ECC Report 099: TETRA Enhanced Data Services (TEDS): Impact on existing PMR/PAMR and Air Ground Air (AGA)
systems in the 400 MHz band. (September 2007)
This ECC report presents the results obtained in the frame of the TETRA Enhanced Data Services (TEDS) compatibility
studies. These studies consist on the evaluation of the impact of TEDS on existing PMR system in the 380‐470 MHz
frequency band and military applications below 400 MHz. The opposite direction impact from existing PMR system
and from military applications on TEDS was also examined in the report.
SEAMCAT was used to define either the interference probability (for non‐CDMA system) or the capacity loss for CDMA
system, when CDMA systems are victim of interference from a TEDS radio link.
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Victim
Analogue FM PMR
TETRA
TETRAPOL
CDMA‐PMR
Analogue FM PMR
TETRA
TETRAPOL
CDMA‐PMR
Analogue FM PMR
TETRA
TETRAPOL
CDMA‐PMR
Analogue FM PMR
TETRA
TETRAPOL
CDMA‐PMR

Interferer
25kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS

Victim
25kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS
25kHz TEDS
50kHz TEDS
100kHz TEDS
150kHz TEDS

Interferer
25kHz Analogue FM PMR
25kHz Analogue FM PMR
25kHz Analogue FM PMR
25kHz Analogue FM PMR
TETRA
TETRA
TETRA
TETRA
TETRAPOL
TETRAPOL
TETRAPOL
TETRAPOL
CDMA
CDMA
CDMA
CDMA

Table 63: SEAMCAT scenarios studied in ECC Report 099
Additionally the following TETRA / TEDS compatibility studies were simulated



CASE 1 ‐ 250 kHz Bandwidth Interleaving
o 25 kHz TEDS on TETRA
o 50 kHz TEDS on TETRA
o TETRA on 25 kHz TEDS
o TETRA on 50 kHz TEDS



CASE 2 ‐ 50 kHz Bandwidth Interleaving
o 25 kHz TEDS on TETRA
o 50 kHz TEDS on TETRA
o TETRA on 25 kHz TEDS
o TETRA on 50 kHz TEDS

Annex A of the report contains TEDS parameters used for calculations and simulations
Annex B of the report contains the Analogue FM, TETRA, TETRAPOL and CDMA‐PAMR radio parameters used for
calculations and simulations.
ECC Report 104: Compatibility between mobile radio systems operating in the range 450‐470 MHz and Digital Video
Broadcasting –Terrestrial (DVB‐T) system operating in UHF TV channel 21 (470‐478 MHz). (June 2007)
This report provides results of compatibility studies between Private Mobile Radio (PMR) / Public Access Mobile Radio
(PAMR) systems operating in the 450‐470MHz and Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial (DVB‐T) system operating in
the band 470 ‐ 862MHz.
In particular, the report focuses on the impact of the DVB‐T system using UHF Channel 21, 470 – 478 MHz on
PMR/PAMR systems operating below 470 MHz, and on the impact of PMR/PAMR operating on the channels just
below 470 MHz into DVB‐T fixed reception operating on channel 21.
DVB‐T transmitter as a source of interference
 Scenario SEAMCAT‐1: DVB‐T transmitter interfering 12.5 kHz PMR/PAMR MS in 460 – 470 MHz
 Scenario SEAMCAT‐2: DVB‐T transmitter interfering TEDS PMR/PAMR MS in 460 – 470 MHz
 Scenario SEAMCAT‐3: DVB‐T transmitter interfering CDMA PAMR MS in 460 – 470 MHz
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PMR/PAMR as a source of interference in to DVB‐T
 Analogue narrowband FM PMR/PAMR
 TEDS 25 kHz
 TEDS 150 kHz
 CDMA‐1X PAMR BS transmitter interfering DVB‐T
The technical parameters are given for:



Television characteristics
o Analogue TV
o Digital TV
o Antenna amplifiers



PMR/PAMR characteristics
o Characteristics for PMR/PAMR – 12.5 kHz
o Characteristics for TEDS
o Characteristics for CDMA‐1X
o Protection Ratios (PR) for PMR/PAM

This report also contains the following annexes,
Annex 1: Propagation model for SEAMCAT simulations on the impact of DVB‐T on PMR/PAMR at 470 MHz
In order to assess the impact of DVB‐T on PMR/PAMR systems, it is proposed to use a propagation model
based on Recommendation ITU‐R P.1546, as implemented within SEAMCAT version 3.
It has to be noted that the propagation model defined in Recommendation ITU‐R P.1546 is not defined for
distances lower than 1 km; therefore there is a need to develop a “complementary” model that will provide
attenuation for distances lower than 1 km.
Annex 2: Implementation of protection ratio within SEAMCAT
Annex 3: Implementation of blocking and first adjacent criterion within SEAMCAT when modelling TEDS.
ECC Report 121: Compatibility studies between Professional Wireless Microphone Systems (PWMS) and other
services/systems in the bands 1452‐1492 MHz, 1492‐1530 MHz, 1533‐1559 MHz also considering the
services/systems in the adjacent bands (below 1452 MHz and above 1559 MHz). (September 2008)
Following a request from ETSI, WG FM requested WG SE to consider the possible deployment of Professional Wireless
Microphone Systems (PWMS), in the bands:
 1452 MHz to 1492 MHz,
 1492 MHz to 1530 MHz,
 1533 MHz to 1559 MHz.
In all of these bands, compatibility and sharing issues need to be assessed in order to identify the preferred sub‐bands
for PWMS.
This report provides compatibility studies between PWMS and the services possibly affected by their deployment in
the bands 1452‐1492 MHz, 1492‐1530 MHz, 1533‐1559 MHz also considering the services in the adjacent bands
(below 1452 MHz and above 1559 MHz).
Compatibility studies in the band 1429 – 1452 MHz
 Compatibility between PWMS and point to point Fixed Service
Compatibility studies in the band 1452 ‐ 1492 MHz
 Compatibility between PWMS and point to point Fixed Service
Compatibility studies in the band 1492 ‐ 1518 MHz
 Compatibility between PWMS and Aeronautical Telemetry systems
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o

This is discussed but not included in the attached SEAMCAT Worksheet

Compatibility studies in the band 1533 ‐ 1559 MHz
 Compatibility between PWMS devices and Mobile Satellite Service
o Cospas Sarsat for MSG
o This is discussed but not included in the attached SEAMCAT Worksheet
This report contains the parameters used and also an annex looking at SEAMCAT analysis ‐ co‐channel case – indoor
case 6 dB wall loss.
ECC Report 122: The compatibility between GSM use onboard vessels and land‐based networks. (September 2008)
This Report studied the co‐existence of GSM systems, operating in the 900 and 1800 MHz bands, used onboard vessels
(known as GSMOBV or as MCV – Mobile Communications onboard Vessels) in territorial waters with land‐based GSM
and UMTS systems. Also co‐existence with RSBN systems used by some CEPT countries for aeronautical radio
navigation was considered.
Annex 2 presents a co‐existence study based on application of statistical Monte‐Carlo simulation approach using
SEAMCAT software, which makes an assumption of uniformly random distribution of ship/GSMOBV anywhere within
the 0‐12 NM distance from victim land‐based GSM system or within short segments near the shore during slow
approach/departure phases;
Annex 3 presents a statistical co‐existence study between GSMOBV and expected in the near future deployment of
UMTS‐900/1800 systems.
Propagation models used in SEAMCAT studies:
Due to the fact that P.1546 model implemented in SEAMCAT does not have sea path option, a free‐space model was
used instead as a worst case fallback option. Also Hata model was used for some specific cases such as propagation in
cluttered environment of the ship for scenario 3 (HATA SRD model) and when modelling signal distribution inside
affected land‐based networks (rural propagation model).
ECC Report 123: The impact of Object Discrimination and Characterization (ODC) applications using Ultra‐Wideband
(UWB) technology on radio services. (September 2008)
This report considers the possible impact of ODC (Object Discrimination and Characterization) on radio
services/systems taking into account existing regulation for UWB by defining a spectrum emission mask, based on
assumptions for the density and activity factor applicable for Europe
Annex 2: SEAMCAT simulations for RAS (Radio Astronomy Service)
The annex sets eight scenarios showing the impact of different types of Object Discrimination and Characterization
(ODC) applications using Ultra‐Wideband (UWB) technology in to RAS.
ECC Report 128: Compatibility studies between pseudolites and services in the frequency bands 1164–1215, 1215–
1300 AND 1559–1610 MHz.(January 2009)
Pseudolites (Pseudo satellites, PLs) are ground based radio transmitters that transmit a RNSS‐like navigation signal.
They are intended to be complementary to RNSS systems and transmit on the same frequency bands 1164‐1215,
1215‐1300 and 1559‐1610 MHz as RNSS systems.
The different systems studied are detailed below and are captured in Annex 1 – 4 of the report.







Impact of pseudolites on RNSS (Radio Navigation Satellite Service (ITU))
Impact of pseudolites on ARNS (Aeronautical Radio Navigation Service)
Impact of pseudolites on RDS (Radio Determination Service ) (RNS( AND RLS(Radio Location System))
Impact of pseudolites on EESS (Earth Exploration Satellite Service)
Impact of pseudolites on RAS in the band 1610‐1613 MHz
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Annex 18 : Bandwidth correction factor
This Annex is meant as a tutorial for beginners in order to understand the effect of different bandwidth at the Vr and
It in the simulation.
When the bandwidth of the interferer and the victim are different it is necessary to apply a bandwidth correction
factor when calculating the emission power for a specific bandwidth. This is illustrated in Figure 214.
Let’s take the following example with and interferer transmitting 2000 mW. This is equivalent to 33 dBm (see
conversion table). The amount of energy that a victim receiver receives in its bandwidth can be derived according to
these two cases:
ItBW > VrBW
Vr

It

BW = 100 kHz

It
BW = 200 kHz
Pe = 33 dBm
Pe = 30 dBm
Pe = 33 dBm + correction factor
Pe = 33 dBm ‐ 3 dB
correction factor = 10 log(VrBW/ItBW)
ItBW < VrBW
Vr

It

BW = 400 kHz

It

BW = 200 kHz
Pe = 33 dBm

Pe = 33 dBm
Interfering energy in the receiver bandwidth
Figure 214: illustration of the bandwidth correction factor
Linear
2
4
8
16
10
20
100
1000
25
2000
50

dB
3 dB
6 dB
9 dB
12 dB
10 dB
13 dB
20 dB
30 dB
100/4= 20 dB ‐ 6 dB= 14 dB
1000*2 = 30 dB + 3 dB = 33 dB
100/2=20 dB – 3 dB = 17 dB

Table 64: Conversion table
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Annex 19 : Answers to the Tetra vs FM PMR example
Note: See the questions of this exercise in section 12 on p. 102.
Definition of the workspace, name: "TETRA‐PMR"

Antenna

Victim link/General









Reference: PMR
Frequency: 412.00625 MHz (channel spacing)
Use wanted transmitter: yes

Reference:

PMR‐MS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

0 dBi

Wt‐Vr path
Coverage radius






Victim Receiver
General













Reference: PMR‐BS
C/I: 21 dB (if only C/I, then C/(N+I) and (I+N)/N are
not required)

Cell radius mode:

User‐defined radius

Fixed radius:

7.8 km

Correlation:

No (for Wt‐Vr)

Radio path length:
(0...1)*cell radius)

uniform polar (Distance Vr:

Path Azimuth Vr:

0...360 deg, uniform

C/(I+N): 21dB (C/(N+I) required only for selected
Blocking‐Mode)



Noise floor: ‐131 dBm, constant(=Sensitivity – C/I)

Propagation model

Blocking response:

‐23 dB, constant

Blocking mode:

Sensitivity

Sensitivity:

‐110 dBm






Bandwidth receiver: 8 kHz
Antenna height:

30 m, constant

Antenna azimuth:

0...360 deg, uniform

Antenna elevation:
direction)

0 deg, constant (horizontal





Model:

Hata

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:
attenuation)

RURAL (results in lowest path

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation:
ABOVE ROOF
30m BS‐Antenna height)

(caused by

Antenna





Reference:

PMR‐BS

Interfering link 1/General

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

9 dBi




Wanted Transmitter

Frequency: 410.1875…411.9875 MHz, uniform

Interfering Transmitter

General







Reference: TETRA‐PMR‐ILK1

General

Reference:

PMR‐MS

Power:

37 dBm, constant

Antenna height:

1.5 m, constant

Antenna azimuth:

0...360 degrees, uniform




Antenna elevation: 0 degrees, constant
(horizontal direction)
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Reference:

TETRA‐MS

Transmitting power: 30 dBm, constant














Unwanted mask: Offset in MHz, power in dBc
referred to Reference bandwidth
‐10.0000
‐100.0000
18.0000
‐0.5010
‐100.0000
18.0000
‐0.5000
‐80.0000
18.0000
‐0.2510
‐80.0000
18.0000
18.0000
‐0.2500
‐75.0000
‐0.1000
‐75.0000
18.0000
‐0.0750
‐66.0000
18.0000
‐0.0500
‐66.0000
18.0000
‐0.0250
‐60.0000
18.0000
‐0.0125
0.0000
18.0000
0.0125
0.0000
18.0000
0.0250
‐60.0000
18.0000
0.0500
‐66.0000
18.0000
0.0750
‐66.0000
18.0000
0.1000
‐75.0000
18.0000
0.2500
‐75.0000
18.0000
0.2510
‐80.0000
18.0000
0.5000
‐80.0000
18.0000
0.5010
‐100.0000
18.0000
18.0000
10.0000
‐100.0000













Transmitting bandwidth: 18 kHz (Bandwidth <
channel)

Reference:

TETRA‐BS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

11 dBi

Correlation mode:

Uniform density

Path Azimuth Vr:

0...360 degrees, uniform

Number of active interferers: 9
Density of active interferers: 5 users/km²
Probability of transmission: 1 (transmits
permanently)
Activity per hour: 1 (transmits permanently)
Protection distance: 0 km

Propagation model

18 kHz

Power Control:

YES

Antenna height:

1.5 m, constant

Antenna azimuth:

0...360 degrees, uniform

Antenna elevation:
direction)

0 degrees, constant (horizontal









Model:

Hata

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:

RURAL

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation: ABOVE ROOF

Power control step:

5 dB

It‐Wr path (only for power control!)

Min threshold:

‐86 dBm

Computation of the radio coverage of the interferer

Dynamic range:

15 dB









Reference:

TETRA‐MS

Description:

Omni‐directional

Maximum gain:

0 dBi

Wanted Receiver (only for power control)
General




0 degrees, constant (horizontal

Relative location

Antenna





Antenna elevation:
direction)

It‐Vr path

Power control (at receiver)





0...360 degrees, uniform

Antenna

Unwanted emission floor: NO

Reference bandwidth:

Antenna azimuth:

Reference:

TETRA‐BS

Antenna height:

30 m, constant
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Correlation: No
Mode:

(for It‐Wr)

Traffic‐limited network

Density of interferers: 5 users/km²
Number of channels: 80
Number of user per channel: 1 users/ch
Frequency cluster: 9
Path distance Factor: uniform polar (Distance:
(0...1)*cell radius)
Path Azimuth: 0...360 degrees, uniform

Propagation model









Model:

Hata

Median Loss: Yes
Variation:

Yes

Environment:

RURAL

...at Wt:

OUTDOOR

...at Vr:

OUTDOOR

Propagation: ABOVE ROOF

Simulation control/Event generation



Number of samples: 20000

Test of the simulation
Calculated radius





Coverage radius (wanted system): 7.8 km
Coverage radius (interfering system 1): 0.752 km
simulation radius 1: 0.7569 km

Generated Signals
PC “on”





dRSS: mean: ‐69.7 dBm, std: 11.8 dB
iRSSunwanted: mean: ‐127.7 dBm, std: 10.0 dB
iRSSblocking: mean: ‐144.6 dBm, std: 7.1 dB

PC “off”





dRSS: mean: ‐69.7 dBm, std: 11.8 dB
iRSSunwanted: mean: ‐112.6 dBm, std: 10.8 dB
iRSSblocking: mean: ‐129.6 dBm, std: 7.1 dB

Interference calculation/ICE calculation






Interference Criteria: C/I
Compatibility mode: Yes (Probability of
interference)
Unwanted emissions: Yes
Blocking"

Yes

Result
Probability: 1.1 % when PC “on” and 8.1 % when PC “off”
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Annex 21 : List of abbreviations

Abbreviation
ACS
ACIR
ACLR
CDF
CDMAE
dRSS
EGE
GUI
ICE
iRSS
It
MCL
PDF
Rx
sws
Tx
UI
Vr
Wt
Wr

Explanation
Adjacent Channel Selectivity
Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio
Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio
Cumulative Distribution Function
CDMA Engine
Desired Received Signal Strength
Event Generation Engine
Graphical User Interface
Interference Calculation Engine
Interfering Received Signal Strength
Interfering transmitter
Minimum Coupling Loss
Probability Distribution Function
Receiver
SEAMCAT WorkSpace
Transmitter
User Interface
Victim receiver
Wanted transmitter
Wanted receiver
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Annex 22 : Glossary
Terminology used in the software and in this manual is:
3GPP

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project prepares, approves and maintains globally applicable
technical specifications and technical reports for the evolved 3rd generation and beyond mobile
system known as UMTS and LTE/E‐UTRA. 3GPP also maintains the technical specifications and
technical reports for GSM, including GPRS and EDGE.

3GPP2

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 for the North American and Asian interest.

ACIR

Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio is defined as the ratio of the power of an adjacent‐channel
interferer, to the power measured after a receive filter in the adjacent channel and is a result of
both transmitter and receiver imperfections.

ACLR

Adjacent Channel Leakage (Power) Ratio. The ACLR of a signal is defined as the ratio of the signal’s
power to the power of the signal when measured at the output of a (nominally rectangular)
receiver filter centred on an adjacent frequency channel.

ACS

Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS) is a measurement of a receiver's ability to process a desired
signal while rejecting a strong signal in an adjacent frequency channel. ACS is defined as the ratio
of external interference to the interference appearing at a receiver input.

Active list
(CDMA module)

Different for each UE. When a UE is dropped in the network, it connects to all the BS (i.e. 19 or
57). The connect procedure involves the calculation of the path loss. The UE sort all the
connections by path loss so that the first item of the list is the one with the shortest path loss. In
the CDMA module only two BSs which are within the handover margin can be added to the active
list. In the OFDMA module, there is no limitation on the number of BSs

C

represent the desired signal received from the Wanted Transmitter

dRSS

Victim’s wanted signal strength or also desired received signal strength

BTS

In a cellular system the Base Transceiver Station terminates the radio interface.

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a multiple access scheme for digital radio, to send voice,
data, and signalling data between mobile phones and cell sites. CDMA channels are defined with
codes and permit many simultaneous transmitters on the same frequency channel.

CEPT

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations

Coverage Radius

Radius of the coverage where receivers are distributed around the transmitter of the same link

e.i.r.p.

Equivalent isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p) or, alternatively, effective isotropic radiated
power is the amount of power that would have to be emitted by an isotropic antenna (that evenly
distributes power in all directions and is a theoretical construct) to produce the peak power
density observed in the direction of maximum antenna gain.

ETSI

European Telecommunication Standards Institute. http://www.etsi.org/

Interfering link:

link, which creates interference into the Victim receiver

Interfering

transmitter within the considered Interfering Link
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transmitter (It)
iRSS

Interfering signal strength

I

represents the interfering power received by the Victim Receiver

LTE

Long Term Evolution is the name given to a project within the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) to enhance the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) mobile
phone standard. The resulting E‐UTRA (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access) radio interface
is based on orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) for the downlink and single
carrier frequency division multiple access (SC‐FDMA) for the uplink.

N, Nt

represent the power noise produced by electronic components

OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency‐Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a digital multi‐carrier modulation scheme,
which uses a large number of closely‐spaced orthogonal sub‐carriers. Each sub‐carrier is
modulated with a conventional modulation scheme (such as quadrature amplitude modulation) at
a low symbol rate, maintaining data rates similar to conventional single‐carrier modulation
schemes in the same bandwidth.

OFDMA

Orthogonal Frequency‐Division Multiplexing Access

Optimal Capacity
(CDMA module)

The number of UEs per cell that a given CDMA network is able to serve under “ideal” conditions
without any external interference

Simulation radius

Radius of the coverage where Interfering Transmitters are distributed around the Victim Receiver.

Victim link

a studied link containing transmitter and receiver

Victim receiver
(Vr)

receiver within the considered Victim Link

Wanted receiver
(Wr)

receiver within the considered Interfering Link.

Wanted
transmitter (Wt)

transmitter within the considered Victim Link
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